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BENTLEY ACOUSTIC
CORPORATION LTD.
38 CHALCOT ROAD, CHALK FARM, LONDON, N.W.1
THE VALVE SPECIALISTS Telephone 01-722 9090

SAVE POSTAL COSTS! CASH AND CARRY BY CALLERS WELCOME

0A2 6/9
OB2 81-
OZ4 4/6
1A3 4/8
1A5 5/-
1A7GT 7/3
1C-6 419
105 619
106 9/6
1901 6/8
1F09 418
106 6/-
1H5GT 7/-
11.4 216
1LD5 6/-
11.55 8,-
15601 79

6AU6 6/-
6AV6 5/8
61380 2/6'
68A13 4/816925
68E6 4/9'
68116 7/816928
61336 8/8
68Q6 419
6BQ7A 7/-
6887 8/8
6088 8/-
6B87 18/8
6BW6 12/9
6BW7 11!-
6BZ6
606 3/9
609 111-

13LD20 8'6
6N7GT 6/8
691 12/-

12/-
6926 121-

25!-
6Q7 8/6
6Q70
6R7 11f-
611.70 7/-
68A7GT 7/-
68,C7GT 8/8
6807 81-
68H7 31-
6837 6/6
688701 4/8
685701 4/6

12AE6
12AT6 418.
12AT7 319
12AU6 4/9
12A1.77 4/8
12AV6 5/8
12AX7 443
12AY7 9/9
12BA6 13!--

128E6 5/9
12BH7 6/-
12E1 17/-
12J7GT 6/6
12K5 10/-
12K7GT 5/9
12Q7GT 4/6
12SA7GT

185 6/8 6CD6G 19/8 6SQ7GT 7/6 8/9
184 4/9,6CH6 6/- 611401 12/- 1213C7 4/-
185 4/3' 6CL6 8/8 61170 7/- 128137 81-
184 6/91 6CW4 12/- 6V60 3;8 12817 81-
11)6 6/9 6D3 716 6160T 6/- 12S.17 4/6
2021 5/8 606 3/- 6X4 4/3 12887 419
3A4 8/8 6F1 8/9 6X5GT 6/- 128Q7GT7/8
3A5 10/- 6F6 12/8 6Y70 12/6 14117 9/8
3157 5/- 6960 4/- 786 10/9 1487 15i-
306 3/9 6912 3/8 7B7 7/- 18 12/6
3Q4 8/6 6913 3/6 7C8 6/- 19AQ6 4/9
3Q6GT 6/- 6915 10/- 7F8 12/8 19111
3S4 519 6F18 7/8 7117 5/6 20018/813/-
3V4 5/9 6923 13/3 7R7 12/- 20114 20/6
58401 819 6F24 11/9 7V7 5;- 20F2 14/-
31)40 4/9 6925 13/- 7Y4 6/8 20L1 18/-
5V 4G 7/6 6928 10/8 9BW6 7/- 2091 17/6
51301 5/6 6932 3;- 907 9/- 2093 18/-
683 8/- 6060 2/6 1001 12/6 2094 18/8
6Z40 7/- 650601 1/9 1002 10/- 2096 18/-
613072 12/8 6350 3/9 10131 8/- 251,60T 6/6
6A80 5/6 636 3/- 1002 14/7 2615 6/-
6A07 3/- 8370 4/9 1091 15/- 25150 8/6
6A05 3/8 83701 8/6 10F9 9/- 26840 6/-
6AK6 5/- 6K7G 2/- 10F18 7/- 2585 7/-
6AK6 8/- 6K701 4/6 1OLD1110/- 25860 8/8
6A1,6 2/8 6L1 19/6 10913 18/- 30C1 6/6
6AM6 3/816L60T 7/9 10914 12/6 30013 13/-
6AQ6 5/6161,70T 12/6 12A6 3/6 30017 16;-
6A86 20/-, 6L18 8/- 12AC6 7/- 30018 11f8
6AT8 4/-! 61,19 19/- 12,AD6 6/- 3095 16i-

30FL1 15/- 7473 41- DK96 7/-
309L12 16/- A1834 20/-. DLS3 6/-
30FL14 12/8 A2134 10/- DL35 4/9
30L1 6/8 A3042 15/- DL92 5/9
301,15 13/9 AC2PEN DL94 5/9
301.17 15/6 19/6 DL96 7/-
3094 12/- AC2PEN/ DLS10 9/6
30P4M R DD 19,1 DM70 6/-

17/6 AC6PEN 419 D1171 7/6
30912 1319 AC/PEN (6) DW4'35013l6
30P19 12/- 19/8 DW415008/6
309L1 15!- AC/PEN (7) 13186 51

30PL14 151- ACITH1 E8OF 24/-
19/6 DY87 5/930PL13 15/6

30PL13 16/- 10/- E83F 24/-
35A3 ph AC/TP 19/6 E88CC 121-
33A5 15/-IAC/V9210/6 E180F 17/6
33D5 12/8 ATP4 2/8 81148 10/6
33L60T 8/61 AZ1 8!- EASO 1/6
33W4 4/6 AZ31 9/8 8A76 13/-
35Z3 10/- AZ41 7/8 EABC80 6/-
36Z40T 4;9 B36 6,6 EAC91 8/-
35Z5GT 8/- DL63 10/- EAF42 8/9
SOBS gig CL33 18/6 EB34 7/6
5006 6/3 CV6 1016 E1341 4/8

OY1C 10 6 ER91 2/8
81)041 9/6

50CD6G43.
50L6GT 9/- 0131 7/8
72 EBC81 5/9

82A3 68/18 DAC32063
40/-58090 4/-D77

EBC91 5/6
ppAG 67/6 DAF91 418 EBF80 8/9
90AV 87/6 DAF96 6/6 EBF83 8/-
90014 34/- DC090 10/- 103989 6/8
90CV 38/8 DD4 10/8
9001 18/- 1/933 7/9 8053 12/8
160112 14/6 0991 2/9
100C2 5/9 DF96 6/6 5070 4/9
301 20/- DF97 10/- EC86 12/8
302 18/8 DH63 EC88 12/-
303 15!- DH76 4/6 EC92 6/8
305 16/6 DH77 4/- ECC31 15/6
306 13/- DH81 10/9
807 1119 DH101 25/-
956 2/- D5010717/11
1821 10/6 0832 7/8
5763 10/- DK40 10/-
6060 5/8 DK91 5/6
7193 10/8 0892 9/-

E0032 4/6 89184 8;- IW-1/360 5/6 901.83 9/- 1116 34;11 U18/20 10/-
ECC3330/11 EF960 10- 1W4/500 61- PCL84 7/6 R17 17/6 U19 8416
E0034 29/6 E1190 7/6 KT2 5/- PCL86 9/- R18 98 U22 7/9
50040 9/8 F;L32 316 KT8 84;6 PCL86 8/8 R19 8/8 U26 18/-
ECC81 3'9 81.33 KT41 19/6 PC1,138 15/- R20 11/9 1726 11/9
EC082 4/8 81,34 916 8144 201- 989360 R52 7/6 U31 6/-
E0083 4/6 EL37 17/3 KT61 121- 15/- R834 7/6 U33 29/8
E0084 5/6 EL41 10/3 KT63 4/- PEN45 7/- 8942 12/6 U35 18/6
50086 5/6 EL42 9/9 KT66 17;3 PEN43DD SP61 3/8 U37 84/11
ECC86 8/- EL81 KT74 12;6 12/- 111413 10/- U45 15/8
50088 7/- EL83 6/9 8176 12/6 9E946 41- 111233 7/- U47 13/-
E00189 918 81.84 4/9 KT88 29/- PEN46300 TP2620 8/9 U49 11/9
ECC80412/6 EL85 7/8 KTW61 818 19/6 UABC80 6/- 1360 5/6
ECC80727/- EL86 8/- KTW6210/- PENA4 19/6 UAF42 9/6 1)52 419
EC980 6/8 EL91 2/8 KTW63 6/9 PEN/DD UB41 6/8 U76 4;9
E0982 6/6 EL9S 5/8 L63 819 4020 17/6 UBC41 8/6 U78 4/3
ECF86 9/- 81171 14/- L5162 6/6 PFL20012/8 UBC81 7/- U107 18/3
ECF804 53180 7!- 1.5309 91- 91.33 19/6 UBF80 5;9 1:191 12/642/- E3181 7;6 LN319 15/- PL36 9/6 U13989 6/9 U231 14/6
E0821 1216 83184 8/8 LN339 15/- PL81 7/8 U131,21 9/- U281 8/-
ECH3S 5/9 53185 11/- LZ329 6/6 PL81A 10/8 U092 5,16 171282 8/-
ECH42 10/- E3187 7/6 31E14001419 PL82 616 110084 8/- U301 11/-
80881 519 EY51 7/6 META 12/6 91.83 6;6 UOC86 6/9 U329 14/6ECH83 8/- E161 71- MHL1136 7/6 PL84 618 UC980 8/8 U403 6/6
E01184 718 E183 8/8 311)12/1441- PL302 12;- U0S21 9!- U404 7/6
ECL80 816 8184 7/6 MX40 12/8 PL600 18/- UCH42 13/- U801 19/6
ECL82 6/- E186 6/8 578 40/8 PLSO4 13/6 17CH81 6/6 U4020 6/9
ECL83 9/- E187 6/6 5108 27;10 P1.608 2710 UCL82 7/- 194B 10/6
ECL84 12/- 8188 7/6 5308 17/6 PL809 28/9 UCL83 10/- VP13C 7/-
ECL85 11/- E191 8/- 5339 25/- 91,802 151- LT941 101- V941 7/6
ECL86 8/- EZ36 5/- Pfil 2/8 PM84 7/9 1:942 91- VR75 24/-
ECLL800 EZ40 7/8 PABC80 7/8 PX4 14/- 1:980 8/9 VR 106 5/-

30/- E7A1 8/8 PC86 10/8 9182 10/- U986 6;9 V11.150 5/-
8922 12/6 EZ80 4/6 PC88 10/8 P133 10/- U986 91- VT61A 7/-
EF36 3/6 8881 4/9 PC95 8,1 PY80 6/- U989 6/9 VU111 7/8
E937A 7/- EZ90 4/8 PC97 8/6 P181 5/8 UL41 1018 VU120 12/-
EF39 5/- 1°W415006/6 PC900 8;3 9182 5/- UL46 12/8 VU120Al2/-
8940 8/9 FW4/800 P0084 6/5 9183 5/9 UL84 8/6 VU133 7/-
8941 10/- 10J- PC085 8/8 9188 8/9 113180 8/8 W76 6/9
EF42 3/8 0230 7/- PC088 9/9 PY301 12/6 URIC 10/6 W101 2812
EF54 101- GZ32 9/- PCC89 9/8 P1800 7/6 1;1715 7/- W107 7/-
EF73 6/6 GZ33 12/6 90018910/8 PY801 6/9 13118 141- W729 10/-
E980 4/6 GZ34 10/- PCF80 6/6 PZ30 9/6 1.7U9 7/3 841 -10
8983 9/6 07.37 1416 PCF82 8/3 QQV03 /10 13 12 4/9 X61 6//9
8985 5/8 HABO80 8:- PCF84 8/- 27/8 UY1N 9/- X65 61-
8986 6/3 81.4100 P0F86 9/-- Q875/20 11121 9/6 X66 7/6
8989 5/- 19/8 PCF801 7/- 10/6 UY41 71- X101 30/6
EF91 3/8 HL42DD8/- PCF802 91- Q8150/15 U1811 6/9 XE3 E6
EF92 2/8 H5309 27/4 PCF80511/6 9/6 XFY12 9/8
EF97 10/- HVR2 8/9 9C98061118 Q104/7 8/- U112/14 7/6 XH1.5 9/8
EF98 10/6 EVB2A 8;9 PCF80812/6 810 16/- 1)16 15/- Z329 18/-
81'183 6/- 1W3 5/6 PCL82 7/- R11 19/6 1117 8759 45i -

All goods are new and subject to the standard 90 -day guarantee. We do not handle manufacturere'
seconds, nor rejects, which are often described as "new and tested" but have a Limited and un-
reliable life. Business hours Mon. -Fri. 9-5.30 p.m. Sate. 9-1 p.m.
Terms of business. Cash with order only. Post/packing fid. per item. Orders over 25 poet;
packing free. Same day despatch by first class mail. Any parcel insured against damage in transit
for only 6d. extra. Complete catalogue of valves, transistors and components with conditions of
sale, price 10d. poet free. No enquiries answered unless S.A.E. enclosed for reply.

17in.-411.10.0 TWO-YEAR GUARANTEE
19in. SLIMLINE

SOBEL1,-24 Gns. EX -RENTAL TELEVISIONS

FREE ILLUSTRATED __,..,
LIST OF TELEVISIONS ,.. - _....,.-

.....
17"-19"-21"-23"

WIDE RANGE OF MODELS
SIZES AND PRICES

DEMONSTRATIONS DAILY
* l;111,

,.mitmlimilmlimiliminwismaknimitiams
TWO-YEAR GUARANTEED
TUBES 100% REGUNNED

Slim Line Tubes 110° 17" and 19" 99/6,
21" and 23" 119 6. - ....

Normal Tubes 70° and 90° 17" 89/6.
21" 109/6. 14" and other sizes 69/6. 1.

COCKTAIL/STEREOGRAM CABINET £25
Polished walnut veneer with,,,, ...,y.:,.';':'.'tig:44.:84:gAV.L.-.. elegant glass fronted

PositionV -A ,..,,,gky:',1:,- -(e.--, , compartment, padded.

...
for two 10in, elliptical speakers.

..,,' "4"iej Record storage space. Height
354in.. width 523in.. depth I 44in.
Legs I gn. extra.

V , Is am ma is is ma on is is so s
. Speakers 6/6: r-ma 24"-35

i:'-' ",,
. Cl. P. & P. 2/6. Acos Mica. 35/-

Standard: Stick Mic. 28.1, F. &
P. 3/6. Asstd, Condensers: I0,-
for 50. P. & P. 7/6. Asstd.

- Resistors: 10/- for 50. P. & P.
416. Asstd. Controls: 10i- for
25. P. & P. 7/6. Transistors:
Mullard matched output kit 9/ -
°CBI D-2 OC8l's. P. & P. FREE.

Ferrite Rods 3/6: 6" x 4" complete with LW/MW Coils. P. & P. FREE.
TRANSISTOR CASES 19/6. Cloth covered,many colours. Size 94" x 64"
x 3r P. & P. 4/6. Similar cases in plastic 7/6.

TRANSISTOR RECORD PLAYER CABINETS 19/6. Dim. I I" x 144" ,.
5+". P. & P. 7/6.
SINGLE PLAYER CABINETS 19/6. P. & P. 7/6.
STRIP LIGHT TUBES 3/9 each. 11" (284 mm). 230/240 volts, 30 watts. Ideal
for cocktail cabinets, illuminating pictures, diffused lighting etc. 6 for El.
P. & P. free.

DUKE & CO. (LONDON) LTD.
621/3 Romford Road, London, Ell Tel. 01-478 6001/2/3

TUBES"VIDEOCHROME )) T.V.
TUBES

FOR BRILLIANCE & DEFINITION

CASH
OR 21"---£6-10-0CHEQUE

WITH 23"-£7- 10-0
ORDER

COMPARE

OUR

PRICES

17"-£4-15-0
19"-£5-5-0

TRADE SUPPLIED
ALL TUBES PRECISION REBUILT AT OUR
OWN FACTORY BY SKILLED CRAFTSMEN
WHO HAVE BEEN REBUILDING TUBES
FOR OVER 10 YEARS  EACH TUBE
BENCH AND SET TESTED TO A VERY HIGH

STANDARD BEFORE DISPATCH
PRICES FOR TWIN PANEL TUBES

AVAILABLE ON REQUEST
2 YEARS GUARANTEE  FREE

DELIVERY ANYWHERE IN THE U.K.

VIDEOCHROME TUBES LTD.
25 BELLEVUE AVENUE,

RAMSGATE, KENT. Tel. THANET 52914
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ARE YOU READY FOR COLOUR TV?
SINGLE STANDARD IS HERE !!

THAT MEANS MORE SALES, MORE SERVICE WORK AND
MORE ENGINEERS ! ! !

DO YOU QUALIFY ? Our correspondence school has proved of immense
value to hundreds of engineers in England and abroad. Don't be left out.
Colour television is now here and engineers with a working knowledge of colour television theory are in great demand and
short supply. Do you know the meaning of "burst gating", "APC", "synchronous detectors", "ACC", "colour centre",
"Hanover blinds", etc., etc.? Do you know that there are three different types of delay line for de -luxe PAL decoding?
-or that the delay line may in fact disappear completely when the inevitable simple PAL receiver appears on the market?
The last thing we wish to do is make colour television sound difficult -this is not so.

HOWEVER, KNOWLEDGE IS ESSENTIAL
The course consists of 10 lessons on colour mixing, the PAL colour
syttem, colour receivers, decoders, IF circuits, time -bases, convergence
waveforms, set-up procedures, test equipment, fault finding, typical
circuits, etc., etc.

This course is designed for engineers who will be called upon to service
colour television receivers within the coming months.

Expert guidance throughout the course. Test questions with each
lesson. Model answers supplied. Terms available. Certificates awarded.

Fee for the complete course 10 guineas.

DON'T DELAY
POST COUPON NOW!

To: DAYLIN ELECTRONICS LIMITED,
32 PARKSTONE DRIVE,

SOUTHEND-ON-SEA, ESSEX.

Please send, without obligation, details of your colour television
course.

NAME

ADDRESS

KeynectorMAIN B

A REVOLUTIONARY NEW PRODUCT

cuts out plugs

SAFEST & QUICKEST
WAY TO CONNECT
ELECTRICAL EQUIP-
MENT TO THE MAINS

No plugs -no sockets -no risk of bare wires.
To connect anything electrical, from an
oscilloscope to an electric drill, simply open
the fuse housing, depress the keys, insert the
wires and close the housing. A neon light on
the front of the Keynector, glows to indicate
propyr connection. Multi -parallel connec-
tions can be made up to 13 amps. Keys are
colour coded and lettered LEN for quick
identification. The Keynector casing is in
two-tone plastic and measures 5 in. x 3 in. x

in. Please write for further details.
E. B. INSTRUMENTS

DIVISION OF ELECTRONIC BROKERS LTD.
49-53 PANCRAS ROAD, LONDON, N.W.I.

Tel.: 01-837 7781

NEW RANGE U.H.F. - TV - AERIALS
All U.H.F. aerials now fitted with
tilting bracket and 4 clement grid
reflectors.
Loft Mounting Arrays, 7 clement, 37/6.
11 element, 45/-. 14 element, 52/6.
18 element, 60/-. Wall Mounting with
Cranked Arm. 7 element, 60/-. 11
element, 67/-. 14 element, 75/, 18
element, 82/6. Mast Mounting with
2 in. clamp. 7 element, 42/6. 11
element, 551, 14 element, 62/-. 18
element, 70/-. Chimney Mounting
Arrays. Complete. 7 element, 72/6.
11 element, 80/-. 14 element, 87/6.
18 element, 95/-. Complete assembly
instructions with every unit. Low Loss
Cable, 1/6 yd. U.H.F. Preamps from
75/-. State clearly channel number
required on all orders.

BBC - ITV AERIALS
BBC (Band 1). Tele-
scopic loft, 25I-. External
S/D, 30/-. "H", £2 15s.
ITV (Band 3). 3 element
loft array, 30/-.5
element. 40/-. 7 element.
50/-. Wall mounting.
3 element, 47/6. 5 ele-
ment, 52/6.
Combined BBC ITV
Loft 1+3. 40/, 1+5.
50/-. 1+7, 60/-. Wall
Mounting 1+3. 57/6.
1+5, 6716. Chimney
1+3. 67/6. 1+5, 75)-.
VHF transistor preamps.
75/-.

COMBINED BBC -1 - ITV - BBC -2
AERIALS. 1+3+9, 70/-. 1+5+9-
80/. 1+5+14, 901.. 1+7+14, 100/-.
Loft mounting only.
F.M. (Band 2). Loft SID, 15/-. "H".
32)6. 3 element, 55/-. External units
available. Co -ax. cable. 8d. yd. Co -ax.
plugs, 1/4. Outlet boxes, 5/-. Dlplexer
Crossover Boxes, 13/6. C.W.O. or
C.O.D. P. & P. 6/-. Send 6d. stamps
for illustrated lists.

Callers welcomed. Open all day Saturdays.

K.V.A. ELECTRONICS (Dept.P.T.)
40-41 Monarch Parade, London Rd.,

Mitcham, Surrey. 01-648 4884.

NEW VALVES
Guaranteed and Tested

24 HOUR SERVICE
1R5 5113 ECC83 4/9 PCL82 6/9
185 4/3 ECC85 5/- PCL83 8/9
1T4 2/9 ECH35 5/6 PCL84 7/-
384 5/9 ECH81 5i3 PCL85 8/-
3V4 5/9 ECL80 818 PCL86 81-
6AQ5 4/3 ECL82 6/3 PFL200 11/-
6L18 6/- ECL83 8/3 PL36 9/8
6V6G 3/- ECL86 7/8 PL81 7/-
25L6GT 4/8 EF37A 6/- PL82 5/9
30FL1 13/6 EF39 4/8 PL83 6/3
30FL12 14/3 EF80 418 PL84 6/6
30FL14 11/9 EF85 4/9 P1,500 18/9
30P4 1116 EF86 6/3 P1,504 18/8
30P19 11/6 EF89 4/9 PY32 10/-
30PL1 13/8 EF183 518 PY33 10/-
30PL13 14/11 EF184 5/8 PY81 5/-
CCH35 131- EH90 (V- PY82 5/-
CL33. 17/8 EL33 8/8 PY83 5/8
DAC32 6/9 EL41 10/8 PY88 6/6
DAF91 413 EL84 419 PY800 63
DAF96 6/3 EY51 8/9 PY801 6/3
DF33 7i6 EY86 5/9 519 6/8
DF91 2/9 EZ80 3)9 U25 12/9
DF96 6/3 EZ81 4/8 U26 11/6
DK32 8;9 KT61 813 U191 12/-
DK91 5/13 KT66 15/9 U193 8/6
D596 616 N78 17)- UABC-80 61-
DL35 4/9 PABC80 619 UBC41 8/8
DL92 5/9 PCS6 10/3 UBF89 6/8
DL94 519 PC88 10/3 L'CC85 6/6
DL96 8/9 PC97 8/3 UCH42 10/6
DY86 419 PC900 7/- UCH81 6/-
DY87 4/8 PCC84 6/3 UCL82 6/6
EABC80 519 PCC89 8/11 UF41 10/8
BEM 9/3 PCF80 5/11 111,89 61-
BBF80 8f- PCF801 616 ITL41 10/8
EBF89 519 PCF802 8/6 UL84 6/3
ECC81 3/8 PCF805 11/3 UY41
ECC82 4/- PCF808 11/9 UY86 5/3

Postage on
postage 6d.

1 valve 9d. extra. On 2 valves or more,
per valve extra. Any parcel tenured against

damage in transit 8d. extra.
Office address, no callers.

GERALD BERNARD
83 OSBALDESTON ROAD

STOKE NEWINGTON
LONDON, N.16

A
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Please note: Components are sold in packs, quantities per pack
are shown under each heading. Prices are per piece of each
value.

TUBULAR
(3's)

001 400v.
0022 600v.
0033 600/1500v.
0047 600/1500v.
01 400v.
022 600v.
033 600v.
047 600v.I 600v.
22
47 600v.
01
022
047I
22
47
001

CAPACITORS

8d.
8d.
8d.
8d.
8d.
8d.
9d.
9d.

10d.
600v. I/8d.

2/3d.
000v. I/Id.
000v. I/Id.
000v. I/6d.
000v. I/6d.
000v. 2/3d.
000v. 3/3d.
500v. 1/6d.

BIAS ELECTROLYTICS (3's)
25mfd 25v. I/4d.
50mfd 25v. I/6d.
100mfd 25v. I/9d.
250mfd 25v. 2/8d.
500mfd 25v. 2/8d.
1000mfd I2v. 5/0d.
1000mfd 30v. 4/9d.
2000mfd 25v. 6/0d.
2500mfd 30v. 8/0d.
3000mfd 30v. 8/6d.
5000mfd 30v. 9/3d.
25mfd 50v. I/7d.
50mfd 50v. I/10d.
100mfd 50v. 2/3d.
250mfd 50v. 3/4d.
500mfd 50v. 4/0d.
2000mfd 50v. 8/0d.
2500mfd 50v. 9/6d.

SMOOTHING
ELECTROLYTICS

Wire ended, 450v. working.
I mfd I/3d.
2mfd I/4d.

WIRE -WOUND RESISTORS
(3's)

10 watt rating, suitable for mains
dropper sections.

I Ohm /9d. 4mfd 2/0d.
10 Ohms /9d. 8mfd 2/4d.
13 ,, /9d. l6mfd 3/0d.
25 /9d. 32mfd 4/2d.,,
33 /9d. 50mfd 4/8d.,,
50 /9d. 8/8mfd 3/6d.,,
87 /9d. 8/I6mfd 4/8d..,
100 /9d. 16/16mfd 4/6d.,,
150 /9d. 16/32mfd 5/0d.,,
220 /9d. 32/32mfd 4/9d.,,
330 /9d. 50/50mfd 7/0d...
I K .. /9d. 50/50/50mfd 8/0d.
2.2K ,,
3.3K ,.
47K ..

/9d.
/9d.
/9d. CANNED ELECTROLYTICS

100/200mfd 0/6d.
100/400mfd 4/0d.
200/200mfd 5/0d.PULSE CERAMICS (3's) I2KV 200/200/100m fd 8/6d.100pf 22pf I/Id. 200/400/32mfd 5/6d.I 20pf 47 pf I/ Id. 100/300/ 100/ 16 6/6d.180pf 68pf I/Id. 100/400/32mfd 5/6d.250pf 100/400/64/16 8/6d.Tubular type for use in Scan

correction circuits and Line
Outputs. SKELETON PRE-SETS (3's)

25K Vertical /4d.
50K /4d.

CERAMICS (6's) 100K /4d.
500pf 8d. 250K /4d.
680pf 8d. 500K /4d.
820pf 8d. I meg /4d.
1000pf 8d. 2 meg /4d.
I 500pf 8d. 500K Horizontal /4d.
3000pf 8d. 680K /4d.
5000pf 8d. I meg /4d.

RECTIFIERS CARBON FILM RESISTORS
Silicon Mains (3's) + watt and I watt.
Westinghouse SIOAR2 6/6d.
BYI27 Mullard 5/3d.

The following values are packed in
cartons of six of each value. Price

BY105 Mazda 7/0d.
BY327 5/6d.

2/6d. per carton.
10 ohm 1.2K 150K
12 I.5K 180K
15 /I I.8K 220K

CONTACT COOLED FULL 18 2.2K 270K
WAVE 22 PI 2.7K 330K

75ma I2/8d. 27 3.3K 390K
100ma I3/8d. 33 II 3.9K 430K
150ma I6/8d. 39 .. 4.3K 470K

43 .. 4.7K 560K
47 5.6K 680KCO -AXIAL PLUGS 56

IP 6.8K 820KBakelite top 10d. 68
DO 8.2K 1M

Egen metal I/4d. 82 IP 10K 1.2MSingle point (car radio) 2/0d. 100 ,, I2K I.5M
120 15K 1.8M

SLIDER PRE-SETS (3's)
100K I/6d.
I Meg I/6d.
2.2 Meg I/6d.

.,
150 I8K 2.2M
180 22K 2.7M
220 27K 3.3M
270 " 33K 3.9M
330 " 39K 4.3M
390 g. 43K 4.7M

JACK PLUGS 430 47K 5.6M
Chrome standard 4/0d. 470 56K 6.8M
Standard 3/0d. 560 68K 8.2M
3-5mm. metal 310d. 680 " 82K 10M

820 ,f 100K I 2M
1K 120K ISMDIN PLUGS (3's) All the above values are available in

3 -pin 1/10d. both i watt and I watt versions.
5 -pin 2/2d. *Special for Philips TV's:
Sockets 1/0d. 8.2M 2 -watt, 4/6d. per pack.

WE ARE THE SERVICE DEPARTMENT WHOLESALERS
Remember ... WE ONLY SUPPLY SERVICE DEPTS. and can
therefore carry large stocks, and also we know and understand
your problems regarding getting the right spares QUICKLY
and the RIGHT PRICE. HOT-LINE ORDERS: 01/567 5400.

SUB -MINIATURE
ELECTROLYTICS (3's)

I mfd 8v.
2mfd 8v.
4mfd 8v.
5mfd 8v.
Bmfd 8v.
lOmfd 8v.
16mfd 8v.
25mfd 8v.
32mfd 8v.
50mfd 8v.
100mfd 8v.
200mfd 8v.

THERMISTORS (3's)
Miniature
TH I

/6d.
/6d.
/6d.
/6d.

/6d.
/6d.
/6d.
/6d.
/6d.
/8d.
/8d.

2/0d.

,16d

214d.

RADIO/TV GLASS
FUSES

I amp, 1.5 amp, 2 amp, 3 amp.
Per dozen 310d.

MAINS FUSES
2 amp, 3 amp, 5 amp, 13 amp.
Per dozen 5/0d.

TERMINAL STRIPS
2 amp
5 amp
15 amp

2/3d.
2/I0d.
5/9d.

DOUBLE DIODE RECTIFIERS
(3's)

Bush/Murphy/BRC etc.
Line/frame timebases etc.
3 leg 6/3d.
4 leg 6/3d.
5 leg 6/3d.

VOLUME CONTROLS
Standard spindle with flat.
Double pole switch 410d.
Without switch 3(0d.

(One per pack)
5K, 10K, 25K, 50K, 100K, 250K, 500K,

I meg, 2 meg.

L.O. P.T.'s
LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS

ALL MAKES SUPPLIED

EXCHANGE UNITS OR
NEW REPLACEMENTS

Catalogue
WILLOW VALE,
The Service Dept.

Wholesalers,
4 The Broadway, Hanwell,

London, W.7.
01-567 5400

HOT-LINE ORDERS
RECORD PLAYER CARTRIDGES
ACOS: GP67/2g. High gain general purpose Mono I6/8d.

GP9 I/SC. Stereo -compatible replacement 22/0d.
GP9I/3SC. High gain version of above 22/0d.
GP94/ I SS. Stereo cartridge 37/9d.

GENERAL PURPOSE REPLACEMENT FOR TC8's etc.
High gain, plenty of output (Jap.) 19/I0d.
Stereo version 37/9d.

SERVISOL AND ELECTROLUBE
PRODUCTS (Nett trade)

Servisol aerosol can
Electrolube 2AX aerosol
Servisol Freezit
Electrolube No. I Snorkel
Electrolube 2GX Grease
Servisol Aero-Clene for tape heads
Servisol Aero-Duster

12/6d. nett
14/0d. nett
9j6d. nett

18/0d. nett
8/4d. nett

10/6d. nett
I0/6d. nett

REPLACEMENT
STYLI

TC8 4/6d.

GC8 4/6d.

RADIO AND TELEVISION VALVES
British made valves normally supplied.
DY86/7 9/1 EY86/7 9/1 PCL86 11/4
DY802 9/I EZ80 10/10 PD500 31/7
EABC80 12/8 EZ8I 8/2 PF L200 15/9
EB9I 8/2 EZ90 9/3 PL36 13/7
EBC90 10/10 GZ34 3/7 PL8I 11/4
EBF80 10/10 GY501 5/9 PL8IA 14/6
EBF89 10/10 PC86 2/6 PL82 10/10
ECC8I 10/0 PC88 2/8 PL83 13/8
ECC82 10/0 PC97 9/1 PL84 8/7
ECC83 10/0 PC900 2/8 PL302 13/7
ECC804 15/4 PCC84 0/0 PL504 18/1
ECH8I 14/6 PCC88 6/8 PL508 20/4
ECH84 12/8 PCC89 3/7 PL509 31/7
ECL80 9/6 PCCI89 3/7 PY33 12/2
ECL82 12/8 PCC806 5/9 PY8I 9/0
ECL83 13/4 PCF80 1/4 PY800 9/0
ECL84 11/4 PCF86 3/7 PY801 9/0
ECL86 12/8 PCF87 8/I PY82 8/4
EF80 9/6 PCF80 I 3/7 PY83 13/7
EF85 12/8 PCF802 3/7 PY500 20/4
EF86 16/4 PCF805 14/11 UABC8C 3/7
EF89 10/10 PCF806 13/7 UCH8I 3/7
EFI83 12/8 PCF808 14/11 UCL82 2/8
EFI84 12/8 PCL82 11/4 UCL83 4/6
EH90 13/7 PCL83 13/4 UL4I 4/6
EL34 10/0 PCL84 11/4 UL84 2/8
EYSI 13/7 PCL85 11/4 UY85 9/0

ALL MAZDA/BRIMAR TYPES IN STOCK.
TRADE & SERVICE ENGINEERS ONLY
Cash with order. MAY BE DEDUCTED FROM THE ADVERTISED
PRICES EXCEPT FOR NETT ITEMS, OR C.O.D.
All orders must exceed 50/0d. in value otherwise postage and packing
will be charged at 5/0d. per invoice. Components must be ordered
in multiples as packed.
SEE WHAT YOU SAVE AT WILLOW VALE, THE SERVICE
DEPT. WHOLESALERS, 4 THE BROADWAY, HANWELL,
LONDON, W.7. 01-567/5400-2971.
Send I/6d in loose stamps for our comprehensive catalogues listing
valves, components, tubes, transistors, mikes, aerials, Line output
transformers. BY RETURN SERVICE ANYWHERE.
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BACK AT THE TOP
WELL,

it's been a long time on the way, and no
one can say we've not been patient, but

colour is really here at last. Since the time of
Baird's ingenious but crude pioneering colour
TV transmissions in the late -1920s it has taken
forty years for the realisation of a nationwide
practical colour TV service.

During the post-war years there were many false
alarms, hesitations and similar frustrations. At
many a radio show colour sets were demonstrated,
serving only to whet the appetite and showing that
while colour was tantalisingly near it was at the
same time elusively out of reach.

After spasmodic BBC experiments with the
NTSC system in the late 1950s however the UK
adopted the PAL system and this was the green
light everyone had been waiting for. Following
a run-in period from July 1967, a limited colour
service began in the following December on the
BBC -2 u.h.f. channels and was progressively
expanded. And then, on November 15th of last
year, came the big switch -over with BBC -1, BBC -2
and ITV colour on u.h.f.

So colour is really here at last. It will present
problems and challenges to everyone in the
industry (makers, designers, retailers, salesmen),
to studio production staff, to the engineers of the
broadcasting organisations, to the service en-
gineers and-let us not forget-to the viewers
who have to find ways of affording their receivers!

Nevertheless at the very outset of the service
around 50% of the population are within reach of
a colour signal and the gap will rapidly narrow
over the next year or so. There are over 100 hours
of colour a week, an output bigger than anything
in Europe. And the technical quality of broadcast
signal and receiver performance is unequalled
anywhere in the world.

So, thanks to the tremendous achievements
of the BBC and ITA engineers, the GPO, the
receiver manufacturers and the countless back -
room boys, it should be a matter of some pride
that, after years of heel -dragging, we once again
boast a status worthy of the country that was
foremost in the pioneering days of television.

W. N. STEVENS, Editor

COVER : The photo used on our cover this month
was kindly supplied by the British Radio Corporation
and shows their latest 1500 single -standard chassis.
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BBC -I AND ITV COLOUR

The BBC -1 u.h.f., including colour, services from
Crystal Palace, Sutton Coldfield, Winter Hill and
Emley Moor started on November 15th. The Crystal
Palace transmissions are on channel 26, horizontally
polarised (group A aerial); Sutton Coldfield channel
46, horizontally polarised (group B aerial); Winter
Hill channel 55, horizontally polarised (group C
aerial); and Emley Moor channel 44, horizontally
polarised (group B aerial).

The ITA u.h.f. transmissions are on channel 23
for Crystal Palace, channel 59 for Winter Hill, chan-
nel 43 for Sutton Coldfield and channel 47 for Emley
Moor, aerial groups and polarisation as for the
BBC transmissions.

MULTI -SCREEN TV SET

The first multi -screen TV set in the UK is being
shown by British Relay. The four -channel receiver
has a 25in. colour main display and ranged below
this three 51 -in. monochrome monitor screens. The
receivers are NordMende models produced in
Germany and are intended primarily as professional
studio units. However they can be made available
for the domestic market at a price of around £850.

BUSH -MURPHY COLOUR DEVELOPMENT

A new circuit technique of considerable interest
is used in the single -standard Bush -Murphy colour
chassis. This technique avoids the need for a crystal -
controlled reference oscillator with a.p.c. loop in
the decoder. Instead, subcarrier regeneration is
achieved by the use of a narrowband crystal filter
with very high Q. The burst signal is applied to
this, causing the filter to ring with constant phase
throughout the line period. 'On black -and -white
when there is no burst signal there is thus no
reference signal applied to the colour demodulators
so that colour interference is avoided, while the
absence of an a.p.c. loop simplifies setting -up.

VIDICORD REPRODUCER

A new piece of equipment has been introduced by
Vidicord Holdings Ltd. to enable normal Super-
8mm. film to be reproduced on a television set.
The equipment consists of a small low -wattage pro-
jector and image converter and is priced at £370
for single orders. A full colour/black-and-white
version is proposed for about a year's time at
about £250, using a flying -spot scanner.

LABGEAR COLOURMATCH RANGE

Labgear Ltd. (Cromwell Road, Cambridge) have
released a brochure illustrating and describing their
"second generation" range of u.h.f. aerials and ampli-
fiers. This is called the Colourmatch range since
particular attention has been paid to impedance
matching to ensure faithful reproduction of colour
programmes. The range includes three basic u.h.f.
aerials (CM11, CM14 and CM18) which feature a
new dipole matching arrangement, a series of single -
stage high -gain boosters intended for mast -head
mounting, a three -outlet amplifier covering frequen-
cies from 40-860MHz designed to cater for the second
TV receiver market, u.h.f. distribution amplifiers, a
signal -strength meter and compact pattern generator
providing adjustable crosshatch, dot and line patterns
as well as grey -scale and blank raster waveforms
on the 625 -line standard.

DEVELOPMENTS IN INDUSTRIAL CRTs

Westinghouse have introduced a 4in. split-screen
tube which combines the features of normal c.r.t.
operation and storage tube display so that informa-
tion fed to it can be compared visually with informa-
tion presented on the storage screen, a separate
internal storage screen being used.

RCA have developed a tube whose image can
be displayed in either of two chosen colours. The
colour of the light emitted by the 'phosphor screen
depends on the velocity of the beam so that by
changing the anode voltage the colour can be altered
to any within the specified colour range. The 12in.
tube is a development type with a high -voltage
electrostatically -focused gun.

NEW UHF SIGNAL BOOSTER

Transpeaters Ltd. (56, Station Road, Worthing) have
introduced a new u.h.f. signal booster. The high -gain
low -noise circuit uses two transistors in cascade to
provide a nominal gain of 16dB (minimum 12dB).
The booster runs from the receiver's h.t. supply,
covers the whole of Bands IV and V and is housed
in a canister of 40mm. diameter and 55mm. length.
Supply is at present restricted to the Trade at
£4 17s 6d net trade.

FAULTY SETS TO BE INVESTIGATED

The RTRA and TV manufacturers are co-operating
in a campaign to reduce the number of faulty sets
delivered. RTRA and EAA members have been
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asked to supply full details of sets received for a
month and their condition. The results are to
be analysed to devise ways of cutting down and
eventually eliminating the incidence of faulty sets
delivered.

LATEST BBC STATIONS

The BBC -2 service from the Fenton relay station
started on November 3rd on channel 27 with vertical
polarisation. A group A receiving aerial should be
used and the other channels assigned to the station
are 21, 24 and 31. The station serves Stoke-on-Trent
and those parts of the potteries not adequately
covered by Sutton Coldfield and Winter Hill.

The BBC -2 service from Craigkelly started on
October 27th on channel 27 with horizontal polarisa-
tion. Use a group A receiving aerial.

The BBC's TV and v.h.f. radio relay station at
Whitby, Yorkshire came into operation on November
10th. BBC -1 is transmitted on channel 4 with vertical
polarisation. The radio services, horizontally polar-
ised, are as follows: Radio 2 89.6MHz; Radio 3
91.8MHz; Radio 4 94MHz.

NEW INSULATION METER

Comark Electronics Ltd. (Brookside Avenue, Rusting -
ton, Littlehampton, Sussex) have introduced a new
insulation meter, type 1905, which provides six test
voltages from 25V to 1kV and can measure leakage
resistances from 0-1MS1 to 10,000M0 to +5%. The
test voltages of the battery -operated 1905 are gener-
ated by a transistor converter and the output is
electronically stabilised to limit the maximum current
to 10p.A : semiconductor diodes and rectifiers can
be safely checked for leakage.

LOWEST YET COLOUR RENTAL

Granada have introduced a new colour TV rental
scheme at under £1 a week in conjunction with a
German -made. 1 lin. single -standard mains -operated
portable set called the Colourette. The set is made
in the W. German factory of the US General
Electric Co.

NEW SOUND -ON -SYNC SYSTEM

Northern Electric Laboratories in Ottawa have
announced the development of a sound -on -sync
system for transmitting the sound and vision por-
tions of a programme within a single. satellite
channel. The basic sound -on -sync system was des-
cribed in our January 1969 issue. Northern Electric
Laboratories claim that by using delta modulation
instead of conventional pulse code modulation the
design of the audio receiving equipment is simplified.

PRESENT RENTAL POSITION

More than 80% of the, colour sets now in use in
the UK are rented, according to the Electronic Rental
Association which represents all the major TV rental
companies and most of the smaller ones. And of
the just over sixteen million TV sets installed in
homes and offices in the UK slightly more than half
-81 million-are rented. These figures are given
in a report entitled The Case for Rentals issued by

the association showing that the present restrictions
on the industry discriminate against the rental
organisations.

COLOUR TV REFERENCE SOURCE

Fisher Controls Ltd. (Brearly Works, Luddenden
Foot, Halifax, Yorks) have developed in conjunction
with the BBC Research Department a new colour TV
reference source designed to meet the need for a
low-cost, accurate, portable* instrument for use by
both broadcasters in setting up monitors and retailers'
service departments.

Photo by courtesy of the BBC

The Fisher/BBC colour TV reference source has
a colour temperature of 6,500°K (Illuminant D)
which is maintained in spite of voltage and ambient
temperature fluctuations. The display (see photo) is
in the form of a four -step wedge and the instrument
is contained in a thick acrylic tube with moulded
rubber grip and end cap. The replaceable light source
has a rated life of 5,000 hours. Price is £10 plus 5s
post and packing.

TV DELIVERIES

Despite the expected upswing in colour television
sales with the advent of BBC -1 and ITV colour pro-
grammes the figures for radio and television deliveries
to the home trade continue to show a fall for the
January to August period in comparison to 1968,
according to the Economic and Statistical Division
of the British Radio Equipment Manufacturers'
Association. Deliveries of colour receivers for August
1969 were 1,000 higher than for the same month of
1968 but are still 18,000 lower than for the same
period of 1968. Monochrome sets at 92,000 are
lower by 15,000 on a monthly basis compared with
1968, giving a figure of 39,000 lower than for the
same total period of 1968.

NEW TV STUDIO LAMP

To meet the requirements of colour TV studios
Osram (GEC) Ltd., Wembley, Middlesex, has devel-
oped a 21/21 -kW halogen -filled version of the twin -
filament colour studio lamp. The new lamp does
not require a collector grid and gives almost 100%
lumen maintenance so that there is more uniform
lighting on the reflector. A bromine filling has
been adopted in preference to iodine as this has
no effect on the lamp's spectral characteristics.
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DEVELOPMENTS IN TV RECEIVERS
K.Royal

ONE of the most outstanding circuit developments
of recent times is the integration of solid-state devices
with thermionic valves to give the so-called hybrid
receiver. Indeed virtually all sets currently being
produced are hybrid, the transistors serving in the
small -signal circuits and the valves in the timebase,
video and sometimes audio circuits which are more
concerned with power.

While the valve has been ousted almost completely
in other spheres of domestic electronics, including
radios and audio equipment, and indeed in the vast
majority of commercial applications, it seems likelythat the hybrid television set will continue to be
made for some years to come yet. However this
must not be taken to imply that the all -transistor
television set is a non-starter. Several makers have
already produced all -transistor monochrome sets
during the last three or four years, while two British
manufacturers, the British Radio Corporation and
Rank -Bush -Murphy, have produced all -transistor
colour models. BRC has two chassis, series 2000
and 3000, the first dual -standard and the second
625 -only, while the RBM chassis is called the A823
series and uses integrated circuits as well as con-
ventional and high -voltage transistors.

Using Valves or Transistors?
At the present time transistors capable of handling

the high powers and large pulse voltages of the time -
bases and the large signal swings of the video ampli-
fier are just emerging and are consequently more
costly than the valves which have been doing these
jobs very successfully for several decades. It is
noteworthy that the power requirements of valved
monochrome line and field timebases are about
35W and 12W. The improved efficiency of transis-
tors, with the lack of heater power and so forth,
diminishes the total powers respectively to about
24W and 9W, and while these orders of power are
not excessive for transistors in general problems
arise from the very high volt-ampere products of
the scanning circuits and the peak retrace potentials.
For example the line scanning circuit runs up to
about 3,500 volt-amperes, with a pulse of some6kV occurring on the valve anode due to the
retrace. In these circuits the circulating current is
kept in bounds (to provide the 3,500VA require-
ment) by running the valve anode from the boostedh.t. line. Sadly the transistor counterpart will not
play in this way since the collector potent:al is
limited to about 150V, with a pulse voltage rating
of little more than 1-5kV. Hence the sets that do
use transistors in the line timebase have to be
specially tailored to take into account the existing
limitations of the available transistors-and this
sort of tailoring can be more costly than using the
valves which satisfy the problems with ease.

In colour sets the problems differ a little; for one
thing the large number of valves required in the

overall circuit complex adds up to a lot of heat, so
transistors solve the difficult ventilation problem.
Moreover the cost of the transistors (even when rela-
tively expensive power ones are adopted in the
timebases and video circuits of all -transistor models)
in ratio to the overall cost of the set is less for
colour (owing to the high cost of the colour picture
tube and the chroma circuits) than for monochrome
which, in the current state of the art, tends to make
the all -transistor colour set a more viable proposition
than its monochrome counterpart.

Colour set volt-ampere scanning requirements are
about double the figures earlier mentioned for mono-
chrome sets, and the high current at the relatively
low transistor voltages is supplied by a mains trans-
former, efficient rectifier and complex stabilising
circuit. The e.h.t. system may be separate from the
line output stage-i.e. using its own transistors-as
in the BRC 2000 chassis-but is commonly triggered
from the line timebase signal. The required 25kV
e.h.t. supply is obtained from the limited pulse
potential delivered by the transistors via a step-up
transformer and voltage multiplying circuits. The
e.h.t. voltage can be maintained at a constant value
over the wide range of beam currents by an internal
feedback circuit as distinct from the control pro-
vided by the more conventional shunt regulating
valve mostly found in hybrid colour sets.

Voltage triplers are also being used in 625 -only
models. These are activated by pulses from the
line output transformer and take the place of the
e.h.t. rectifier valve.

Another difficult area of the all -transistor set is
the video amplifier which has to deliver up to
120V of picture signal drive to the thermionic
picture tube over the full contrast range within a
luminance bandwidth of some 5MHz. High -slope
valves running from a little above 200V h.t. yield
this wide bandwidth swing without too much trouble,
but the limited voltage that the collectors of transis-
tors can withstand makes it difficult to secure the
required swing (how can 120V of video possibly be
obtained from the collector of a transistor with a
maximum Vc of say 90V?). Actually, recent years
have seen the advent of high switching speeds
(necessary for wideband operation) and of Vc ratings
comparable to the anode voltages of video output
valveS. Such transistors are found in the latest
all -transistor sets.

Placing transistors in the audio section gives few
troubles and some hybrid models (notably colour
ones) feature transistor audio modules or printed
circuit boards. However, many hybrid mono-
chrome sets still favour the well tried triode -pentode
valve audio section, the triode audio amplifier
receiving detector signal direct and delivering it to
the pentode for driving the loudspeaker. It would
seem that this scheme is still more economical than
a pair of class B transistors driven from a couple
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Fig. 1: A heater chain rectifier not only reduces' the power
also provides a source

of transistors and a transformer or, for better
quality, a complementary -mode circuit.

Transistor Powering in Hybrid Sets
The few watts of power required by the small -

signal transistors of hybrid sets is not difficult to
obtain and a number of circuits have been evolved
for this purpose. The supply is commonly obtained
by resistive dropping from the main h.t. line or
from a potential created by rectification of the line
scan signal (see Fig. 7 later). Another arrangement
(used in Pye/Ekco sets) makes Use of the silicon
rectifier in series with the heater chain as shown in
Fig. I. The rectifier here constitutes a recent develop-
opment in itself, for it was introduced originally
to reduce the heater circuit power and heat dissi-
pation. Heater current was previously dropped to
the value, required by the valves (commonly 0.3A)
by the mains dropping resistor, which got very hot
and thus produced a complicated ventilation prob-
lem in hybrid sets with heat -sensitive transistors. The
solution was given by the series rectifier since this
allows only half -cycle pulses of current to flow
through the heaters, the root mean square (r.m.s.)
value of which, being below that of the complete
mains cycles, gave the required dropping effect
without the need for the power -consuming mains
dropper.

In Fig. 1 the heater circuit is loaded by R1 and
shunted by the positive -temperature coefficient ther-
mistor R2 to keep the output voltage within the
limits required by the transistors during switch -onfi

Field
output
valve

R1

270
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500
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1.5k
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R2
120

C2
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HT+

R5 R3
62k 200
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10k
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+12V
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Fig. 2: In one Bush -Murphy chassis the transistor d.c.
supply was obtained from the cathode circuit of the field
output valve as shown here. The transistor Tr1 acts as a

shunt stabiliser.

dissipation involved in the use of a mains dropper resistor but
of d.c. for the transistors.

surges. The voltage appearing across the load is
smoothed by Cl, C2 and R3 and adjusted in level
by the potential -divider R4, R5.

Sometimes, such as in certain GEC and Sobell
models, protection other than that given by the p.t.c.
thermistor R2 in Fig. 1 is provided. There must be
some sort of protection for the transistors against the
high switch -on current. In Fig. 1 R2 is of very low
value when cold so that only a very limited voltage
is developed across it (and RI in parallel) when the
set is first switched on, but as the heater current
stabilises so R2 warms up and increases in value
.substantially and at that time has virtually no shunt-
ing effect on the real load R1 thus ensuring that the
transistor supply voltage is ultimately of the correct
value.

The GEC/Sobell sets secure the same net result by
an extra 0A81 diode connected in series with the
cathode of the field output valve and the load end
of the heater chain. It is connected in such a way
that prior to conduction of the field output valve
(i.e. as it is warming up after the set is switched on)
the cathode resistor of the valve appears in parallel
with the heater chain load, thereby inhibiting voltage
rise across the load due to the high heater current.
When however the field output valve warms up and
takes current, indicating that the heater chain current
has also stabilised, the shunting effect on the load
by the cathode resistor is removed as the diode is
then reverse biased.

Some Bush/Murphy hybrid sets get the transistor
supply from the cathode circuit of the field output
valve direct, with stabilisation provided by an AC128
transistor as shown in Fig. 2. With the transistor
conducting the cathode circuit of the field output
valve consists of R1, R2 and the collector/emitter
conduction of Trl, this producing a potential of 12V
at the emitter (due to the drop across R2 and the'
transistor).

The supplies are held constant by the transistor
acting as a shunt stabiliser, its initial conduction, and
hence the supply voltage obtained, being adjusted
by the preset R4 and the feed resistor R5 fed from
the h.t. line. The base samples the supply potential
via R6, smoothed by C2, and as this varies so does
the transistor conduction in a way to keep the supply
constant.

Tuners
The majority of hybrid sets have transistors in the

tuner and i.f. channel and also in the intercarrier
sound channel. The latest single -standard (625 -line
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Fig. 3: U.H.F. tuner unit using silicon planar transistors and quarter -wave line tuned circuits.

only) sets of course have only a u.h.f. tuner, while
quite a few of the dual -standard models employ an
integrated or " all -channel" tuner working both on
the v.h.f. and u.h.f. channels. Some earlier models
have separate tuners for v.h.f. and u.h.f. The latest
developments in the u.h.f. tuner are shown in the
complete circuit in Fig. 3, from a Bush set. Here
the first transistor is a low -noise r.f. amplifier and
the second a self -oscillating frequency changer.
Quarter -wave tuned lines or " cavities" are used at
the r.f. input (at Tr 1 emitter), at the r.f. output (Tr 1
collector), at the mixer input (Tr2 emitter) and for
local oscillator tuning (4 X 7). Bandpass coupling is
secured between lines 4 X 4 and 4 X 5. Input match-
ing to the 75 -ohm coaxial line is provided by 4 X 1
and 4 X 2 in conjunction with 4 X 3, and the four
major lines are tuned over Bands IV and V by a
four -gang capacitor assembly (4C3). The four tuned
sections are used to obtain adequate image rejection.
The four transmissions which will eventually be
available in each area in an 88MHz spectrum require
an image rejection ratio of 53dB, which is the
recommended figure. 4L5 is the i.f. coil and the
output is fed to the v.h,f. tuner via 4C17 and the
tuner link which also supplies power to the u.h.f.
tuner.

Electronic Tuning
Variable capacitance diodes, often called varicaps,

are already being used in European tuners instead
of the gangs for tuning over the channels. These
are also being investigated in the UK for television
tuning (they are in common use on the v.h.f. radio
channels) and it is likely that we shall shortly see,
the first u.h.f. tuner with varicaps in British sets.

Any junction diode in reverse conduction exhibits
a value of capacitance across its two terminals and
the value depends on the amount of bias, decreas-
ing as the reverse bias is increased. Varicaps take
advantage of this effect and species have been

4116
1 k
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unn

chassis

tailored to give a swing of all the Band IV and
Band V. channels in conjunction with quarter -wave
tuning lines. Figure 4 shows the first -stage circuits
of a u.h.f. varicap tuner, where diodes D1, D2 and
D3 replace capacitors 4C3a, b and c in Fig. 3. A
similar diode is also incorporated in the local oscil-
lator tuning circuit.

In each case the diode anode is connected to
chassis and the cathode to the tuning line. A d.c.
potential from R1 is applied via R2 to D1, via R3
to D2 and via R4 to D3. A similar feed is applied
to the oscillator tuning diode. It will be seen that
the potential is obtained from a 250V+ source
stabilised by zener diode ZD1, R5, R6 and the
negative temperature coefficient resistor R7, is taken
via R8 and adjusted by the switched preset R9 or
R10. The switches selecting R9 or R10 are the
station selector switches.

The potential given by the slider setting of. R9
or R10 thus reverse -biases all the diodes together
and the selected preset is adjusted to give the capaci-
tance necessary to tune the required station. This
arrangement gives two -station selection and as will
be appreciated it would be a very simple matter to
arrange two additional presets to provide four -
station selection for the UK system.

A major advantage of this electronic tuning is

that the tuner can be located almost anywhere in
the receiver without being tied to mechanical levers
and couplings. A disadvantage-in the UK that is-
which is now being overcome is that varicaps reflect
a lower Q factor to the tuned lines, thereby impair-
ing the selectivity somewhat and making it difficult
to achieve the necessary 53dB rejection ratio.

It is essential for the control potential to be
stabilised and the control circuit compensated for
temperature change to avoid severe mistuning on
changes of mains potential and/or temperature.
The zener diode in Fig. 4 takes care of voltage
variation while the thermistor looks after tempera-



Fig. 4 (right): R.F. stage of a u.h.f.
tuner using varicap tuning.

ture change, within the limits AFC
250kHz tuning swing for a 10%
mains voltage variation and 500kHz
for a 20 deg. C temperature change.

Another advantage of the scheme
lies in the relative ease of intro-
ducing automatic frequency correc-
tion (a.f.c.). The a.f.c. potential is
obtained from a discriminator fed
from a separate stage in the vision
i.f. channel and is applied across
the two terminals labelled a.f.c. in
Fig. 4. The control thus acts on
all the varicaps. The i.f. stage feed-
ing the discriminator is given
amplitude -,limiting characteristics to
prevent 'impulsive interference affect-
ing the tuner, and both this stage
and the discriminator transformer
are tuned to the vision carrier (at
i.f. of course).

To avoid chroma-sound beats
(patterns on the picture) arising
from user mistuning some colour
sets with tuners using mechanical
ganged capacitors-as distinct from
varicaps-also employ a.f.c. This
is applied solely to the local oscilla-
tor tuning, and the varicap is sometimes inductively
coupled to the oscillator tuning line for ease of
application.

Broadband UHF Preamplifier
Front-end amplifiers also come under the category

of fairly recent developments and Fig. 5 shows such
an amplifier using two transistors and quarter -wave
tuning lines capable of providing a gain of at least
20dB over a whole group of u.h.f. channels. The
response curve at (b) reveals that the bandwidth is
some 110MHz between the - 3dB points and that
the response is virtually flat over 90MHz at full
gain. Power requirement is 7mA at 15V, and
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T
properly designed the amplifier should be perfectly
stable with the input and output open- or short-
circuit.

Design is based on the Texas Instrument type
2N3570 planar transistor but it would be possible
to use a similar kind of u.h.f. transistor such as the
Texas 2N5180 which is an epitaxial silicon planar
npn device. Readers interested in making a low -
noise u.h.f. preamplifier of this kind should refer to
the article entitled Coaxial Resonators which
appeared in the June 1967 issue of PRACTICAL
TELEVISION. This detailed the design parameters and
characteristics of quarter -wave tuning lines, with
notes on construction.
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Fig. 5: Broadband u.h.f, preamplifier providing a midband gain of about 20dB. The circuit (a) is based on the use of
quarter -wave lines. The frequency response is shown at (b).
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Fig. 6: Block diagram showing the functions carried out
by the i.c. used in the latest Bush -Murphy co/our chassis.

Advent of ICs in TV
Integrated circuits are already being featured in

many items of domestic electronics, including port-
able radios (Roberts), f.m. tuners (Truvox), tuner -
amplifiers (Fisher) and the like and it is already
feasible to replace about 70 semiconductors in -the
small -power sections of contemporary colour sets.
Indeed some colour models are already using i.c.s.
Such a device in the Bush CTV174D gives the so-
called " colour lock" while in the Murphy CV2210D
the device gives what the makers call a " constant
colour circuit".

This i.c. in Rank -Bush -Murphy sets consists of -a
multiplicity of transistors, diodes, resistors and capa-
citors formed by a photo/chemical process of etching
on a very small silicon chip of only one -twentieth
of an inch square. Even when it is encapsulated,

rather like an over -sized transistor but with many
more lead -out wires, it is not much bigger than a
postage stamp and yet embodies the equivalent of
65 conventional components.

The i.c. operates between the chrome. detectors
and the red, green and blue drive stages to the
colour picture tube as shown in Fig. 6. It will be
seen that separate matrices are used to derive the
red, green and blue signals and that each of these
matrices also receives the luminance or Y signal. This
technique gives rise to separate red, green and blue
primary -colour signals which are fed through pre-
amplifiers in the i.c. and subsequently drive separate
amplifiers with very heavy negative feedback. These
raise the primary -colour outputs from the i.c. to
levels suitable for applying to the colour picture
tube.

Mullard are also making i.c.s for domestic tele-
vision sets-for further details see Teletopics, July
1969-and same of these are beginning to appear in
the new single -standard chassis. An example is
shown in Fig. 7. Here a TAA570 i.c. provides the
6MHz intercarrier i.f. amplification, sound demodu-
lation (f.m. of course) and low-level a.f. amplifica-
tion. As can -be seen a separate intercarrier detector
DI is driven from the collector of the final vision
i.f. amplifier, and this in turn feeds the i.c. via the
tuned circuits LI, L2. A quadrature detector is
used in the i.c., the tuned circuit L3 and 'associated
capacitor providing the local quadrature signal. The
demodulated and amplified output is RC coupled
via CI to the volume control the slider of which
is taken to the grid of the triode section of a PCL86
audio amplifier/output valve.

An interesting feature of this circuit, used in the
GEC 2047 and 2048, is the derivation of the l.t.
supply for the transistor stages and i.c. from the line
output stage. The l.t. rectifier D2 is fed from a
tapping on the line output transformer and rectifies
the scanning current, smoothing being provided by
the filter C2, RI, C3.
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With the advent of single -standard working many
designers have adopted a rather different approach
to the design of the i.f. strip. This is to use an
elaborate response -shaping filter at the input to the
strip but to give the individual stages a broadband
response. The individual stages are designed for
high gain, high LC ratios are used, and heavy
resistive damping is applied to broaden the response.
This technique enables the effects of variations in
component tolerances and transistor spreads to be
overcome. Printed -circuit i.f. coils are sometimes
used.

Transistor Line Output Circuit
Notwithstanding what has been said earlier about

the all -transistor set Mullard have produced a line
output transistor with a peak Vc rating of 1.5kV and
a peak current of 2.5A, type BU105. By employing
a pair of these in the line output stage as shown
in Fig. 8 it is possible to achieve the required high
volt-ampere product for colour picture tubes and
to obtain both the 5kV focus potential and the 25kV
e.h.t. for the final anode, the latter by means of a
voltage trebling circuit. With this arrangement-
and indeed with any transistor line output stage-
it is not possible to use the feedback technique
common in valve sets to stabilise the e.h.t. and line
scanning current. It will be recalled that a kind
of a.g.c. is adopted in valve line output stages,
sample pulses from the line output transformer
being rectified by a voltage -dependent resistor ele-
ment and the resultant d.c. potential applied to the
control grid of the valve as a controlling bias. This
method of stabilisation is only possible when the
valve is arranged to operate above -the -knee of its
anode current/anode voltage characteristic. Line
output stages operating below -the -knee are effec-
tively switched on and off by the line drive signal,
and the same applies to transistors, so with these
circuits it is necessary to stabilise the actual supply
voltage. For this purpose, and also for providing
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a stabilised supply for the video stages in all -tran-
sistor sets, Mullard have recently introduced athyristor h.t. unit.

One important consideration when using a pair
of line output transistors as in Fig. 8 is to ensure
that they are matched so that they share the flyback
pulse equally between them. Cl and C2 tune the
circuit and in combination with RI and C3 whichare returned to a centre -tap on the line output
transformer primary winding act to avoid the
inevitable mismatch between the transistors.

Miscellaneous Developments
A major hazard to the transistors and other semi-conductors in all -transistor and hybrid sets is the

flashover or transient energy which occurs at the
tube cathode as the result of internal flashovers, and
such happenings are not as uncommon as might be
thought. The flashover current flowing through
the tube can rise to a peak of some 700A for a
very short period of time. This very heavy current
caninject sympathetic currents into the chassis and
associated wiring and thus produce high transient
voltages across the semiconductor junctions, which
can easily precipitate their failure.

There have recently been developments to afford
significant protection against this hazard, especially
so far as flashover in colour picture tubes is con-
cerned, as the higher e.h.t. voltage makes these more
vulnerable to flashover and because colour sets
usually have more solid state components than
monochrome ones (even so some of the latest
monochrome tubes are equipped with comparable
protective devices). The protection takes the form
of sparkgaps and resistive feed circuits at the tube
terminals. The sparkgaps liberate the discharge
energy and pass it back to the external conductive
coating of the tube via a low inductance link while
the resistors serve to hold off any spurious energy
from the electrode feed circuits. The net result
is that almost all the transient energy is bypassed
from the semiconductors.

Finally a word about recent picture tube devel-
opments. Tubes are now being made with built-in
screen protection which apart from making a pro-
tective glass screen in front of the cabinet
unnecessary allows the tube to project beyond the
front of the cabinet, thereby presenting the biggest
possible screen area to the viewer. The design is
based on a metal reinforcing band round the screen
flare, examples being the M ullard P -type tubes and
Mazda Rimband and Rimguard tubes. It is of
course most important not to replace these with
unprotected types. Also the width-te-height dimen-
sions of the screens of the latest tube types match
the picture aspect ratio exactly making it possible
to get a correctly " centred -up" Test Card which
is not possible with the older style tubes.

On the colour side it is interesting to note that
BRC now mount the Shadowmask tubes in their
sets " blue down", i.e. with the blue gun at the
bottom and the red and green ones at the top, the
reverse of normal practice. This is done to reduce
pin -cushion distortion, BRC not using pin -cushion
correction on their sets. By mounting the tubes
this way, and with the tube viewed from above the
centre line as is normally the case, the electrical and
optical distortion cancel.
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to the grid of the valve (V1B) whose anode is con-
nected to the other plate of the capacitor thus pro-
viding the negative feedback. The operation of the
integrator is as follows. In the rest position the
switching valve VIA is conducting so that the anode
of V1B is at line voltage. C charges via VIA and
VI B grid current. When VlA is cut off by a negative
pulse applied to its grid V1B anode voltage drops.
This drop is communicated by C to V1B grid so that
VI B is almost cut off. C then begins to discharge via
R and R1, carrying V1 B grid positive so that negative
feedback starts, VlB anode voltage falling. C con-
tinues to discharge until the switch valve VIA turns
on again or until grid current is drawn by V1B and
its anode voltage bottoms. Thus at the end of the
sweep, which is negative going at the anode of V1B,

LINEAR Part 2

K T WILSON TIMEBASES
LAST month basic timebase parameters, simple time -
base circuits and bootstrap timebases were described.
It is now time to look at the Miller timebase in its
several forms.

The Miller Integrator
The bootstrap principle was developed in the USA

for radar use while in this country the Miller inte-
grator was being developed at the same time for
the same purposes. To understand the principle of
the Miller integrator, we must go back to the simple
circuit shown in Fig. 3. The shape of the graph
of voltage against time is exponential but if a very
small portion only is taken the difference between
that portion and a straight line is very small. If we
are charging from a 300V line and use only the first
3V of the waveform then the linearity of the trace
is almost perfect. To make use of such a small
waveform we need an amplifier (Fig. 11) and what
converts such an arrangement into a Miller integrator
is to arrange negative feedback from the output of
the amplifier back to the capacitor.

Amplifier

Fig. 11 (left): Amplifying a small
portion of the charging voltage-
this can be made more linear by
negative feedback to the other side
of the capacitor. This scheme is the
basis of the Miller integrator.

Figure 12 shows a practical Miller integrator and its
waveforms. In this type of circuit capacitor C dis-
charges through the resistor R to provide the linear
sweep. The resultant change of voltage is applied

capacitor C is almost discharged and when the switch
valve operates the capacitor charges again.

This arrangement of the Miller integrator, used
extensively in much wartime radar equipment. showed
many of the advantages and disadvantages of Miller
integrator circuits. The linearity is excellent and a
large amplitude of trace is obtainable. The circuit
is fairly economical in components and the output is
at low impedance so that other circuits can be driven
easily. There is one main disadvantage, the voltage
step at the start of the timebase.
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25011
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250V

Sweep _

Fig. 12: Miller integrator circuit.

Like the bootstrap timebase, the Miller integrator
has been greatly elaborated and developed so as to
remove its disadvantages and extend its range of
sweep to shorter periods of time. Many oscilloscopes
use a Miller integrator in which a cathode -follower
is used in the feedback circuit (Fig. 13) so that the
anode of the Miller valve (V2) drives the low input
capacitance of the cathode -follower (V1) and the low
output impedance of the cathode -follower is used to
drive the Miller capacitor C.

The step of voltage at the beginning of the sweep



47k

Fig. 13 (left): There are
many elaborations on the

V2 basic Miller circuit. Here
a cathode -follower is used
between the anode of the
integrator valve V2 and
the charging capacitor C.
Note the use of a pentode
as the Miller valve-the
greater gain of a pentode
gives more feedback and
thus better linearity.

may be eliminated by gating this portion out with
a diode or by switching the integrator at the grid
instead of at the anode. The transfer of the switching
to the grid means that the flyback becomes much
slower, as the capacitor must recharge through the
anode load of the Miller valve instead of through
a switch unless a switch valve is included in the cir-
cuit to short out the anode load during flyback. A
more elaborate Miller circuit of this type is shown
in Fig. 14.
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Fig. 14: A more elaborate Miller circuit. Note that the
grid switching valve V1 a and the flyback valve V3 are fed
with the same switching waveform.

The switching of Miller integrators can be carried
out particularly economically using a multigrid valve.
For example a pentode with a short suppressor -grid
base can be connected with the usual Miller capacitor

Tc
6F33

5V

200V

Fig. 15: Using a pentode as gate valve and Miller integrator.
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Fig. 16: Transistor Miller integrator, using a compound
amplifier.

between its anode and control grid and the switch-
ing waveform applied to its suppressor grid. When
the suppressor grid of a pentode is negative with
respect to its cathode the current is switched from
the anode to the screen grid so that in the circuit
shown in Fig. 15 the rest position is with the control
grid drawing current, the screen grid bottomed and
no current reaching the anode which is at line voltage.
When the suppressor grid is switched on the flow of
current to the anode causes a drop in anode voltage
which reaches the grid through C and is enough
almost to cut off the valve. The Miller linear sweep
then takes place until the anode bottoms or until
the suppressor grid is switched off again.

Miller integrators are especially adaptable to
transistorised designs because there are no restric-
tions on impedance as are found with the bootstrap.
The greater the gain of the amplifier used the more
linear is the output waveform and it is particularly
easy with transistors to construct high -gain d.c.
amplifiers. A cascade circuit is particularly suitable,
and a Miller circuit using such an amplifier is shown
in Fig. 16.

The Miller Transitron
Certainly the most popular timebase among

amateur constructors of oscilloscopes in the past has
been the Miller transitron shown in Fig. 17. This
is an economical design but suffers from some severe
drawbacks, notably changes of amplitude with fre-
quency, slow flyback and difficulty of precise
synchronisation when used free -running.

The action is as follows. Imagine the circuit in
the state where the suppressor is cut-off so that all
the cathode current flows to the screen which is con-
sequently at low voltage. The control grid is
drawing some grid current and the anode is at line
voltage. Of all these voltages that at the suppressor
grid is the only one which is not fixed since the
suppressor is returned to earth via R2 and has
been switched negative only by the capacitor (C2)
connection to the screen. This capacitor now dis-
charges so that the voltage on the suppressor grid
rises exponentially. During this time there is no
waveform at the anode. Eventually, due either to
the rising voltage at the suppressor grid or to a
sync pulse applied to it, the voltage at the suppressor
grid will reach cut -on and anode current will start
to flow. This has two effects. One is that less
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Fig. 17: The Miller transitron circuit.

current flows to the screen grid which rises in
voltage and forces (by means of C2) the suppressor
voltage higher and the other is that the anode voltage
drops until the control grid (through Cl) is close
to, cut-off and the Miller sweep begins.

The screen -suppressor grid action is the switching
operation and it causes the screen and suppressor
grid voltages to increase very rapidly until the
suppressor grid is draining current and the screen
grid is almost cut-off. The Miller sweep causes the
anode voltage to decrease steadily, and eventually
the anode voltage becomes so low that some current
starts to flow to the screen grid which if at a much
higher voltage. When this current causes the screen
grid voltage to drop the switching action takes place
again, with the suppressor grid being switched
negative through C2 until the circuit is once again
in its original state. The circuit can be modified for
triggered operation by biasing the suppressor grid
to cut-off and applying sync pulses to it, and a
bright -up voltage for the grid of the c.r.t. can be
obtained from the screen grid which is positive
during the time of the sweep.

The choice of value of C2 is critical, and for wide
ranges of sweep time it is preferable to switch C2
as well as Cl, making C2=10 x Cl in value.

Cathode -coupled Phantastron
This is a very old circuit which is still widely used.

It is shown in Fig. 18. In the absence of a trigger
pulse the control grid is drawing current, the screen
grid is bottomed and the voltage at the cathode
due to the current in R2 holds the suppressor grid
negative to cathode so that the anode takes no
current. The voltage at the anode is held fixed by
the diode Dl. When a positive -going trigger pulse
is applied to the suppressor grid anode current flows
starting the Miller sweep and reducing the amount
of current flowing to the screen grid. Since the first
step of the Miller sweep drives the control grid
negative by means of Cl the cathode current is
greatly reduced so that the suppressor grid holds
the potential relative to cathode which it was given
by the trigger pulse. At the end of the sweep the
anode voltage is low, the grid starts taking current
and the cathode current eventually rises sufficiently
to out the suppressor grid off again until the next
trigger pulse is received.

This circuit, which is a direct -coupled (cathode -
coupled) version of the Miller transitron, has been
used with great success as a time -delay generator

but is not so often found as an oscilloscope timebase.
Sweep times of 0.1µsec or less are readily obtainable.

The odd name derives from the feelings of an
RAF radar engineer who thought the working of
the timebase " phantastic"! RAF slang also named
the next timebase, whose performance was thought
very clean or " sanitary". The sanatron uses a
Miller integrator coupled to another valve which is
used for switching. This is a timebase admirably
suited for amateur constructors but which is seldom
seen (Fig. 19).

Sanatron
The suppressor grid of the Miller valve V2 is

normally held at cut-off by its connection to the
negative line and because VI is bottomed due to
its control grid connection to the positive line. A
negative trigger pulse at the suppressor grid of VI
shuts off current to the anode whose voltage rises
rapidly, taking with it the voltage of V2 suppressor
gnd. This starts the Miller sweep in V2, and the
drop in voltage at V2 anode is communicated via
Cl to the control grid of V1 holding this valve
cut-off after the trigger pulse has ceased. Providing
Cl is greater than the charging capacitor C VI will
be held cut-off at the voltage limited by the zener
diode Z1 until the anode of V2 has bottomed.
When this happens V1 control grid is rapidly raised
in voltage by the connection to the positive line and
VI conducts again, shutting off the suppressor grid
of V2 and restoring the original conditions.

Automatic Triggering
Many timebases in modern oscilloscopes offer the

facility of automatic triggering. When the timebase
is switched to " auto" any waveform will give a
steady synchronised display regardless of frequency;
though of course the speed of the sweep will have
to be adjusted so that a definite number of cycles
of waveform can be seen.

In such circuits the trigger pulse, taken from an
external socket or from the internal Y -amplifier, is
amplified and applied to a multivibrator which
normally free runs at a very low speed of between
ten and twenty-five Hz.
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Fig. 18: The cathode -coupled phantastron (C-Phant)
circuit. Note that this is a triggered circuit which gives
one sweep for each trigger pulse received and does not
free -run.
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Fig. 19: The sanatron sweep circuit. Note the use of zener diodes Z1 and Z2 to prevent grid voltages rising above earth

potential or below the zener voltage, in this case -10V. The clipping circuit at the output removes the step on the wave-

form, but has the effect of delaying the sweep relative to the trigger pulse.

The arrival of the trigger waveform forces this
multivibrator to generate a squarewave which rises
and falls in voltage in sympathy with the waveform
received (Fig. 20). The edge of this squarewave is
then used as the trigger for the timebase. Note that
the squarewave itself cannot be integrated into a
sweep waveform since this would only ever show
one half cycle of a waveform. The use of the square -

to trigger the timebase accurately enables us
to show as many cycles or as small a portion as can
be made visible and the lock is perfect due to the
sharp pulse received from the multivibrator. Auto-
matic circuitry of this type usually operates with
input repetition rates up to I MHz; at higher speeds
the large time -constants of the multivibrator, neces-
sary to ensure free -running at a low speed, prevent
satisfactory operation. At such frequencies however
it is usually easy to obtain a good trigger pulse from
the input waveform itself.
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47 k
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10k 56k

+300V
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10p
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Fig. 20: Cathode -coupled multivibrator. With no input
signal the circuit oscillates at a low frequency determined
by the time -constant CR. With an input signal applied a
squarewave is generated whose sides occur at the same
time as the voltage of the applied waveform crosses the
zero voltage line.

Non -scanning Uses of Timebases
Although timebases are always found associated

with the scanning of cathode-ray tubes several other
applications for timebases exist which are of con-
siderable importance. In these other applications
are also found many transistorised timebases which
can be used at low -voltage levels; transistor time -
bases are not just now in general use in oscilloscopes
because so many instrument tubes still require fairly
high deflection voltages.

One very widespread use of timebases is for time
delay. This circuit is triggered by a pulse and
produces another trigger pulse after a time delay
(usually 0.05 -- 5p.sec) which is adjustable and exact.
The addition of a time delay to the triggering of an
oscilloscope greatly increases the scope of its use.
For example if a trace is being examined and the
timebase is being triggered from the leading edge
of the received waveform, then speeding up the
timebase can only have the effect of presenting the
first portion of the waveform. If, now, the trigger
pulse to the timebase is increasingly delayed with
respect to the leading edge of the waveform, the
portion which can be seen on the oscilloscope will
shift gradually over the whole waveform (providing
the delay is sufficient). This facility was used in
the old Solartron D300 oscilloscope, and in conjunc-
tion with the automatic timebase which used a scale -
of -two counter to present a trigger pulse to the time -
base on every second trigger this made for most
effective operation. At the prices now current
second-hand this superbly designed (both electrically
and mechanically) instrument is a real bargain to
the serious user. A study of the circuitry alone is
an object lesson in good design.

Phantastron valve circuits have for a long time
been very popular for time delays. as the step at

each end of the sweep provides excellent timing
marks; the last step can be amplified, differentiated
and used as the output trigger. Transistorised time
delays usually use Miller integrator circuits which at

-continued on page 164
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Worksho

by VIVIAN CAPEL

SOME SIMPLE GADGETS
QUITE SIMPLE gadgets can sometimes be obtained
or made up that result in saving of time and effort
that are out of all proportion to the time originally
spent in making them. It is true that some gadgets
can be "white elephants", rarely if ever used after
being made. The ones described here this month
are those that have proved particularly useful and
are in continual use.

Instability Chaser
Instability of either sound or vision circuits is

quite a common fault especially with older receivers.
In many cases the cause of the trouble can be
traced to one of the decoupling capacitors in the
i.f. circuits. Usually one of the screen decouplers
is the culprit, the value being anywhere between
1000pF and 3000pF.

The most effective way of tracking down the
defective capacitor is by bridging it with a replace-
ment. It is important that the wires of the
replacement are kept as short as possible, other-
wise its efficiency as a decoupler bypassing high
frequencies is impaired. Also if the component is
held in the hand hand -capacitance will certainly
have an effect. Thus the substitute should have
its leads cut short and then be soldered into place.
As there may be quite a number of decoupling
capacitors, bridging each one in this manner will
take some time as the set must be switched on and
off again on each occasion.

The instability chaser here described does away
with this and enables capacitors to be bridged
quickly and easily without affecting performance
and without the need for switching the receiver off
and on. In essence it consists of a capacitor
mounted on a tag strip which also forms the probe.
This in turn is fixed to the end of an insulated handle

0

Fig. 1: Simple instability
chaser.

(see Fig. 1). The two tags of the section of tag
strip are cut to form points and the capacitor is
soldered directly between them with the wires cut
as short as possible. The handle may be formed
by a length of Tufnol rod which has an internal
screw thread at one end. Any convenient material
could of course be used for this purpose.

In use the chaser is merely bridged across a sus-
pected capacitor. The spacing between the pointed
tags will in most cases be found to be just about
right.

Replacing Decoupling Capacitors
When tackling any service job a supply of spares

that are most likely to be needed should be at
hand. There may be times though, particularly on
outside service calls, when for one reason or another
the exact spare needed is not available. Where a
case of instability has been traced to an open -circuit
decoupling capacitor and it is found that there is not
one in the spares kit, there is a way around the
problem.

It will be found that the majority of TV receivers
include a number of r.f. bypass capacitors in the
heater circuit. These are to prevent r.f. currents
from entering the heater circuit and thereby being
passed on from one stage to another. This pro-
vision is mainly preventive as it is not often that
trouble arises from this source. Removing one of
these capacitors then will in most cases have no
bad effects. They are usually of the same type
and values as the h.t. decouplers, so a capacitor can

from the heater circuit and used as a
decoupler.

With most components the physical position of
the replacement does not affect performance so
that if some other position should prove more
convenient it can be mounted there. This is not
so with r.f. decoupling capacitors. Replacements
should be mounted in the same position as the
original, the wires kept as short as possible and
particularly the earthing wire should be soldered
to the same point. R.F. currents may well be
flowing and circulating in the chassis and earthing
to a different point could actually give a degree
of coupling to some other circuit.

Sometimes it is found that replacing a decoupling
capacitor brings an improvement but that some
instability still remains. In such cases do not over-
look the possibility of more than one decoupler being
defective. It is not uncommon, especially with older
sets, for two decoupling capacitors to be defective
at the same time and replacing any one will not
completely restore stability.

On some rare occasions it has been found that
bridging the defective capacitor with the instability
chaser has cured the instability and yet when a
replacement has been permanently wired in traces
of instability remain. Checking decouplers in
other stages fails to bring to light any trouble there.
Sometimes it has been found that the original
capacitor was not wired in the most effective position,
and experimenting, particularly with different earthing
points, has produced a cure. Sometimes an additional
capacitor is needed wired to a different earth point.
It must be noted though that this is the exception,
and that in general the original position and earthing
point should be adhered to.
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Fitting Awkward Screws
Introducing a screw into an awkward position on

a chassis is one of the difficulties that the service
engineer encounters from time to time. What is
needed is a device to retain the screw firmly on the
screwdriver blade until after it is fitted when the
screwdriver can be detached easily. Various gadgets
have been produced and tried over the years, some
using a claw grip which holds the head of the screw
from the outside. These are quite effective, but often
take up too much room when trying to insert the
screw in a confined space. The device here described
grips the screw from inside the slot in the head and
thus takes up no more room than a normal screw
driver. It has been in use for some years since it was
first made and has proved invaluable.

First a normal screwdriver of fairly small blade
width but with a long shank is needed. Next obtain
a piece of tubing or a bush which forms a good fit
over the shank of the screwdriver. As this will be
subject to some wear a hard metal such as steel
should be chosen in preference to brass or one of the
softer metals.

Then grind or file the tube down on either side of
one end leaving two prongs of metal remaining. For
maximum effectiveness these prongs need care in
shaping. They should be tapered so that they are
wider at the base in order to give them extra strength,
but they should not be pointed at the end. A small
slot is now cut at the other end of the tube (Fig.
2(b).

(a)

Spring

Fig. 2: A useful gadget to
help in fitting awkward
screws, the screw re-

taining screwdriver.

Soldered joints

(b)

Finally a spiral spring which also makes a good
fit over the shank of the screwdriver is fitted to it.
The tube is positioned so that the prongs protrude
slightly beyond the end of the screwdriver blade.
One end of the spring is engaged in the slot at the
other end of the tube and soldered in position, and
the other end of the spring is soldered to the shank
of the screwdriver (Fig. 2(a)).

To use, the tube is given a single turn in the direc-
tion which compresses the spring. This will shorten
the spring and bring the end of the prongs to the
same level as the screwdriver blade. Now the screw
is fitted to the screwdriver blade and the tube released
whereupon the prongs will grip the inside of the screw
slot and hold it firmly. When the screw has been
fitted the screwdriver can be pulled away and will
disengage from the slot.

Although very effective for medium and large

screws smaller types especially if of the round head
variety may present some diffculty in engaging with
the prongs. For these some alternative method must
be found. One way is to use a magnetised screw-
driver which is made thus by stroking several times
along a permanent magnet such as used on a loud-
speaker. These are obviously not effective with brass
screws, which are in common use, and even on fer-
rous screws the screwdriver blade will not always
stay in the slot and the screw tends to wander on the
blade sometimes even ending up upside down. Really
magnetic screwdrivers are more of a nuisance than
a help.

The best alternative is to have a lump of wax
handy (this can be very useful for other purposes as
we shall see in future Workshop Hints). The head
of the screw to be fixed can be scraped along the wax
thereby filling in the slot. The screwdriver is then
inserted in the slot and in the case of small screws
the screw will be held in place. With larger screws
the weight will be too great and the screw will drop
off, but for these the special screw -retaining screw-
driver can be used.

Tracing Brushing and Corona
Brushing or corona is not an easy thing to trace.

The symptom, a jagged vertical white line usually
but not always on the left-hand side of the picture,
may be very pronounced or it may be merely a
background trace. Sometimes it is not visible on
a strong signal at all and can only be seen when
the tuner is switched to a channel not normally
received in the area. The source can be anywhere
where there are high pulse voltages at line frequency.
This includes the line output transformer, line output
valve and e.h.t. rectifier, width and linearity coils,
scanning coils and sometimes the high -voltage ceramic
capacitors that are associated with the line output
transformer. A discharge can sometimes be seen as
a faint blue glow at the point of origin but this
needs darkness for successful observation. An easier
method of detection is aurally rather than visually.

The sound produced by corona discharge is high
pitched, as would be expected at line frequency, and
quite faint. This means that it is only audible with
normal hearing a few inches from the source, an
advantage when trying to identify the source. But
putting one's ear a few inches away from pulse -
voltage sources is not to be recommended! The
same results can however be obtained by using a toy
stethoscope. These can often be obtained from a
local toy shop and the only drawback is that the
probe tube is rather short. A new length of tubing
can easily be obtained and fitted to make a very
useful workshop test instrument.

Of course similar results could be obtained by
just using a single length of tubing; but this would
have to be held in the ear with one hand while
the other ear would need to be blocked from
extraneous workshop sounds. Yet another hand
would be needed to explore with the other end
of the tube, so a single tube is not very convenient
to use! The stethoscope by fitting both ears cuts out
workshop sounds and leaves one hand free. When
using all likely sources should be explored by holding
the stethoscope probe an inch or two away. When
located the sound will leave no doubt as to the origin
of the trouble.

TO BE CONTINUED
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TRANSISTORS IN TIMEBASES

....Nsimm=111 (c)
PART 5 LINE DRIVER STAGES
THE LINE driver stage is a phenomenon peculiar
to transistorised television receivers. With valved
design it is easy enough to generate a pulse and
apply to the grid of an output stage quite enough
voltage to drive it. Transistorised output stages
as we have already discussed need more attention
to timing and drive pulse waveform, triggering and
isolation from the oscillator. Thus there are some
special requirements of the line driver design. Again
I am indebted to Mullard for information on the line
driver circuits used in their single -standard colour
lb

Ic

Vce

lb
A

/"J"'"

Ic

Vce

Time -0.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Fig. 1: Incorrect output transistor base drive (a -c) with
turn-off (base current) between A and B too fast, producing
a tail in the collector current and increased dissipation.
Correct turn-off (d -f) with greater delay from A to B and
slow turn-off base current.

H.W.HELLYER
television chassis, which is a good example to
study.

In the last part (see PRACTICAL TELEVISION,
November 1969) we showed the line oscillator and
driver circuits used in this design so let's return
to the point where we left off and tackle the
problem of why we need to be so careful with the
driver stage.

SWITCHING OFF THE BUMS
The reason in a nutshell is that the output

transistors have to be kept well and truly bottomed
during the line scan and their collector current must
fall rapidly during the flyback period in order to
keep the collector dissipation down. Not only is
the amount of drive current important, the pulse
timing is also very important. This is because
there is a finite time between the application of
the switch -off pulse to the base and the moment
when the actual turn-off of the collector current
commences. This delay is due to minority carrier
storage-electron storage in the case of npn tran-
sistors such as the BU105-near the collector junc-
tion. With too fast a turn-off pulse the emitter
junction will be reverse biased while the collector
junction is still storing carriers. In Fig. 1(a) we see
the base current with a fast turn-off pulse applied,
i.e. the steep slope between points A and B along the
time scale. Because of the charge storage in high -
voltage transistors a tail is produced in the collector
current waveform, see Fig. 1(b), and this will result
in high collector dissipation during flyback.

The solution is to make the base A -B slope
less steep, i.e. slow down the turn-off pulse. This
will then allow the collector current to fall
smoothly to zero with good switching speed-the
Mullard BU105 line output transistor having this
virtue. Fig. 1(d -f) shows the difference.

Fitting an inductor in series with each base of
the output pair is the answer to the problem of
obtaining the required base waveform on switch -
off. The value of the inductor is chosen to give a
delay time larger than the storage time of the
transistors and is chosen to suit the collector current
to be turned off as well as the reverse base -emitter
voltage. For the circuit shown in Fig. 2 the
reverse base -emitter voltage should be greater than
4V.

TURNING ON THE BUIOS
With this voltage fixed by the turn-off require-

ments, the forward voltage available at the secondary
winding of the driver transformer to turn on the



BU105 will be fixed by this reverse voltage and the
mark -space ratio of the drive waveform. The neces-
sary forward base current is obtained and variations
due to transistor tolerances reduced by insertion of a
series limiting resistor in each output transistor
base circuit. To adjust for differences in storage
time between the two series output transistors one
of the base inductors is made variable. But the
most important thing we need consider here is the
determination of that A -B slope, i.e. the timing of
the base drive pulse.

The best way to work it out is to consider the
maximum and minimum on periods of the driver
transistor, which is something over which we have
definite control. The minimum on time is the fly-
back time plus maximum output transistor collector
current delay time which, when it is correctly
driven, is 8psec with a +2psec tolerance. Thus the
worst case is 10µsec and the flyback time, allowing
a 5% tolerance for component variations, we can
call 11.5psec. The total minimum on time is thus
21.5psec. The maximum on time is sum of the
minimum flyback time, the minimum output transis-
tor collector current delay time and the minimum
"efficiency diode" time (the time before the output
transistor collector current waveform swings posi-
tively). This works out to 10.5+6+16=32.5psec.
Taking the mean of these two limits we get
27-5+ 5p.sec for the driver stage on time. Actually
the on time can be kept to a closer tolerance than
this; +2psec is more likely in practice. This
ensures that the forward bias is not applied to the
BU105 before the end of the flyback period but is
applied before the BU105 collector current wave-
form becomes positive.

BASE SWITCH -OFF PATH
There is one more point about the base circuit

of the BU105 which though not directly associated
with the driver needs explanation. This is the 100,
resistor and 1,000pF capacitor between the base
and emitter. Their purpose is to provide a low -
impedance path when the BU105 is switched off.
The necessity for this, which is also the reason
why the driver is conducting when the output stage
is cut-off and vice -versa, i.e. operates in the non -
simultaneous mode, is tied up with two more
factors, prevention of ringing and protection
against transients. Ringing is damped during fly-
back by the resistor and the base -emitter junction
is protected by the capacitor against flashover which
could appear at the collector and be transmitted to
the base via the reverse -biased base -collector junction
self -capacitance.

DRIVER CIRCUIT
So we get a driver circuit which looks simple,

as shown in Fig. 2, but is in fact worked out to
very careful switching limits, with a transformer
that has to be arranged for the non -simultaneous
mode and whose turns ratio is chosen to give the
right (at least -4V) voltage at the BU105 base
when the current is zero. Across the primary
winding we find more damping components and the
transformer itself, small and "ordinary" though it
may look, is closely specified. A Ferroxcube cup -core
type with a large cross-sectional area is recom-
mended. The two secondary windings are wound side
by side with a space between them to get the required
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Fig. 2: Mullard low -voltage driver circuit.
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trans,

1.,500V voltage insulation and keep the leakage
inductance equal.

Because of the inductive load formed by the
leakage inductance of the driver transformer and that
of the output transistor base inductors, the
driver transistor must withstand a higher voltage
than is simply determined by the 'transformer turns
ratio and the load impedance. The values of the
R and C damping components across the primary
are chosen for a compromise between optimum
reduction of peak voltage without seriously affecting
the BU105 current waveform.

One more small point about drivers. We showed
both the high- and low -voltage circuits last time
(Fig. 1, Part 4). In the high -voltage version the
driver was driven directly by the oscillator but
in the low -voltage version, see Fig. 2 this month, an
emitter -follower is necessary to provide the base
current of about 90mA which is needed to bottom
the BD131 driver transistor. This is a fast tran-
sistor with a low bottoming voltage, hence the
collector dissipation is quite small.

PHILIPS AND SONY CIRCUITS

Another low -voltage driver circuit, but with a
rather " old-fashioned" look about it, using a tran-
sistor that may be more familiar to us as part
of a portable radio is the line driver of the Philips
T-Vette portable television receiver shown in Fig. 3.
The trick is the coupling between the oscillator
and driver, so arranged that they conduct together,
whereas the driver -to -output section is in the non -
simultaneous mode that we have just examined.
Again we see a damping network across the output
transformer of the driver, limiting the collector cur-
rent. The three waveforms of Fig. 3, taken with
an oscilloscope (using a high -impedance probe and
timebase set to line frequency) at points A, B and C
of this driver circuit are interesting.

We have discussed the Sony Model TV9-306UB
as an example of complete transistorisation that
occurred early in the history of the art and include
here the driver circuit (Fig. 4) which is not at
all conventional. The dual -standard switching is
shown in the 625 -line mode, with the 0.15µF
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capacitor disconnected from the primary of the
driver transformer, increasing its resonant frequency,
and the drive limited by the inclusion of a series
resistor. This resistor is selected for optimum con-
ditions and can be anything between 1 and 18E2.
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Fig. 4: Driver and line output coupling circuit used in th e
Sony portable Model TV9-306UB

Selection is made by checking collector current (in
the 625 -line mode) with a 100mA meter in the
collector lead. The current should be 85mA with
a tolerance of only 5mA either way. In practice,
however, I have never yet had to alter the value
of the resistor as fitted (even though it has been
necessary several times to upset line section condi-
tions with the replacement of a damaged line output
transistor). More important is the check on pulse
width by scoping the output from the line oscillator
with its base load coil shorted (L1, Fig. 8, Part 3
in this series) to obtain a pulse width of between
12.5 and 13.5psec.

In the next part we shall take a look at the
use of thyristor stabilised supplies and e.h.t. regu-
lation and the distinctive Mullard way of controlling
and stabilising power supplies. Thyristors are still
a big mystery 'to too many engineers Whose

acceptance threshold" stopped short when silicon
diode rectifiers were introduced. Please don't tell
me I am old-fashioned or cynical: I have worked
with too many hidebound technicians who will go
on the way they always have done and refuse to
study the theory of their subject as it progresses.
They will continue to exist so long as industry
offers better prospects than the retail servicing
business.

TO BE CONTINUED

LINEAR TIMEBASES -continued from page 159

the end of their sweep trigger a Schmitt circuit.
Another use for timebases is the conversion of

analogue information into digital-for example in
a digital voltmeter. When d.c. voltages are being
measured the timebase runs at a slow rate and the
start of the timebase sweep also opens a gate which
allows clock pulses (narrow pulses at high frequency)
to pass to the counter. The voltage being measured
is used (by way of isolating or amplifying stages) to
bias a diode whose other connection is to the time -
base. When the timebase amplitude equals the
measured voltage the diode conducts and the con-
ducted voltage is used to shut off the gate. A tran-
sistor may be used instead of the diode.

Timebases seem to have settled into a pattern yet
the introduction of m.o.s.f.e.t.s has given the boot-
strap timebase a new
lease of life. This is a
field in which the
amateur with some time
to spare can still invent
new and worthwhile cir-
cuits and in which there
are still some little-known

In Out
lines of work. For
example the circuit of
Fig. 21 should in theory
give a perfect sawtooth
from a squarewave input.
The amplifier has a gain of exactly four times, easily
ensured by negative feedback, and is non -inverting
(for example a long-tailed pair). By the look of it
the amplifier should have high input impedance and
low output impedance, and the squarewave drive to
R should be from a low impedance. As far as I

know no one has ever made a timebase on this
principle despite its advantage.

O T
Fig. 21.

0
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Field Timebase

SERVICING
itelevision
receivers

The PCL85, used as the field oscillator -output
valve, can contribute its own quota of troubles with
no help from any other source. These include loss
of height, bottom compression, bottom fold -up and
loss of field hold. The bottom fold -up occurs when
the PCL85 develops grid -cathode leakage which
cancels the standing grid bias from the heater line.
A collapsed field scan (just a white line across the
screen) should direct attention to the PCL85 valve
and then to the boost line where C104 usually shorts
to chassis (see points to note at the beginning of this
epic). Lack of voltage at C104 would of course
direct attention to the capacitor before the valve if
voltage readings are taken as they should be.

There are occasions when the boost voltage is
present at the height control (or C104) and the
PCL85 is not at fault. It is then that the voltmeter
is to be used in a logical manner. First take a
reading at pin 7 of the PCL85 valvebase: this should
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THORN 1400 CHASSIS -continued
be a little over 200V. If there is no voltage here
there will not be any at pin 6 and the fault is in
the supply from R135, 1.5k1, which is the centre
section of the dropper. This section can become
open circuit with no other component failure to
cause it.

If however there is a voltage of well over 200V
at pin 7 but not at pin 6 it is fair to suspect that
the field output transformer T3 has an open -circuit
primary winding.

If there is voltage at both pins 6 and 7 check the
bias voltage at pin 9 and apply a hum test here to
see if the scan opens up. If it does the fault is
earlier, probably in the triode section. If it doesn't
check C99 and the continuity of the deflection coils,
X1 etc.

If the fault appears to be in the triode section
it is worthwhile to note the effect of shorting the
vertical hold control to chassis as this can become
open -circuit. Capacitors to check here are C92, C87
and C90. C93 is more likely to become leaky and
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Fig. 3 (left): Circuit of the Type
1516 v.h.f. tuner unit used with
the Thorn' BRC 1400 chassis.

MODELS FITTED WITH THE
THORN/SRC 1400 CHASSIS

Baird
8691 and 8693

Ferguson
3645. 3646 3647, 3652, 3653,
3654, 3655, 3658, 3659, 3660
and 3661

HMV
2639, 2645, 2646, 2647, 2648,
2649, 2650, 2659, 2660, 2661
and 2662

Marconiphone
4623, 4624, 4626, 4649, 4659
and 4661

Ultra
6648, 6649, 6652, 6654, 6656,
6657, 6658, 6659 and 6661

ACC
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VOLTAGE DATA.
The voltages given in the table below were measured with 240V a.c. mains input, no signal, contrast controls and

local/distant control (R11) at maximum, using an Avo Model 8 (20,000 C1/V). HT1 is 200V, HT2 225V and HT3 215V
(both systems). E.H.T. measured with an electrostatic meter approximately 20kV. Voltage at P1 pin 5 12V (u.h.f. tuner
line), pin 6 125V (405) and 135V (625), pin 8 130V (405) and OV (625).

Valve

Anode volts Screen volts Cathode volts

405 625 405 625 405 625

V3 6F29 (EF183) .. .. .. 185 185 45 45 - -
V4A 130 130 160 160 2 2
V4B

1 30FL14 (PCF808) .. .. .. 60 100 - - 10 8.5
V5 6F28 .. .. .. .. 115 115 170 170 2.5 2.5
V6A 80 90 - - - -
V

1 30FL1 .. .. .. .. 150 1 - - - -
V76B 6F30 (EF184) .. .. .. 195 195 60 30 - -
V8A 16 18 - - - -30PL1V8B .. .. .. .. 175 175 180 180 9 9
V9A PCL85 .. .. .. ..V9B

150
205

140
205

-
215

-
215

-- --
V10 PL500 .. .. .. .. - - 200 200 - -
cause the picture to fold up at the bottom as the
bias is cancelled.

No sound, picture in order
Apply hum test to pin 2 of V8, 30PL1. If there

is no response-with the volume fully up of course-
apply test to pin 9. If no response check the valve
and the valvebase voltages. If there is a hum from
pin 9 but not pin 2 check R92 and C78.

If the sound is distorted on strong signals check
R91 or bridge it with a resistor of near value. Dis-
tortion under all conditions can be due to a faulty
30PL1 or a leaky coupling capacitor (C80).

If the no -sound condition is not due to a faulty
audio stage check that all channels are affected and
check V7 and associated components, particularly
C60 and R77.

No vision signal, sound in order
This assumes that a raster of normal size can be

resolved when the brilliance is advanced but that no
picture can be displayed. The fact that the sound
is in order means that the tuner and the V3 stages
are functioning and that the fault is therefore almost
certainly in the V4 (30FL14-PCF808) or V5 (6F28)
stages. A check on the valves, valvebase voltages,
continuity of coils etc. should quickly reveal the
cause of the trouble.

Poor sync, particularly on 625
Check R38 (39kn) also C34 (0.15/2F). If these are

in order check R45 (471(n) and C40 (0.1/2F). In most
cases the field timebase will be mainly affected mak-
ing the setting of the vertical hold control very
critical.

No signals, raster in order
If there are no sound or vision signals on either

standard, 405 or 625, the fault should be looked for
in the V3 (EF183-6F29) or the v.h.f. tuner unit
stages. We could include in this the symptom of

weak signals if both standards are affected. Check
the EF183 valve and the voltages to pins 7 and 8.
It may well be found that R14 has risen in value:
this 39kf1 resistor is liable to do this or it can be
damaged if C10 shorts to chassis.

If the V3 stage appears to be functioning properly
attention should be directed to the tuner unit. The
i.f. output cable of the v.h.f. tuner is inclined to
bend at an acute angle at the point of connection
to the tuner and can give trouble either by shorting
to core, which upsets R8 and R9, or by becoming
open-circuit-perhaps intermittently. Check the
PCF805 and the resistors and coils associated with
this valve. Trouble in the PC97 stage will affect
v.h.f. only and trouble in the u.h.f. tuner will affect
u.h.f. only. The three -pin plug at its connection to
the three -pin socket on the rear of the v.h.f. tuner
can give intermittent reception on u.h.f.

Variation of tuning on VHF
This implies that the tuning is continuously vary-

ing each time the channel selector is operated, the
fine 'tuner appearing to operate at times and at others
to be ineffective. The usual cause of this trouble is
either that the fine tuner lever is not operating the
wire which goes through to the core or that the
metal sleeve on the core is loose and is not following
the movement of the core.

Removal of VHF tuner
Whilst the mounting may vary in different models

the fixing is the same. The front knobs pull off
to expose a single screw. When this screw is removed
the tuner can be unlatched from the mounting flange
on the opposite side to the screw.

UHF tuner
This may be of the rotary type or push-button.

Servicing should be restricted to the bare minimum.
Check resistors if necessary but leave the inside
alone. The tuner should be returned to the nearest
makers servicing depot should any trouble develop
inside it.
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MY interest in 625 -line conversion was first sparked
off by an article in the September 1966 issue of
PRACTICAL TELEVISION which described modifying
the original i.f. strip of a 405 -line receiver for 625.
I decided, however, to take the easy way out and
purchased a u.h.f. tuner-actually an integrated
u.h.f./v.h.f. type-and commercial i.f. amplifier
panel-of the type intended for converting the
Thorn/ BRC 850 convertible chassis-from Manor
Supplies. The total cost of these items at the time
was about £4.

I connected these to my Alba T655 receiver and
obtained reasonable results, but it was clear that the
original timebases were not going to prove satisfac-
tory. Field linearity was poor, as was interlace,
and the original direct line sync was far from ade-
quate. I therefore decided to build my own time-
bases. The result has given me a 17in. 625 -line
receiver at very modest cost.

. Line timebase
In the final circuit there is only one section of

the original set left, the line output stage. This is
unmodified except for the value of the S -correction

A CONSTRUCTOrS

B25 -LINE
RECEIVE

DAVID ROBINSON

capacitor C75. The flywheel sync and line oscilla-
tor sections (V8, V9) were adapted from a Decca
circuit and have two important features : first a
reference pulse from the line output transformer is
not required, making it ideal for adding to almost
any set using direct sync, and secondly it has a very
wide pull -in range so that the line -hold control can
be used to "phase" the picture within the raster to
remove the slight foldover on the left of the screen
which is characteristic of almost all 405-625 conver-
sions. A further advantage of the circuit is that it
uses no inductors. The triode section of V8 acts
as a pulse amplifier feeding the screen grid of the
coincidence detector pentode section to the control
grid of which is applied the reference waveform
from the multivibrator V9.

Field timebase
The field timebase is of the self -oscillating type

and was adapted from the Bush TV135 circuit.
Linearity is very satisfactory. A thermistor in series
with the scan coils stabilises the height but cannot
be used with the original field output transformer
without a serious effect on linearity. Selection of

+12V
to

Tuner
20k R4

33k

IF
Input
from
Tuner

1 R3

R2
1k

Cl
100

37.25
MHz
L2

-

C4 30p

C2 41.5
loop MHz

33.5 MHz

C6
lkp

C5

300
2

R6
1.2k

C9 R10
I kp 18

R11

33k

R8
4,7k

I I

R7
22 I I CONTRAST

VRI
2.5k

C12

LiN!! I cht
o 1 lkp

37.25 1

MHzdkl

A

C20
0.01

R18
15k

6
MHz

r -
L
10

VR2
500

R19
k

I ,---

C231
50p

V4
EF80

C24

R20
1k

6MHz

R32
10k

R33
100k

C39

W/A

Rn

R23
47k C28

5kp

C29
3kP

C26

R21
180 I C27

5kp

300p

24
22

V6A
R38 R39
3.3k 470k

1 V5A
1PCF80

R40
1.8k

V6 PCL82

Fig. 1:

another transformer (used on the Ferguson 636T)
from the spares box solved this. The self -oscillating
type of field timebase has the disadvantage that
interlace is affected by feedback of line pulses into
the oscillator via the scan coils.. This is not too
serious on a 17 -in. screen on 625 but to obtain
really good interlace other readers are recommen-
ded to use the type of field timebase in which the
multivibrator is separate from the output stage.
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C13
I kp.7
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it diagram (less tuner) of D. Robinson's 17in. 625 -line receiver.

Video and AGC
The original video amplifier on the i.f. chassis

used a PCF80. However I found that this was not
capable of providing a really adequate output and
therefore changed to a PCL84. The most important
feature of this particular circuit is that the d.c. level
is fully retained.

A.G.C. is not really necessary as the u.h.f. trans-

Th.3

VA1015

5 V7

R90
130 4

4

5 Vii

VIO 06
8Y100 L18

L

V6 C 76 son
0.1

Si AC
Mains

4

14-1-006061-.--00+3/40

missions are immune to aircraft flutter and with all
three programmes coming from co -sited transmitters
on a fairly closely spaced channel group large
deviations in signal strength from station to station
on u.h.f. will be unlikely. Control of contrast is
therefore obtained manually by means of VR1 and
R8 and this is found to be entirely satisfactory in
practice. And very handy for setting up aerials!

Direct coupling from the vision detector to the
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video amplifier is not at all satisfactory however
since under no -signal conditions the current in both
the PCL84 and the c.r.t. would be very high. Also
under these conditions adjustment of the contrast
control is tricky, an increase in contrast producing
a darker picture. The difficulty is solved by C43 and
D2 which acts to clamp the sync pulse tips to chassis
potential so that the video amplifier may be biased
almost to cut-off as in conventional 405 -line practice.
Turning up the contrast then brightens the picture,
as would be expected, and with no signal the screen
is blacked out completely as it should be. Large
electrolytics cannot be used on the cathode and
screen grid as these would increase the a.c. gain of
the stage without increasing the d.c. gain. The small
capacitors which are used in these positions merely
provide a little h.f. boost.

Even with all these precautions the lack of a
regulated e.h.t. supply and other imperfections result
in a slight loss of the d.c. component. This is
corrected by R45 and C45, which are not a
decoupling network but serve to make the anode
load of V3 larger by 68052 for d.c. than for a.c.
The value of 6802 is found to give perfect d.c.
restoration and the improvement which results from
this cannot be over -emphasised. Even the non-
technical members of the family appreciate the
improvement on night scenes and captions etc. and
I doubt if they would put up with an a.c.-coupled
set now that they are used to a " black -level clamp",
my 405 -line set also having this feature.

Sync Separator
The triode section of V3 acts as a simple but

effective sync separator.

Audio Circuits
On the audio side I found that the output from

a ratio detector is not all that great and to allow
for a reasonable amount of negative feedback I
decided to use a three -stage audio amplifier. The
circuitry around V5B replaces the flywheel sync
circuit of the original Thorn design. Hum and buzz
from the field timebase are reduced to negligible
levels by plenty of decoupling on the h.t. supplies,
and another important point often overlooked is
that if the output lead of the sync separator is of
any length it should be screened to prevent radiation
of field sync pulses which are picked up by the
audio amplifier (and often mistaken for intercarrier
buzz!). The amount of negative feedback used is
such that the audio amplifier gives full output at
the maximum setting of the volume control.

Cabinet
An important point on the audio side is the use

of twin 7 x 4in. speakers, one on each side of the
screen. This reduces distortion and makes the sound
appear to come directly from the screen, a useful
contribution to realism. To accommodate these
speakers and also to improve appearance and make
room for the conversion apparatus I had to build
my own cabinet for the set. This has a slimline
appearance from the normal viewing position,
although as the c.r.t. is a 90° type there is a con-
siderable projection at the rear!

Power Supply Circuits
Finally the power supply. The use of a BY100

diode (D6) in the heater line avoids what would
otherwise be a very large mains dropper as there
are only twelve valves. Connecting the two rectifiers
D6 and D7 in series ensures that the transistor tuner
does not receive a.c. in the event of a short in one
of the diodes. A thermistor in the h.t. line avoids
a large surge of current through the electrolytics
at switch -on. The 250V output from the choke is
used for the line output stage and also, to ensure
adequate drive for the c.r.t., for the video amplifier
anode. The rest of the set is supplied from a 200V
line.

Results
The final results are most satisfactory, bandwidth

being about 4.5MHz with little overshoot. D.C.
restoration and contrast from the rebuilt video
amplifier are perfectly adequate and sensitivity is
very high, due mostly to the tuner having an inbuilt
transistor i.f. amplifier (actually intended as the
v.h.f. mixer). The tuner has since been changed for
a two -transistor u.h.f.-only one however as I intend
to use the integrated one for a dual -standard set I
am constructing. The results are almost the same,
.using an I8 -element loft array at about 15 miles
from the Waltham transmitter (channel 64).

Timebase 'linearity and stability are good and I
have not yet had to adjust the line hold control
since I made the set. Width is more than adequate
due to feeding the line output stage from a 250V
line. The total cost of the project was under £6.

Sound quality (something which is usually
skimped over in commercial sets, generally with ear-
splitting results) from the twin speakers is at least
as good as many commercial v.h.f. sets I have heard.

I found this a most interesting and instructive
project and one which I would recommend to other
readers. 111

SERVICING TV RECEIVERS
-continued from page 167

R145 was added with the schedule C chassis, R137
at the same time being changed from 22612 to 1260.
In later schedule C production R107 and the asso-
ciated shorting link are not fitted.

The following component differences from Fig. 2
may be found: C48 3pF; C89 0.1µ,F; R4 3.9Mn; R69
360k1; R71 151a1; R102 11(12; L36 not fitted; V10
PL504; VII PY800. Note that Sparkguard tube
bases are used and may be of two types, S or R, the
tube type numbers bearing these suffixes. A tube
with an S Sparkguard may be fitted in an R chassis
if the flat side tag is bonded to tag 5 of the base
connector. If replacing an S type with an R type
connect tag 5 of the c.r.t. base connector direct to
printed board tag 29 and disconnect the c.r.t. aquadag
earthing lead from the chassis frame and connect
direct to tag 5 of the c.r.t. base connector.

Late modifications released to us are: C114 210pF,
R141 3.3/v112 and V6 30FL2 on some chassis and in
later production the h.t. feed to the line hold controls
taken from the junction R66, C51 with C52 raised
to 12p.F.

NEXT MONTH : PHILIPS 210 CHASSIS



Itv ANy television system it is essential for the
scanning of the receiver to be in step with the
scanning of the camera. This is achieved by means
of synchronising pulses which serve to mark the
points of time at which a scan, line or field, must
start. The generation of reliable sync pulses is an
essential feature of a TV system and many amateur
CCTV systems fail through the use of badly shaped
sync pulses.

In professional studio work the sync pulses are
generated quite separately from the camera. For
broadcast television the sync pulses must constitute
part of the transmitted signal and must maintain a
constant frequency (the sync signals used are shown
in Fig. 4). For CCTV such sync generators are
too elaborate and too costly. The greatest amount
of complication arises from the use of interlace,
so this is usually omitted in CCTV signals, causing
the bandwith of the signal to be greater if the same
resolution is to be achieved as that of a broadcast
transmission.

When a CCTV system consists only of a camera
and one monitor it may be easier to carry the video
signal on one cable and the sync signals on another,
so avoiding the task of adding the sync signals to
the video and separating them again in the monitor.
There is no saving in camera circuitry however as
the video signal has to have a blanking signal
added-this is derived from the syncs-so that there
is no video during the flyback intervals. The system
is more useful when video signals are switched, as
it avoids the difficulties of keeping syncs constant
during video switching. We will now deal with the
methods of generating sync pulses, amplifying them
and at the same time preserving their shape, and
adding them to the video signal.

Generating Field Sync Pulses
In most applications the field sync pulses are

locked to the a.c. mains frequency. Professionally
this is done by generating at .a frequency equal to
twice the line frequency, frequency dividing this
down to field frequency and comparing this with
the mains frequency. Any difference is used to
generate a voltage which is used to correct the
" double -line" oscillator. In CCTV circuits it is
more usual to generate the field sync from the
mains waveform itself, unless the equipment is

Aft
Values shown
are approx.for
1ms pulse

f3.2k 2.2k

3.0k 1k

Fig. 1: Obtaining a field sync pulse from a flip-flop circuit
(Tr2, Tr3) triggered by a stage (Tr1) providing 50Hz
spikes derived from the mains waveform.
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entirely battery operated. It is worth noting that
all 625 line broadcasts in this country are made
with the field scan unlocked so that smoothing in
625 receivers must be considerably better than in
405 -only sets to avoid the appearance of dark hum
bars moving up or down the screen at a speed set
by the difference between the field frequency and
the a.c. mains frequency. Colour transmissions must
use an unlocked field because of the essential
requirement of a fixed frequency for the subcarrier,
which then sets the line and field frequencies.

If the field sync is to be obtained from the
mains frequency the problem then becomes one of
obtaining . a sharp pulse from the slowly -changing
mains waveform in such a way that the pulse always
occurs at the same point in the waveform.

One method is to overdrive an amplifier so that
only the faster portion of the 50Hz waveform is
amplified. The output is then differentiated by CR
networks and the required polarity of pulse selected
by a diode. If the sync pulses are being used apart
from the video they can be left as they are, but
if they are to be combined with the video and after-
wards separated by the sync separator of a monitor
a broader pulse will be required and must be
obtained by using the 50Hz pulse to trigger a flip-
flop (Fig. 1). Another method is to obtain the

ti
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A

Fig. 2 (left): Obtaining a field sync pulse from a zener
diode. Fig. 3 (right): Field sync pulse obtained from a
unijunction transistor.
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trigger pulse from a zener diode or gas stabiliser
as in Fig. 2 or from a unijunction transistor (Fig. 3).

Line Sync Pulses
The line sync pulse should ideally be identical in

form to the line pulse of a broadcast signal if a
monitor is to be reliably synchronised. The shape
of the "standard" line sync pulse is shown in
Fig. 4; for CCTV work a much less precise sync
can be tolerated since there is no risk of further

FVvnt porch Back porch

5 -is Fig. 4 (left): Standard 625 -
line sync pulses. For 405
the front porch is 1.712sec,
the pulse width 9.31.tsec
and the back porch 7.512
sec.
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Fig. 5: Flip -flop circuit suitable for providing the line sync
pulse. Adjust R5 for 11 ttsec pulse width (625 lines). Tri,
Tr2, BF115 or similar.
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Fig. 6: Methods of obtaining a trigger pulse from a sine -
wave generator. (a) The Colpitts oscillator produces a
sinewave at its base and emitter but the collector wave-
form is square because of the resistive rather than tuned
load. (b) In this circuit both transistors are normally off.
A sinewave at the base of Trl makes it switch on when its
.base becomes sufficiently positive, thereby switching on
Tr2 which brings down the emitter voltage of Tri making
the switchover very rapid. When the sinewave goes
negative the switchback is equally rapid.

Fig. 7: Line and field sync pulse mixer. The suggested
transistors are switching types. The circuit will work
using r.f. transistors but if they are obtained from a dubious
source the leading edges of the pulses will suffer. The
ACY series of transistors is cheap and readily available.
Another advantage is that the standing current can be
comparatively high (about 8mA per transistor in this
circuit) to assist sharpness. The output is a 1.5V pulse
which is trimmed to size either when mixed with the video
signal or at the cable feeder stage.

mutilation occurring in transmission. In particular
the front and back porches can be omitted and the
slope of the sides of the pulse can be rather less
sharp. A suitable pulse can be obtained from the
flip-flop circuit shown in Fig. 5. A trigger pulse at
the base of Trl turns this transistor on and the drop
in voltage at its collector cuts Tr2 off. Tr2 stays
cut-off until resistor R5 charges C2 up again to
the voltage at the emitter,'when Tr2 starts to con-
duct again and Trl is rapidly cut off. The wave-
form at the collector of Tr2 is a good pulse whose
width depends on the time constant C2, R5.

This circuit has to be driven by a trigger pulse
which occurs at the frequency of the line sync
required. This trigger pulse may be obtained from
a blocking oscillator or multivibrator, or from a
sinewave oscillator (straightforward or crystal con-
trolled) whose output has been " sharpened" into
trigger pulses by over -amplification and differentia-
tion. The circuits of Fig. 6 show the methods of
obtaining a trigger pulse from a sinewave generator.

Composite Sync
In some CCTV applications a composite sync (a

mixture of line and field sync) is not needed, but
where there is any appreciable distance between the
camera and the monitor it is desirable that the
number of cables should be kept down. A suitable
mixer is shown in Fig. 7. Each line sync pulse at
the base of Trl causes a sync pulse to appear at the
emitter by emitter -follower action. When a field sync
pulse arrives at the base of Tr2 line sync pulses have
no affect on Trl which is cut off by the field sync
voltage at its emitter. In a simple system where there
is no fixed ratio between the line frequency and the
field frequency the first line or two of any field is
usually out of sync, but it can be arranged that these
lines are off the screen by manipulating the field
amplitude control of the monitor.

Mixing the composite syncs with the video to form
a composite video waveform is rather less easy. The
video waveform must first be clamped, that is the
black level must occur at a fixed voltage. In the
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Fig. 8: (a) Transistor video signal clamp. (b) Sync and
video mixer stage. VR1 sets the sync pulse amplitude.

standard video waveform it is customary to clamp
the video waveform at 0.3NT above earth and to add
the sync pulses in the remaining 0.3V.

A circuit for clamping a video waveform and
adding composite sync is shown in Fig. 8. The
clamping stage shorts the video waveform to an 0.3V
supply every time the clamping pulse (a line sync
pulse) arrives so that the lowest video level is 0.3V.

The mixed sync pulses are then fed into another
stage which shorts the waveform to earth on each
pulse, so adding the required 0.3V of sync pulse.

On the face of it, it might appear simpler to cut
out the clamping stage so that the sync pulse is added
directly, but this has the effect of leaving both the
black level and sync pulse amplitude uncontrolled.

Interlacing
The bandwidth required in a video amplifier

depends, as far as vertical resolution is concerned,
on the product of the number of lines per frame and
the number of frames per second. In closed circuit
applications the large bandwidth required may be no
handicap. If for example a system is required which
can resolve 405 lines horizontally and 625 lines
vertically with 50 frames per second then the band-
width required is 625 x 405 x 50 Hertz, which
comes to about 12MHz. This is not an impossible
bandwidth though few CCTV video amplifiers have
bandwidths of much more than 10MHz and none
attempt the 19.5MHz bandwidth which would be
needed for equal vertical and horizontal resolutions
of 625 lines.

Where bandwidth is restricted, as it may be by
the requirements of broadcasting or of cable trans-
mission, either the vertical resolution, the horizontal
resolution or the frame rate must be reduced. One
way of keeping resolution unchanged and halving
bandwidth is to cut the frame scan rate from 50
frames per second to 25, but this has the disadvan-
tage of making the flicker of the received picture
very much more noticeable. Interlace is a device
for having the resolution cake and still eating the
same frame rate!

In an interlaced picture a complete frame of 1/25
second consists of a field of half the total number
of lines in half the frame time followed by a field
consisting of the remaining lines in the next 1/50
second. For example a 625 -line frame consists of
a field of 3121 lines in 1/50 second followed by the
remaining 312+ lines spaced between the first set in
the next 1/50 second. In this way the resolution is
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unchanged and the flicker problem is very much
less than it would be if complete frames were scanned
every 1/25 second. Also, the bandwidth require-
ment for the 405 x 625 line picture becomes 6MHz
instead of 12MHz, a considerable advantage for
broadcasting purposes.

Interlace is however difficult to provide in the
camera and difficult to maintain in the receiver. It
is achieved in the camera by modifying the sync
signal so that the field scan is synchronised at times
corresponding to the start of line 1 and the middle
of line 313; in the receiver this requires considerable
accuracy in the synchronisation of the field scan and,
unless the field sync waveform is identical for both
line and half-line conditions, lines will tend to pair
together. In the 405 -line system poor interlace was
a feature for many years, but the 625 -line system
has used the technique of " equalising" pulses which
occur before the field sync pulses for the half-line
field start and equalise the conditions so that the
integrated field pulse reaches synchronising voltage
at the same time after the first field pulse.

Amplifying & Shaping Sync Pulses
To synchronise a timebase a sync pulse should

ideally have a perfectly regular shape with steep
sides to ensure that synchronisation takes place at
a precise instant of time. However in the course
of being added to a composite video signal, passing
through cables and being amplified the shape of
the sync pulse suffers and synchronisation becomes
erratic.

Several circuits can be used to combat this. First
sharpening of the leading edge can be applied to
the sync pulse before it is added to a composite
waveform. This makes the leading edge (from
which the timing of the line starts) sharp enough to
be able to stand some integration in subsequent
circuits. Sharpening circuits generally operate by
adding a differentiated (sharpened) pulse to the
leading edge of the sync pulse; such a pulse is
obtainable from the trigger pulse which generates
the sync pulse. If this trigger pulse is picked off
at a earlier stage at a high voltage it can be
sharply differentiated to bring its amplitude down
to that of the final sync pulse (about 0.3V) and
then added to the sync pulse, any final clipping
being carried out by the stage which combines the
sync pulses with the video. Since the trigger pulse

Early Sharpened Later
stage I 14esignal

71-1-
stage

Sync
generator

(Flip-flop,/le
emitter-
follower

etc., )

Sync
processing

Sharpened
signal added

to sync
( Blocking oscillator, etc.,)

Fig. 9: Principle of pulse sharpening. This can work only
when the differentiated sharpening pulse can be taken
from a higher voltage signal than the output sync pulses.
As the sync output is usually less than 1V this is practically
always the case.
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Fig. 10: Compound matching amplifiers. (a) Compound
cathode -follower. (b) Compound emitter -follower (com-
plementary symmetry simplifies the circuit). (c) Direct -
coupled version of (b).

occurs fractionally (a few nsecs) before the sync
pulse there is a definite improvement in the sharp-
ness of the leading edge. Fig. 9 shows an outline
of a typical circuit.

Note incidentally that the effect of long lengths
of cable is to delay pulses, due to the time taken by
a pulse to travel from one end of the cable to
the other. For composite video this is usually
unimportant but where video and sync pulses are
separate a large difference in the lengths of the
separate cables can make a noticeable difference
in synchronisation. For example if the length
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Fig. 11: Simplified outline of a professional sync generator,
with waveforms.
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difference is about 100yds the time difference is
about loec (in a 64p.sec line time on 625 lines),
which amounts to lin. in a 19in. monitor. When
video and sync are composite of course no time
difference arises.

The transmission of waveforms through cables
causes rounding of the sync pulses due to the shunt
capacitance unless the cable is very well matched
to the output stage of the sync generator or camera.
A simple emitter- or cathode -follower is not
sufficient, especially if the video is positive -going
making the sync pulses negative -going. Circuits of
the type shown in Fig. 10 are better able to cope
with composite waveforms as they can deliver
current to a capacitive load, such as a cable, in
either direction.

Finally, at the monitor the sync pulses can be
sharpened by amplifying and differentiating. Where
composite signals pass through a sync separator
the operations of amplification and sync separation
ensure sharpening of the pulses since the line syncs
are separated by differentiation and the integrated
field pulses still contain sufficient line frequency
peaks to ensure good sync. Where separate sync
and video exist however the sync pulses arriving at
the timebase may well be of poor quality and need
sharpening. The arrangement shown in Fig. 9 is
useful in this respect-a sharp differentiated pulse
is generated and added to the sync pulse in the
same way as in the sharpener discussed earlier.

Professional Sync Generators
For professional use a sync generator must supply

sync pulses suitable for interlaced signals and which
comply with internationally recognized standards.
Such standards are seldom needed for CCTV work
but an outline of the methods used may be of
interest.

The heart of a professional sync generator is the
" double -line " oscillator. As its name suggests it
generates a frequency which is twice line frequency
and can be crystal -controlled, free -running or mains -
locked at will. Since this frequency is at double
line frequency there are 810 pulses for each com-
plete frame in a 405 -line system and 1250 pulses for
each complete frame in a 625 -line system, and in
each interlaced field there are 405 and 625 pulses
respectively. This gives us the means of interlacing
since 405 half-line pulses occur in the time of
202+ lines and a field pulse at the end of 405 half-
line pulses automatically ensures that a 2 : 1 interlace
is maintained.

The double -line pulses are therefore fed (Fig. 11)
to a set of counters which deliver one pulse for
each field. For 405 lines this means dividing the
pulse rate by 405, and this is done in five steps of
division (+5, +3, +3, +3, +3); for 625 lines the
process can be done in four steps of division by
five. The output pulse from the last counter occurs
every field and becomes the trigger for the field
sync generator which consists of a flip-flop stage.

The line pulse frequency is half the double-Iine
pulse rate and is obtained from a scale -of -two
counter whose output triggers a flip-flop set for the
standard line pulse width for the system in use.
In some systems a few pulses of line width and
double -line frequency are used before the field

-continued on page 183
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DX
OCTOBER has produced the expected decline in SpE,
being the end of the season, but fortunately there has
still been some SpE DX about. It is however rapidly
fading out so we must resign ourselves to a patient
wait until April 1970 when the season should open
up once again. I think next year will be better SpE-
wise for the reasons that I have already given. The
SpE results bear comparison with the corresponding
period last year and in fact I would say they have
even been marginally better. It is perhaps rather too
early to say that this is a pointer to better things
next year, we shall have to wait and see.

As usual I give the SpE log first, a rather poor one
but not for lack of trying!

6/10/69
9/10/69

12/10/69
13-15/10/69

18-19-20/10/69
21/10/69
22/10/69

24/10/69
27/10/69
29/10/69

W. Germany E4.
W. Germany E4 and USSR R1.
Poland R1 and Spain E4.
W. Germany E4.
Sweden E4.
Sweden E4 and W. Germany E4.
Poland RI and Czechoslovakia
RI.
USSR R1 and Norway E4.
Spain E2 and E4.
Czechoslovakia R1 and USSR R 1.

CHARLES RAFAREL

A MONTHLY FEATURE FOR DX ENTHUSIASTS
lie in approximately the same direction as Holland
and W. Germany, etc., so you can imagine the pro-
blem here. But there is still worse to come : any
moment now BBC -1 Rowridge 500kW Ch.31 and
ITV Rowridge Ch.27 will go on test and subsequently
enter service and as they are to the east of me too
the u.h.f. channels 22 to 32 will be blotted out, and
that is the best end of the band. It looks as if
there may be some relief early Sunday mornings if
there are Continental openings or maybe early a.m.
before 08.00 when the W. Germans open. BBC u.h.f.
has however been on test as early as 07.45 recently.
It seems one just cannot win!

On a more cheerful note one old pal may survive
ORTF-2 Ch.25 at Caen. For this one I am on the
nul point for the aerial for the new BBC/ITV stations
at Rowridge so I may just get away with it! We
have French students in the house and they welcome
a sight of home from this station. Otherwise "Plan
B" will have to go into operation : I shall have to
install group E aerials and hope for some success
at the h.f. end of the band (difficult, I hear) and I
live in an awkward area for u.h.f. from Western
Europe other than France. The only other solution
would be to emigrate to East Anglia and that is a
little impractical!

Now to the current Trops, u.h.f. and v.h.f.

On 26/10/69 the 38-41 MHz band produced some
weak USA paging stations and on 28/10/69 the same
band of frequencies gave some strong USSR forward -
scatter network signals. This looks like the predicted
late F2 opening but if it seemed a rather insignificant
one there is 'still just time for some F2 DX to come
in before we have a ten year wait until the next
time.

What has been much more interesting has been the
advent of early Tropospheric openings this year.
Normally these come later-the 1968 ones began at
the start of November-but this time down here
the first opening was on the 9th October. The
unusually settled weather has of course contributed
to this and long may it continue! If we get similar
weather in November the cooler evenings will give
us the required conditions for even better Tropo-
spheric propagation. Once again we must wait and
see and hope.

Just to digress a little before noting the u.h.f. log
here I would comment that alas this may well be
my "Swan song" for good u.h.f. DX. I am already
getting "clobbered" with new locals in the form of
BBC -1 London Ch.26, ITV London Ch.23 and BBC -2
Sandy Heath Ch.27, all new stations for me that I
could well do without! From my location all these

Holland Chs. 27, 29, 32 and 39.
W. Germany Chs. 21 and 35.
Holland Chs. 27, 29, 31 and 32.
W. Germany Chs. 25, 29, 30
(Hamburg very good), 31, 34, 37,
39 and 41.
Holland Chs. 27, 29, 31, 32 and 45.
Holland Ch. 29.
W. Germany Chs. 29, 30 and 27.

East Anglian DXers must have had a ball! Over
the same dates all the usual French stations were in
plus some "weirdies" as yet unidentified on Chs. 26,
50, 62 and 64. I suspect that the high channels are
low -power coastal relays and am investigating further.
Another interesting Trop, in Band I this time, has
been the frequent reception of Holland Lopik E4
which is normally very rare here.

I have saved the piece de resistance until last. On
28/10/69 Roger Bunney telephoned me at 08.45 in
great excitement and a quick check here on my gear
confirmed his startling news, Mont Rigi E6 Switzer-
land was coming in on test card. I still do not know
why, other Band III trops were poor. The "ducting"
must have been just right for the characteristic Swiss
test card to appear. It was admittedly a weak signal
but who could ask for more! I telephoned Ian
Beckett at Buckingham but as his phone was giving
trouble I could not get him until 09.30 and by that
time the signal had dropped down into the mush
again. Still we tried and I hope perhaps some other
DXer was lucky too. -continued on page 177

9/10/69

10/10/69

17/10/69
28/10/69
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AF Testing
WE came across a 19 in. Rediffusion model recently
with normal picture but no sound. Our first move
was naturally to replace the PCL82 a.f. amplifier
but this produced no change. We then commenced
voltage checking. The pentode anode and screen
voltages were normal and on contacting the former
point we obtained slight speaker clicks indicating
that the output transformer and loudspeaker were
in order. The presence and strength of such clicks
-caused by the slight voltage changes produced by
meter application-are usually as informative as vol-
tage indications when tracing complete sound failure.
Then on contacting grid we
obtained the characteristic a.f. hum, indicating that
the entire stage was working satisfactorily.

On next contacting the triode anode we found
that voltage was present but no clicks were produced
although they should of course have been very much
stronger than those produced at the pentode anode
due to amplification by this valve. The only possi-
ble cause was an open -circuit or dry -jointed grid
feed capacitor and as the printed circuit wiring did
not seem too healthy we decided to cover both pos-
sibilities and fit a replacement'

We then obtained really strong clicks on contacting
the triode anode again but there was still no sound.
As test prod application to the triode grid produced
no a.f. hum we again replaced the PCL82. There
were still no results so next we checked for a short
from the triode grid to chassis, possibly caused by a
solder blob or deteriorating screened lead.

In older receivers care must always be exercised
when moving screened leads that have been subject
to prolonged warmth from a nearby valve, for the
interior and end insulation can easily crack and flake
off to result in a complete short-circuit. However
there was no short-circuit present so as the triode
stage was live from its anode and as the valve itself
could be ruled out there remained only one real pos-
sibility apart from valveholder disconnection and
that was an open -circuit cathode to chassis connec-
tion.

In TV triode a.f. stages the cathode is usually
returned directly to chassis without bias resistor and
shunting capacitor. This was the arrangement used
in this model and after connecting a jumper lead
from valveholder cathode connection to chassis we

obtained normal sound. We subsequently learnt that
prior to the sound going off completely it had been
intermittent on occasion. This explained why we
had to cure two separate faults to restore sound.

No Field Lock
THERE was complete loss of field lock on a 19in.
KB model fitted with the STC VC51 chassis although
the line lock was perfectly good. Our first response
was to change the PCL85 although as field lock
was completely absent there seemed small prospect
of it effecting a complete cure. There was no
improvement. The triode of this valve forms a
multivibrator with the triode section of a PCF80-
the pentode section being the sync separator-so
we next replaced this valve. Again there was no
improvement.

The field sync circuit of this and similar STC
chassis is unusual in that the triode of the video
PCL84 is used as a field sync pulse amplifier to
boost pulse levels before their application to the
multivibrator pair. Thus we next replaced this,
but with no improvement. Clearly we must have a
component defect. Inspection revealed no interlace
diode which may have gone open -circuit and as
there were no discoloured resistors we shunted a
replacement across the pulse feed capacitor C6
connected from the pulse amplifier anode to the
PCF80 triode grid.

It will be seen in the accompanying diagram
that the field pulse amplifier V2 is arranged as a
grounded -grid stage with the sync separator anode
output applied to its cathode via R6, R7 and C3.
These two resistors, in conjunction with R8, also
form a d.c. potential divider between V1 anode and
V2 cathode.

As the line sync was good we naturally began
voltage checking at V2 and immediately found
complete loss of h.t. on the anode. It seemed that
R4 must be open -circuit since as it was cold the
possibility of a short-circuit from anode to chassis
via C5 could immediately be ruled out.

However, further tests showed that there was no
voltage at the other end of the resistor and therefore
no screen grid voltage at the sync separator. We
then found that RI the 330k1l feed resistor from
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Fig. 1: Field sync circuit used in many STC chassis from
the VC2 on. V2 is a grounded -grid stage to maintain
correct pulse phase and d.c. level.
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the h.t. rail to the sync separator screen was com-
pletely open -circuit and when we replaced this we
obtained normal field lock.

The interesting and surprising point is that the
sync separator gave such good line lock while
without screen voltage, although it must be added
that once we had replaced the resistor the line
lock held if the hold control was rotated from one
extreme to the other.

The cause of newish resistors going completely
open -circuit is that one of the lead -out wires loses
contact with the resistive interior.

Aerial Feeds
No RASTER but normal sound was the complaint on
a Bush 21in. model. We were unable to draw a spark
from the PL36 anode but as a faint line whistle was
present the most probable cause was that the PL36
itself was defective. On replacing this valve we
obtained an excellent raster but the picture on both
Bands was grainy.

The set was fed via a long extension lead from
an aerial outlet socket and our first move was to
make sure that both coaxial plug connections were
good. We remade both connections and on replac-
ing the aerial plug in the receiver momentarily
obtained a greatly improved picture just as the centre
pin contacted the centre socket, but the picture
reverted to its original grainy appearance as the plug
was pushed fully in.

This naturally aroused suspicion of a short-
circuit across the coaxial lead but there was no tape
join and a meter test showed the lead to be perfect.
On next moving the few feet of loose lead near
the receiver the results varied and it became appar-
ent that the lead was functioning as the aerial.
Whenever moving an aerial lead varies the signal
strength you can be sure that it is not properly ter-
minated to an aerial and that it is providing all or
part of the signal input.

We then found that virtually the same results were
obtained whether or not the extension lead was
plugged into the outlet socket. The set was sited in
a new house and many builders now run an aerial
lead from a socket in the lounge to a similar socket
in the loft, leaving the choice and fitting of the
aerial to the occupier. This proved to be the case
and the extension lead had been providing a fair
signal.

Until such time as an aerial could be fitted in the
loft we removed the receiver coaxial plug and
inserted the inner conductor only to the receiver's
central socket and obtained what were quite satis-
factory pictures on both bands. This dodge often
gives acceptable results until riggers are able to
attend to the fault when there is a short in the lead
or an aerial element has broken off.

Loss of Height
THE RASTER on a 17in. GEC receiver suddenly
reduced to about lin. with a pronounced foldover
at the base. When height suddenly falls so dram-
atically you can be almost certain that a component
defect is the cause since valve failure in field circuits
usually results in gradual reduction in height over a
period of time, increased base cramping as tempera-
ture rises or complete or intermittent field collapse.

The foldover strongly suggested an output stage
fault so we commenced voltage checks on the PL84

output valve. Anode and screen grid voltages were
normal but we obtained a reading of about 40V on
the cathode pin. This was about treble the expected
figure so we then momentarily shorted the cathode
pin to chassis. Doing this we obtained a full-sized
though grossly distorted raster and on switching off
we found that the bias resistor was. open -circuit and
that cathode continuity to chassis had been main-
tained via the shunting electrolytic which, not unex-
pectedly, had developed a considerable leakage.

It was completely impossible to read the value of
the bias resistor and the service manual was not to
hand. However in a small valve data book we
always carry in our tool kit we found that although
the value of the cathode resistor wasn't given, with
170V on anode and screen the bias should be
-12.5V to give an anode current of 70mA and a
screen current of 5mA. This gave 'a total cathode
current of 75mA and Ohm's Law indicated a resistor
value of about 16052. On fitting both a new resistor
and shunting electrolytic we. obtained a full-sized
raster and then on readjusting the linearity controls
we obtained excellent vertical shape.

TO BE CONTINUED

DX -TV -continued from page 175
More u.h.f. stations in service include the follow-

ing:
France: Besancon/Montfaucon Ch.23 250kW hor.;

Avignon/Mont Ventoux Ch. 45 125kW hor.;
Chartres/Montlandon Ch.50 250kW hor.; Bayonne/
La Rhune Ch.58 500kW hor.; also Forbach/
Kreuzberg Ch.22 is now up to 20kW.

W. Germany: Verden Ch. 25 66kW hor.; Hoch-
sauerland Ch.40 250kW hor.; Schnee Eifel Ch.40
250kW hor.; Bad Marienberg Ch.44 138kW hor.;
Kaizerslautern Ch.44 25kW hor.; Eggegebirge Ch.48
110kW hor.; Ebersbach Ch.58 174kW hor.; Pfarrkir-
chen Ch.57 250kW hor.; also Hamburg Ch.30 is now
up to 500kW (perhaps the reason for the good signals
on' 10/10/69).

Austria: Galgenberg Ch.43 10kW hor.
Switzerland (for Optimists!): Haute Nendaz Ch.43

30kW hor.; Monte Ceneri Ch.46 35kWhor.; Gebidem
Ch.52 30kW hor.; Monte San Salvatore Ch.54 30kW
hor.

READERS' REPORTS
We have a startling Band III Trop report from

D. Waller of Consett, Co. Durham. He. had Poland
R8 on 19/10/69 from 07.35 GMT to 09.20 GMT,
fully identified by test card, TVP clock and
"Warszawa" caption, then like so many of us he
got swamped by his local ITV station opening. He
suggests that the station was probably Koszalin R8
100kW and this is I feel correct. It is on the Baltic
near Seczecin (Stettin) at a distance of approximately
750 miles from him. He would have a nice sea path
across the North Sea then over Denmark and the
Baltic.

He asks whether Poland has ever been received
here in Band III and as far as we know the answer
is no. However we would be interested to hear from
other DXers. Other successful DXs for him are
Norway E9, Sweden E9, W. Germany E8 and E9,
E. Germany E3 and E4 plus Switzerland E2. He
notes the absence of Rumania and Finland like so
many of us this year.
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WITHIN the last thirty years mankind has achieved
greater technological progress than in the previous
30 centuries. Enormous momentum has been
developed and acceleration is still taking place.

AMERICAN MOTION PICTURE AND TV RESEARCH
CENTRE

That, at any rate, was the conclusion reached on
15th January 1968 when the American Motion Pic-
ture and Television Research Centre at Los Angeles
began operations and its objectives were set down
in writing. These comprised a three-year plan with
basic goals as follows: First year, document the
state of the relevant technologies inside and outside
the industry; second year, project planning and
definition with set three-year, five-year and ten-year
goals; third year, tangible results in cost reductions
and in product quality and profitability.

Wilton R. Holm (Executive Director of the
American Motion Picture and Television Research
Centre) said that when the Centre had been consti-
tuted in 1968 American industry had been without
any unified and co-ordinated research effort for
more than seven years though during the same
"seven lean years" individual technological progress
had been the most prolific in world history.

Mr. Holm concluded the introductory summary of
his first report with an eloquent peroration which
ought to be studied carefully: "The motion picture
was born of technology; it grew up in technology;
and though its image is one of artistry and glamour,
it remains a medium in which the tools of the trade
are enormously complex. In no other industry is
artistry more dependent upon technology. Unques-
tionably a bright technological future is possible for
the motion picture. It is the Motion Picture and
Television Research Centre's purpose and challenge
to see that this promise is fulfilled."

EXCHANGE OF TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Elsewhere in this important report it was stated:

"We found that a considerable amount of technical
work had been done at some of the Hollywood
studios on an individual and, in most instances,
confidential basis."

How thankful we must be that the exchange of
information in Britain between television and film
engineers and technologists has been readily given.
BBC and ITV engineers (and their associations) fre-
quently met at Pinewood Studios, for instance, and

newood's backroom boys pay return visits to

Yorkshire TV, Southern, BBC, Thames and the
rest. Pinewood's own new development of pole -
operated luminaires on a TV lighting grid attracted
much attention when hundreds of engineers from
the USA, Europe and elsewhere made a special
Studio visit during Film '69.

BUSINESS ASPECTS OF TECHNOLOGY

The Council of the American Motion Picture
and Television Research Centre point out that while
science is a knowledge -generating process, techno-
logy is the application of that knowledge to create
material progress. A lot of research work does not
necessarily result in material progress and the
American 'Motion Picture and Television Research
Centre undertakes no significant project which does
not meet the dual criteria of cost-effectiveness and a
high -probability of success. This has been precisely
the objective of British television and film engineers
during the past seven years.

COLOUR SERIALS

A writer of tough American detective novels,
Raymond Chandler, once described a radio serial
as his idea of the square root of nothing! The
same can be said about both American and British
television serials in black -and -white and I suppose
in colour. Somebody said many years ago that
there were only five basic plots for plays in the
live theatre. Theatre playwrights certainly used to
manage to dress up those same plots in a variety
of ways: in this year of grace they undress them!
In television serials the story -lines seem to move
around in circles, finishing up at the starting post
(after the inevitable chase), with a weekly change
of villains and bad men.

The same could not be said about The Forsyte
Saga, Donald Wilson's classic BBC television serial
which gradually attracted a large audience not only
in Britain but in many other countries. The period
decor, wardrobe, long hair and beards could have
turned the whole story into a Fred Karno panto-
mime, but Donald Wilson won't accept inexpert
make-up, long hair and beards which might have
come out of a Christmas cracker. These are the
personal furnishings of his cast and the BBC make-
up and hairdressing department do their superb
best for him.

The old type movie producers used to say to their
scenarists when short of ideas: "Remember, boy,
put the flag, mother, child, horses and a cat in your
story -line, and you're home and dry!" Not a bad
idea and better than some of the programme
material dished out by a few of the BBC producers.

HISTORY REPEATING ITSELF
The earliest technical and artistic developments

in radio and television will, like those of the film
industry, later reappear in an improved form. Sixty
years ago prodigious efforts were made by several
kinematograph inventors to astound the world with
motion pictures that talked as well as walked. For
years they didn't get very much farther than sound
recorded on cylinders or discs, synchronised (more
or less) with the film and reproduced by the feeble
acoustic gramophone sound box. The Gaumont
Company ingeniously amplified the sound volume
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by supercharging with compressed air through the
sound box. However it was not until the thermionic
valve amplifier and loudspeakers arrived that
" talkies" became successful.

CURRENT AFFAIRS

Technological and artistic history reveals that
nearly everything seems to have been done before,
even if unsuccessfully. Current affairs television
programmes are still hailed artistically as a new
concept of presentation, but this is not so. Let us
go back to 1914. Within two or three days of the
start of the Great War in August of that year the
film makers at the Samuelson Studios, Warton Hall,
Isleworth, were busy reconstructing the world -
shattering events of the previous week, presenting
reproductions of the Emperor Francis Joseph, the
Kaiser, Mr. Asquith, Lloyd George; the figure of
Britannia, flags, symbolic torn -up treaties and so on.
This was filmed and edited in montage form with
superimposed subtitles and superimpositions galore.
Bertie Samuelson, the enterprising producer, ordered
large quantities of elaborate uniforms, guns, wigs
and beards for his filmed representations of current
events entitled The Great European War. Fortunately
the theatrical wardrobe suppliers had plenty of fancy
" Ruritanian " uniforms at that time, surplus possibly
from the theatrical touring companies performing
The Chocolate Soldier, The Lifeguardsman and other
musical comedies. Fifty years or so later current
affairs TV programmes and Mossman's art magazine
review present the people themselves, whose beards
and moustaches often look far .more like clip -on or
hook -on types than Samuelson's ever did.

In Donald Wilson's The Young Churchills for
television very great care has been taken for
accuracy in uniforms, accoutrements and so on as
with make-up, beards, wigs and periwigs (the latter
requiring the head to be very closely cropped).
These are the details which are essential for achiev-
ing the status of a TV classic which, with good
scripting, production and acting, will ensure
periodic reissues to audiences over the years ahead.

FLICKERS

In the flickering film days of 1914 lack of good
photographic resolution, colour and a sophisticated
story -line didn't matter. The audiences of those
days lapped up the well -edited and quick two -
second flashes of Samuelson's royalties, eminent
politicians and of course Britannia with the same
enthusiasm they gave to the blood -and -thunder
melodramas of the period.

The quality of television colour is now so good
(in the UK) that the slightest imperfections are
revealed on the splendid colour monitors used at
all UK studios. There the best four -tube colour TV
cameras reveal by comparison the deficiencies of
both 35mm. and 16mm. film, even with the finest
flying -spot telecine machines. I forecast however
that film, especially 16mm. colour film, will catch
up in quality, flexibility and editorial advantages-
quite apart from lower cost.

NEXT MONTH IN

Practical
TELEVISION

CAPACITOR TESTER

Specially designed for the TV service engineer,
this tester provides clear and rapid readings of
capacitance values, leakage conditions if any,
and changes in capacitance and leakage with
applied voltage so as to reveal the more per-
plexing faults caused by defective capacitors.
The extensive range is from about 50pF to
1,00011F.

LINE OUTPUT STAGE TUNING

Just why is third harmonic tuning used and
what does it do ? And why is fifth harmonic
tuning used instead with semiconductor multi-
plier e.h.t. rectifier circuits ? If you've ever
wondered about these aspects of line output
stage mystique, Telegenic next month explains
what it's all about.

LUMINANCE STAGES

The luminance circuits of a colour receiver
correspond with the video circuits of a black -
and -white one. However there are quite a
number of complications, for example grey -scale
tracking arrangements, subcarrier rejection, fly-
back blanking, beam limiting circuitry and so on.
Next month we take a detailed look at this
section of a colour receiver.

TV RECEIVER SERVICING

The next chassis to be dealt with by L. Lawry -
Johns is the Philips 210 dual -standard hybrid
chassis.

PLUS ALL THE REGULAR FEATURES

ORDER YOUR COPY ON THE FORM BELOW

TO
(Name of Newsagent)

Please reserve/deliver the FEBRUARY issue
of PRACTICAL TELEVISION (31-J, on sale
JANUARY 23rd, and continue every month
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waveforms in

GORDON J. KING

So FAR we have traced the receiver signals through
the i.f. and intercarrier channels, through the
luminance channel and colour -difference stages right
up to the grids and cathodes of the picture tube.
However, we have purposely refrained from be-
coming too involved with the signals in the chroma
(short for chrominance) channel. It is now time
to delve into this department and study the signals
from the composite output at the vision (or chroma)
detector right up to the output of the synchronous
V and U detectors.

We saw last month that the V and U detectors
deliver R -Y and B- Y colour -difference signals and
that from these two is derived the third G -Y
signal by a process of matrixing. The three colour -
difference signals proper then activate the picture
tube direct in conjunction with the Y signal or they
are applied to matrices along with the Y signal
to yield primary -colour signals for working the
tube.

The V and U signals and hence the R -Y and
B- Y signals are derived directly from the chroma
signal by quadrature demodulation based on the
PAL system. This might sound a bit formidable
right now but later we shall see that it is not half
as bad as it sounds. The department now under
examination is shown in Fig. 1.

As we have seen, some sets have just a single
vision detector while others have two at the end of
the i.f. channel, one for the luminance or Y signal
and the other for chroma. When there are two
detectors the intercarrier signal is often taken from
the chroma detector as this makes it easier to
suppress the 1.57MHz chroma/sound beat by the
inclusion of a 33.5MHz sound i.f. rejector in the
Y detector circuit. The chroma detector may also
deliver signal for the a.g.c. amplifier, but we shall
have more to say about this in a later article.

Whether the one detector serves both luminance

as
From
Vision

or
Chroma
detector

Chroma
Bandpass

filter

Burst Colour
output killer

Chroma
amplifier

PART 7

receivers

and chroma or whether a separate chroma detector
is fitted, the chroma signal proper has to be separated
from the Y signal before being applied to the
chroma amplifier. This is done by a chroma band-
pass filter located between the detector and the input
stage of the chroma amplifier. In its simplest form
this might be nothing more than a coupling
capacitor whose value is selected to provide a
high-pass characteristic-that is, allowing the chroma
part of the spectrum easy access while deleting the
luminance part down to d.c. The overall spectrum
and the chroma part are illustrated in Fig. 1 of
Part 4 (October 1969 issue).

Figure 2 shows at (a) the composite colour signal
at the detector output and at (b) the chroma signal
remaining at the output of the bandpass filter
These waveforms were obtained from colour -bar
signals in various proportions (i.e. not necessarily
the standard colour -bar signal).

Chroma Controls
In addition to boosting the chroma signals the

chroma amplifier must possess a response character-
istic to suit the bandpass nature of the signal,
remembering that it spreads out 1MHz either side
of the subcarrier frequency (see Fig. 1(b) in Part 4)
and it must also embody various " controls". An
important one of these relates to burst blanking.
Chroma entering and leaving the bandpass filter
carries components corresponding to the colour
bursts, and for the V and U synchronous detectors
to work correctly these components must be
removed or at least attenuated.

Figure 3 shows at (a) a chroma waveform after
initial amplification but prior to the burst -blanking
stage. The burst components between the three
lines of chroma signal are clearly visible in this.
At (b) the same signal subsequent to the burst -

Adder

Line
pulse

for burst
blanking

ACC

PAL delay
= 64y.iS

Subtractor

U Detector

_d 90° phase
shifter

Subcarrier input = 4.43 MHz 0,

V Detector

Low-pass
filter

PAL
switch

Low-pass
filter

B-Y
output

R-Y
output

Switch activating
signal

Fig. 1: Block diagram of the chroma channel in a PALO decoder.
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 2: (a) Composite colour -bar colour signal at the
detector output. (b) Colour -bar chrome signal at the
output of the chrome channel input filter.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 3: Chroma signal after initial amplification. (a) Prior
to burst blanking, (b) after burst blanking.

blanking is seen to have the unwanted components
significantly reduced in amplitude.

There are various circuit artifices for securing this

blanking and we shall in a later series highlight
these and indeed examine all the circuit tech-
niques used in colour sets; but for the time being
we are concerned essentially with the signals in
colour sets and not so much with the actual circuits.
Nevertheless to give an example one method is to
apply a positive -going line flyback pulse of about
28V peak via a diode to the emitter of an npn
chroma amplifier transistor. The pulse cuts off the
stage during the burst period provided it is
accurately timed. Thus when the chroma signal is
displayed on a 'scope at --or sometimes after-the
point of blanking the trace may also reveal blanking
pulses. This is not significant but worth noting.

Although we do not require the bursts at the V
and U detectors we certainly need to extract them
separately from the chroma channel since they are
required for phasing the subcarrier generator. A
tuned circuit at the subcarrier frequency (4.43MHz)
filters them from the chroma at an early stage in
the channel (prior, of course, to burst blanking)
They are then passed to a so-called burst gate which
opens only during the period of each burst, closing
during each line period and thus blocking the
chroma signal proper. We shall be dealing with this
section later.

Another chroma channel control is that for the
colour killer. The idea is for the chroma channel
to shut down completely when the transmission is
monochrome and not colour -encoded. This ensures
that the black -and -white display is not affected by
spurious noise in the chroma channel. It is possible
with the chroma channel " open during a mono-
chrome transmission for transmission and/or
amplifier noise to be filtered into the subcarrier
spectrum and appear as coloured grain (snow) on
the picture.

The colour killer prevents this from happening by
biasing the chroma amplifier into cut-off. In fact
the colour killer proper is nothing more than a
muting bias on one of the chroma stages. When
the signal is colour -encoded the bursts which such
a signal carries are rectified and applied to the muted
stage as a counteracting bias. The chroma channel
is thus closed on monochrome and open on colour.

Most sets also have a control which automatically
adjusts the chroma amplifier gain. This is called
automatic chroma control or a.c.c. for short. It is
similar to a.g.c. but while a.g.c. controls the gain
of the i.f. channel and possibly the tuner's r.f.
amplifier in accordance wit' the overall signal
strength, the a.c.c. controls r...trely the gain uf the
chroma channel relative tc the amplitude of the
colour bursts.

To summarise then, the chroma channel com-
mences with a bandpass filter to delete the Y signal,
it has a blanking arrangement to get rid of the
bursts, a tuned filter to pass the bursts out from
the chroma to the burst gate for phasing the sub -
carrier generator, a colour killer control and
generally a.c.c. The signals associated with all these
controls will be investigated separately in subsequent
instalments but right now we are interested mainly
in the amplified chroma signal which is fed to the
V and U detectors.

Chroma Passband
To ensure the chroma signal possesses all the

required characteristics for good colour it must be
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Fig. 4: The response of the chroma channel is sometimes
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Fig. 5: An overall flat chroma channel response as shown
at (c) is obtained from the integration of the i.f. response
shown at (a) and the chroma response shown at (b).

handled within a bandpass channel, and although the
chroma sidebands spread out 1MHz either side of
the subcarrier frequency the response of the chroma
amplifier may not always be symmetrical either side
of 4.43MHz. This is so that the response of the
chroma amplifier will match the response of the i.f.
channel in a way that will produce a uniform
response over the chroma sidebands. It will be re-
called that the i.f. response at the luminance carrier
frequency is 6dB below maximum, and in some sets
the colour subcarrier is about 5dB below maximum
at the other side of the i.f. response. Now when
the colour subcarrier is below maximum response the
lower sidebands of the colour subchannel receive
more amplification than the upper sidebands, and to
counteract this the response of the chroma channel
is made asymmetrical with the subcarrier frequency
falling at about the -5dB point, as shown in Fig. 4.
Fig. 5 shows how an integration of the two responses

(subcarrier at i.f. and subcarrier at chroma) pro-duces a flat chroma passband.
So far so good; now let us return to Fig. 1.The level of chroma signal fed to the PAL syn-

chronous detectors can be regulated by the colourcontrol on the set. This merely serves as a sort
of colour contrast control and on some models when
fully retarded all colour disappears from the picure,
leaving the display in black -and -white. Converselytherefore as the control is advanced-after firstsetting the brightness and contrast in the usualway-so colour is gradually added to the picture,
the control being set to satisfy the viewer's satura-tion preference.

We have seen that the chroma signal consists of
the sidebands of the V and U signals, originally
derived from the R -Y and B -Y signals at the
transmitting end of the chain, that the 4.43MHz
subcarrier is automatically suppressed and that the
V and U signals are in phase quadrature. Part 2
in the August issue revealed the chroma signal
makeup and its various characteristics and it is not
intended here to go all through this detail again.
However we must keep in mind that the colour
saturation as displayed on our screens is a function
of the amplitude of the chroma signal, while the
hue is a function of its phase, bearing in mind that
the quadrature modulation of the two lots of infor-
mation-V and U signals-is itself a function of
phase. It was shown in Part 3 (September 1969)
just how the phase is related to hue over the
chromaticity diagram.

Chroma Phase Problems
Now one of the big problems of the original NTSC

colour TV system lies in maintaining phase stability
all the way from the transmitting camera to the
receiving picture tube, taking in not only the circuits
between but also the propagation medium (i.e. ether
and landline). Variation of phase characteristics
anywhere between the camera and picture tube
obviously affects the phasing of the V and U side.
band components of the chroma signal and thus
tends to cause the displayed hue to veer from that
being televised. This can happen due to changes in
the propagation medium or camera channel and in
the USA, where the NTSC system is used, it is not
unknown for the hue to change significantly on
switching from one camera channel or telecine unit
to another. For this reason NTSC sets carry a user's
hue control to enable the viewer to compensate for
such hue changes during a transmission, the usual
technique being to match up on flesh tones. It is also
possible on the NTSC system for changes in signal
conditions, resulting from tropospheric influences
reflections and so forth, to change the displayed hue
but this again can be corrected by the hue control.

Conditions which tend to alter the chroma signal
amplitude are less disconcerting since a change in
amplitude merely results in a change in saturation
which can be compensated for automatically in the
set by the a.c.c. system.

Now one part of the PAL chroma channel neutral-
ises the NTSC phase problem very neatly. This is
the part in Fig. 1 between the chroma amplifier
output and the V and U detectors; that is, the adder,
subtractor and PAL delay line. This department
is worked by the alternating phase of the V com-
ponent of the chroma signal in the PAL system
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 6: U (a) and V (b) signals at the output of the PAL
delay line/adder/subtractor circuits. These are the signals
applied to the synchronous detectors.

referred to in Part 3 (September 1969). In the NTSC
system the chroma detectors operate directly on the
chroma signal, but those in the PAL system operate
separately on the V and U signals. In other words
the PAL department between the chroma amplifier
output and the detectors in Fig. 1 separates the
V and U components of the composite chroma signal
and does this in a way that compensates for spurious
phase changes. The action is as follows.

PAL Decoder Action
Figure 1 shows that the chroma signal is fed simul-

taneously to the PAL delay line and to the adder and
subtractor; and that the delay line output also feeds
the adder and subtractor. Considering the adder
first: this is presented with signals from two sources,
direct from the chroma channel and via the delay
line, which delays the signal exactly by the time taken
by one line (64p.sec on 625 lines). The U component
of one line is thus added to the U component of
the next line, giving a signal equal to 2U. The V
component of one line is similarly added to the V
component of the next line, but this is where the
PAL " trick" comes in, for while the U phase remains
fixed the V phase alternates from line to line so that
we get the addition of +V and - V, resulting in
complete cancellation. This means then that the
adder feeds only U signal to the U detector.

Now considering the subtractor: this is also pre-
sented with signals from two sources, direct from
the chroma channel and via the delay line, which
means that the U component of one line is sub-
tracted from the U component of the next line,
resulting in complete cancellation. The V component
of one line is similarly subtracted from the V com-
ponent of the next line, but since on one line we
have +V and on the next - V, the subtractor yields
a signal equal to 2V, and only this signal feeds the
V detector.

To sum up therefore, the adder cancels the V
components of the chroma, leaving only the U
components for processing by the U detector, while
the subtractor cancels the U components of the
chroma leaving only the V components for process-
ing by the V detector. In other words, the adding
and subtracting actions in conjunction with the alter-
nating V phase neatly separate the V and U signals
of the composite chroma signal and in so doing
completely delete spurious phase changes in the
transmission.

Figure 6 shows the U signal at (a) and the V
signal at (b) resulting from the chroma signals shown
in Fig. 3, as delivered by the PAL decoder for appli-
cation to the U and V detectors.

Synchronous Detectors
Now for the V and U detectors to produce the

R-Y and B-Y colour -difference signals they must
also be presented with a signal corresponding to the
subcarrier that was purposely suppressed at the
transmitter. This usually emanates from a crystal -
controlled subcarrier generator in the set, though
there are other ways of getting the subcarrier (e.g.
direct from the bursts) and these will be considered
in the series dealing with colour TV circuits.

To satisfy quadrature demodulation the subcarrier
phase at one detector must rdiffer by 90 degrees
relative to the subcarrier at the other detector. This
is accomplished by the 90deg. phase shifter shown
in Fig. 1. Moreover the phase at the V detector
must also alternate in synchronism with the PAL V
phase alternations. This is where the PAL switch
comes in. This is activated by a signal geared to
the swinging bursts, (Either the reference subcarrier,
as shown here, or the V signal itself, may be
switched.) Finally the R-Y and B-Y signals are
cleaned of unwanted subcarrier components by pass-
ing from the detectors through the low-pass filters
shown in Fig. 1.

Next month we shall be looking at the subcarrier,
PAL switching and swinging burst signals, seeing
how they fill. in the gaps of Fig. I.

TO BE CONTINUED

CLOSED-CIRCUIT TV
-continued from page 174

sync to equalise conditions since one field sync
comes halfway between line pulses and the other
simultaneously with a line pulse. The use of
equalising pulses makes both field pulses equal as
far as their effect on a sync generator is concerned,
and greatly improves interlace.

Before the generated pulses are fed to the output
stage they are sharpened by the addition of a
differentiated pulse gated from the master generator.

In addition the field trigger pulse can be fed into
a circuit which compares its phase with that of the
mains and generates a voltage proportional (positive
or negative) to the phase difference. When the
generator is being run locked to the mains this
voltage is used to correct the generator frequency
by means of a voltage variable capacitance so that
the generator is completely locked. Alternatively
a similar circuit can be used to lock a local sync
generator to others in use remotely.

NEXT MONTH: VIDEO CIRCUITS
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LAWSON, the brilliant
new tubes that bring
hi -definition to
television High resolution electron gun

What makes LAWSON TUBES the very best? There's really no magic about it-
just advance techniques, careful manufacture and first rate service

1. The brilliant new fine particle silver
activated screens, enabling the tube to
resolve the finest detail at very high
brightness levels.

2. Couple this with micro fine con-
trolled thickness aluminising and you
have crisp sharp definition with a com-
plete range of contrasts from the deepest
blacks to brilliant white.

3. One of the main factors in the long
and reliable life of Lawson Tubes is the
use of special purity cathode nickels, and
automated cathode activation giving
longer cathode emission.

LAWSON TUBES
STATION ESTATE
MALVERN Phone: Mal. 2100

OFFICES: 18, Churchdown Road, Malvern, Worcs.

4. Lawson Tubes are guar-
anteed exact replacements,
supplied with full fitting in-
structions and supported with
an advisory technical service.
5. The famous Lawson two-
year guarantee means exactly
what it says, if your tube
develops a fault we replace it
with a new tube and refund
your carriage.
6. All sizes and types of tube
are available from stock, in-
cluding mono -types twin Panel
Panorama and Rim Bands.
7. Full fitting instructions
supplied.

'FOR YOUR INFORMATION
All tubes are dispatched
by return passenger train.
Goods or Road Services are
not used, taking far too
long for customer satis-
faction.

YRS. FULL REP. Carr.
L GUARANTEE. Insur.

12-14" Types £4.10.0 10/-
16-17" £5.19.0 12/6
19" £6.19.0 12/6
21" £7.19.0 12/6
19" Panorama £8.10.0 12/6
23" Mono £9.10.0 15/-
23" Panorama £11.10.0 15/-
19" Twin panel £9.17.6 15/-
23"Twin panel £12.10.0 15/ -

REBUILT TUBES !
YOU'RE

SAFE

WHEN YOU

BUY FROM

RE -VIEW I

HERE IS WHAT YOU PAY:
I 2in. .. £4.15.0 I9in. £5.15.0
I 4in. .. £5. 0.0 2lin. 5.0
I5in. £5. 5.0 23in. £8. 0.0
I 7in. .. ES. 5.0 I 9in. Twin Panel £7.10.0

23in. Twin Panel £10. 0.0
Cash or cheque with order, or cash on delivery

Discount for Trade
* Each tube is rebuilt with a completely new gun

assembly and the correct voltage heater.
* Each tube comes to you with a guarantee card

covering it for two years against all but breakage.
* Each tube is delivered free anywhere in the U.K.

and insured on the journey.
* Each tube is rebuilt with experience and know-

how. We were amongst the very first to pioneer
the technique of rebuilding television tubes.

RE -VIEW ELECTRONIC TUBES
237 London Road, West Croydon, Surrey.

Tel. 01689/7735

VALVES SAME DAY SERVICE
NEW I TESTED I GUARANTEED I

SETS rett'fin'orrite'.3VAIT:DEFV,911)ZtY,91).1,19T94161?121/2d.
DL94.

054 4/8 12K8GT 713 DK91 819 E1190 6/3 P01.82 7/- 013F80 519
1A7GT 7/6 128N7GT616 DK9I 8/8 EL33 8/9 P01.83 9/- UBF89 6;9
1H5GT 718 19BG6G1716 DK96 7/- EL34 9/6 PCL84 7/6 UC92 5/-
1N5GT 719 20F2 13/6 DL35 5/- EL41 10/6 PC1.85 9/- 170084 7/-
1R5 519 20P3 1119 DL9'2 5/9 5L84 419 PCL86 8/3 UCC85 8/9
185 4/3 20P4 18/6 DL94 6/- EL8O 4/6 PENA4 12/6 0CF80 7/3
1T4 2/9 25L6GT 5/- DL96 71- EL500 12/8 PFL200 11/9 ITCH42 1118
384 5/9 25114GT11/6 DY86 5/9 1E580 7/6 PL36 9/9 U0581 6/8
3V4 6/- 30C1 8/6 DY87 5/9 EM81 7/8 PL81 7/3 001.82 8/9
5U40 4/8 30C15 13/- EABC80 616 E3184 ere PL82 6/6 U01.83 1116
5Y3GT 5/9 30017 16!- EAF42 10/- E8187 7/8 P1.83 616 UF41 1016
5Z4(1 7/8 80018 11/8 EB91 2/3 EY51 7/6 P1.84 6/8 0880 7/-
6/301.2 12/- SOF5 EBC33 8/- E Y86 8/6 PL500 131- UF85 8/9
6AL5 218 SOFL1 13/9 EBC41 9/6 EZ40 8/- PL504 13/6 UF89 619
6.1.116 2/9 SOFL12 14/6 EBF80 619 EZ41 8/- P1.508 28/6 01.41 1019
6AQ5 4/6 SOFL14 12!- EBF89 618 EZ80 4/6 P1184 7/6 1.71.44 20/-
6AT6 41- 301.1 616 ECC81 319 EZ81 4/9 PX25 10/6 U184 7;-
6AU6 416 30L15 14.1- ECC82 4/9 0Z32 8/9 PY32 101- 01184 618
6BA6 416 '30L17 15/6 ECC83 7/- G534 9/9 PY33 10/- 1;Y41 716
6BE6 4/9 10P4 121- ECC85 51 - KT61 8/9 PY81 5/8 1.-Y85 519
6B36 816 SOP12 13/9 ECM 3/- K T66 16/- PY82 513 VP4B 10/-
611W6 181- 30P19 121- ECC804 12/- 578 17/6 PY83 5/9 W119 7/ -
6F13 816 30PL1 13/9 ECF80 616 PABC80 7/- PY8S 6/9 Z77 219
6F14 9;- 30PL13 15/6 ECF82 519 PC86 10/8 PY800 718 Transistors
61'23 14/3 30PL14 15/8 ECH35 61- PC88 10/8 PY801 6/9 AC107 3/6
61,25 18/- 35L6GT 8/6 ECT142 12/6 PC96 8/6 519 616 AC127 2/8
6J6 35W4 4/6 ECH81 5/8 PC97 8/6 R20 12/8 AD140 7/8
61170 216 35Z4GT 5/- ECH84 7/6 PC900 7/6 U25 13/- AF11D 3/-
6K90 2/9 6063 12/6 501.80 619 PCC84 6/8 U26 12/- AF116 3/-
61.18 6/ - Ac/VP2 10/- ECL82 6/9 PC085 6!- U47 13/8 AF117 3/8
MG 8/3 AZ31 9/6 ECL83 816 PCC88 9/- U49 18/6 AFT.25 3/6
6V6GT 6/6 B729 12/6 ECL86 8/- 80089 10/6 U52 4/6 AF127 8/8
6X4 43 CCH35 13/8 EF37A 6/6 PCC189 11/6 1178 4/3 0026 5/9
6X5GT 5/9 CL33 18;6 EF39 4/9 PCF80 6/8 0191 12/6 0044 213
7B7 7/- CY31 6/9 EF41 10/9 PCF82 616 0193 8/8 0045 213
7C6 8/9 DAC32 7/3 EF80 4/6 PCF86 11/6 0251 14/6 0071 216
10F1 14/- DAF91 4/3 EF85 5/3 PCF200 18/6 U301 1016 0072 2/8
10F18 7/- DAF96 6/6 EF86 6/3 PCF800 18/6 0329 14/6 0075 2/6
10P13 15/6 DF33 7/9 EF89 5/3 PCF801 6/9 0801 19/6 0081 2/3
12AT7 3/9 DF91 2/9 EF91 2'9 PCF802 9/- UABC80 8/6 OC,81D 2/3
12AU6 4/9 DF96 616 EF94 4/8 PCF805 11/8 TJAP42 1013 0082 2/8
12ATJ7 4/9 DH77 C- EF163 519 PCF808 12/-UB41 6/6 0082D 2/6
12AX7 4/9 0102 7/8 EF184 6/6 PCL81 8/9 UBC41 9/ - 00170 216

READERS RADIO
85 TORQUAY GARDENS, REDBRIDGE, ILFORD,

ESSEX. Tel. 01-550 7441
Postage on 1 valve 9d. extra. On 2 valves or more, postage 6d. per

valve extra. Any Parcel Insured against Damage in Transit 6d. extra.
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T -TRANSISTOR An 1

III E ANALYSER
PART 4

CONCLUSION: GENERAL NOTES ON
THE USE OF TRANSISTORS

The eight systematic tests previously described
will have provided very exhaustive information con-
cerning the type and general applications of a
given transistor. The results of Test 8 largely form
the working basis for setting up a practical circuit
using a transistor in the ways in which it is suitable
according to Test 7. Tests 1 to 6 merely establish
the type and the connections of a transistor and to
determine whether it is intact or faulty.

A few typical examples have been included in
Table 3. The readings were obtained with the tran-
sistor analyser with a specimen of each named
transistor type taken at random from the author's
spare -parts box. The following general principles of
establishing a practical circuit are illustrated thereby.

TEMPERATURE EFFECTS
(1) The collector leakage current /co or Icoe is

always strongly temperature dependent so that only
a few degrees change of ambient temperature suffice
to double or halve the leakage current. The tempera-
ture coefficient is always positive so that leakage
current increases with temperature. As a rule of
thumb, the minimum value of collector current for a
satisfactorily stable operating point is ten times the
leakage current for an a.c. amplifier or a hundred
times the leakage current far a d.c. amplifier with
Icoe the valid leakage current if the base is being
driven from a source with very low d.c. resistance or
!co if the base drive source possesses a very high
d.c. resistance. Since Icoe is always considerably less
than Ico the thermal stability of an operating point
is always improved by reducing the d.c. resistance
of the base drive source, i.e. by reducing the d.c.
resistance effective between base and emitter.

Temperature compensation measures using n.t.c.
resistors, large unbypassed emitter resistors or other
forms of d.c. negative feedback are always useful
unless the collector current at the operating point
is very much greater than the leakage current, and
such compensation is quite essential if the operating
point to leakage current ratio has to be smaller than
the values stated above (e.g. in Class B push-pull
stages with very low quiescent current). If it is
desired to measure the leakage current for a given
base -to -emitter resistance simply plug-in a resistor
of this value between the base and emitter in addi-
tion to the transistor and read in the pA base mode
at zero base drive current.

it

OPERATING POINT
(2) On the basis of (1) we see for example that

the 0C303 requires at least 20µA base drive giving
at least about lmA collector current for stable per-
formance in an ordinary a.c. amplifier. 13 is seen
to be much reduced but still very considerable at 2pA
base drive giving 100pA controlled collector current.
However with some form of efficient temperature
compensation, and especially if a low -resistance base
circuit is used, the transistor may well be usable in
a circuit with this lower operating point. The position
is very similar for the 0071 except that this type
scores over the 0C303 in that its current gain is
essentially constant right down to the very low
operating points so that it gives superior amplifica-
tion here. Note that the current gain of the 0071
drops appreciably at currents greater than /c= 50mA.
This behaviour means that it is undesirable to operate
the transistor at standing collector currents much
greater than this roll -off point.

The BC108C is an example of a virtually ideal
general purpose transistor with absolutely constant
current gain from less than 50µA to more than
50mA collector current corresponding to base drive
currents from 50nA to 100pA. Even at the lowest
operating point of 50nA base drive current giving
29pA standing collector current little temperature
compensation is indicated as being necessary because
the leakage current is still much smaller at room
temperature.

Now the fact that a particular transistor possesses
very low leakage current is not alone sufficient reason
for using it in very low current (very high impedance)
circuits because the current gain may be uselessly
small at low currents. This is exemplified by the
BSY51, which only really gets cracking in the range
of several milliamps collector current for a con-
siderable fraction of a milliamp base drive. Its
current gain has clearly vanished for such low base
drive currents with which the BC108C still gives full
normal current gain. These distinctions may be
important for example in selecting suitable transistors
for high -impedance low -current discriminator circuits
in television equipment or for designing complex
portable equipment where available battery current
per stage is at a premium.

POWER TYPES AT LOW CURRENTS
(3) Although it is often assumed that power tran-

sistors in groups D and E will operate satisfactorily
only at altogether larger currents than suitable for
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the groups A to C, this is often a fallacy. Many
large power transistors function very well at sur-
prisingly low currents so that they are ideal for
circuits subject to enormous ranges of signal current
swing (stabilised power supplies, high-level opera-
tional amplifiers, servo controls, etc.). Germanium
power transistors tend to have rather large leakage
currents which restrict the permissible usable reduc-
tion of collector current even if current gain remains
good at low currents as exemplified by the LOO4C
or 2N257. But the leakage currents of large silicon
power transistors are usually as negligibly small as
for the small -dimension silicon types. The BD107
shown in the table is a typical example. It will
operate very satisfactorily with 50nA base drive
current giving 1.5µA collector current representing
a very useful beta of 30 for this extremely low
operating point. However this current gain is
drastically lower than the normal value of over 100
developed at around half an ampere collector current.

PRECAUTIONS WHEN EXAMINING
(4) Note that only the four lower ranges 0.1, 1, 10

and 100mA of the transistor analyser meter operate
via VR1 and may be used in the described manner
for investigating the current gains of transistors
belonging to any group A to E. The IA meter range
does not operate via VR1, which is here switched out
of circuit and internal fixed resistors corresponding
to a setting of 120% f.s.d. are switched into circuit.
This lA meter range is intended only for power
transistors in groups D and E, with caution for some
transistors in group C, and for metering the current
drain when using the 12V supply for powering
external circuits. _

Some caution is also needed when using the
100mA range for groups A to C, to avoid exceeding
the maximum permissible power dissipation, but in
the 0-1, 1 and 10mA meter ranges it is hardly possible
to damage a transistor by wrong VR1 settings. When
testing microminiature pinhead -size transistors or
transistors in integrated circuits, extend caution to
the 10mA meter range too. Unless otherwise known
assume that these devices will not tolerate more than
5mW power dissipation.

CONSTANT Et VARIABLE -p TYPES
(5) Note that only constant -/3 transistors such as

the BC108C, LOO4C and 2N257 in our examples
are suitable for handling large -signal swings whose
dynamic current amplitude is comparable to the
standing current at the operating point, i.e. only
these constant -/3 transistors will operate as low -
distortion high-level a.c. amplifiers with good power
efficiency.

Variable -/3 transistors obviously produce heavy
distortion on large -signal current swings so that
their use in linear signal amplifiers is normally
restricted to the low-level early stages of an amplifier
chain or to any other application where the signal
current swing is only a small fraction of the stand-
ing current at the chosen operating point. On the
other hand these variable -/3 transistors respond
extremely well to a.g.c. applied simply as base bias
to shift the operating point. For example a
BSY51 may be expected to work better as an a.g.c.-
controlled vision i.f. amplifier than would a BC108C

whose current gain is hardly affected by a shift of
operating point.

Other factors also play a role in establishing the
final optimum choice. Variable -/3 transistors such
as the BSY51 will also perform better as mixers with
a local oscillator drive sufficient to swing the
instantaneous operating point through a large range
of variation of /3 because the ensuing non -linearity
is an essential condition for frequency conversion.
In this sense the BC108C would give much poorer
conversion conductance unless of course the oscil-
lator drive is so large that the device rectifies by
cut-off. On the other hand the BC108C suggests
itself as promising for use in fairly high-level ampli-
fiers in which crosstalk between many signals
handled simultaneously must be avoided at all costs
(e.g. in aerial preamplifiers and distribution ampli-
fiers). With the BC108C there is much less danger
of strong local stations cross -modulating weaker
stations than when using a BSY51.

If it is necessary to use a transistor with signifi-
cantly variable /3 in a high-level amplifier which
is supposed to be strictly linear quite heavy a.c.
negative feedback is essential to achieve the desired
overall linearity. On the other hand an almost
ideally constant -/3 transistor such as the BC108C
already amplifies in a very linear manner without
negative feedback so that the obtainable stage gain
is greater.

For readers familiar with valve techniques, the
behaviour and applications of variable -/3 and
constant -/3 transistors may be taken as roughly
analogous to variable-µ and straight pentodes respec-
tively. In quite a lot of instances in modern tele-
vision and radio equipment the top roll -off of 13

is used for a.g.c. instead of the bottom roll -off, i.e.
gain is reduced by biasing to larger collector currents
as illustrated by the 0071. This is permissible only
if the resulting long-term operating points never
exceed the permissible maximum power dissipation
and due attention must be given to the increased
danger of thermal runaway.

SILICON THRESHOLD
(6) Silicon transistors have a base -to -emitter

threshold voltage below which no controlled col-
lector current appears. This threshold voltage lies
between some 100mV and 600mV according to the
desired collector current and is very strongly
temperature -dependent. Thus if the required base
drive current is drawn through a low resistance
from a low -voltage source temperature drift of
the operating point is aggravated through the
temperature coefficient of the threshold voltage.
Thus the circuit may be less stable than when using
an equivalent germanium transistor. It is better
to provide the base drive current for a silicon
transistor through a large resistor from a source
voltage much greater than the silicon threshold.
In other words, remember the useful rule of thumb
that wherever possible silicon transistor circuits are
advantageously voltage -operated in a high -impedance
base drive circuit (to offset threshold drift) whilst
germanium transistors are advantageously current -
operated in a low -impedance base drive circuit (to
offset leakage current drift), although this distinc-
tion is relative and need not be taken as a rigid
rule.
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KB OV30
This receiver does not receive London trans-

missions at my address as it was brought here from
Scotland. Can you say how I can receive the local
stations?-L. Alexis (London, W.2).

There are still quite a large number of KB ' New
Queen Special' receivers as we would judge from
readers' queries and we would therefore expect
that it should be fairly easy to obtain the two
coil sets that you require from a surplus receiver.
For this we would suggest you try the dealers in
your neighbourhood or perhaps one of the advertisers
in PRACTICAL TELEVISION. We mention dealers
because quite often they take receivers in part
exchange and these are of no use to them. We have
obtained many gems ourselves in this way.

If all else fails, rather than let the set waste you
can always wind your own on any spare coils there
are in the receiver. The coils will have to be larger
than the ones for the higher channels that you have
used before but the old ones can be used as a

guide. We can offer very little other advice other
than be patient if you do attempt this!

FERGUSON 3638
Could you state the correct procedure for chassis

removal of this 161n. screen dual -standard portable
receiver?-C. Elgey (East Yorkshire).

The chassis can be removed as follows:
Remove rear cover, channel selector knob assembly
and u.h.f. tuning control knob assembly. Each knob
assembly is secured by a screw accessible from inside
the cabinet. Pull off the four front control knobs.
Unplug the speaker connections and remove four
chassis fixing screws and ease chassis from cabinet
to the extent of the interconnecting leads. Access to
parts underneath the upper chassis is gained by
hinging it upwards after removal of two fixing screws.
Complete removal demands unplugging the tube base
connector and e.h.t. connector. Then slacken the
deflector coil assembly from the tube neck, noting
the position of the linearity correcting sleeve. Finally
remove the tube earthing lead from the chassis side
panel.

R
)(1 :130L1 M S
SOLVED

Whilst we are always pleased to assist readers with their technical
difficulties, we regret that we are unable to supply service data or
provide instructions for modifying equipment. We cannot supply
alternative details for constructional articles which appear in these
pages. WE CANNOT UNDERTAKE TO ANSWER QUERIES OVER
THE TELEPHONE. The coupon from page 188 must be attached to
all Queries, and a stamped and addressed envelope must be enclosed,

FERGUSON 506
When this receiver is first switched on the sound

comes through as normal but after a few seconds it
suddenly cuts off, then the picture appears. The
picture is poor and has a fin. black border at the
bottom.. After a few minutes the sound returns with
a hum in the background and the picture becomes
perfect. -M. Varnals (London, E.11).

Symptoms of this kind are often caused by worn
or intermittent sound and vision channel valves. It
would be as well therefore to have the valves checked
for both emission and intermittency before getting
too involved in the sound and vision circuits proper.
For the -yin. black border check the h.t., the PCL82
field output valve and its 100p.F cathode capacitor.

PHILIPS 19TG170A
The picture oscillates rapidly up and down about

On. making wording in black on white appear out
of focus. The picture is satisfactory in all other
respects (Bands I and III). I have checked for inter-
lace faults but all components appear to be in order.
-L. Hudson (Derby).

The only way to find an interlace fault like this
is to replace components one at a time until it is
cured. This kind of fault is usually caused by
insufficient amplitude of the field pulses reaching
the oscillator to lock it or by the shape of these
pulses being inconsistent.

The components to check would be first C432
(82pF), R454 (1.5MS2), the screen decoupling com-
ponent on V404 (EF80) and R275 (1501(0). Then
check the anode voltages on the two halves of
the field oscillator. And of course replace the sync
separator valve.

FERGUSON 3602
A few seconds after switching on this set I get a

loud howling through the speaker. The vision remains
quite good. I have changed the PCL82 and the EFS()
sound i.f. amplifier valve.-D. Latchfield (Essex).

We would advise you to check the 3.9Mn resistor
which is wired from pin 9 to pin 6 of the PCL82
(V12), the resistor being R130 on the panel.
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GEC 2018DS--T
BBC -1 and BBC -2 are OK but on both ITV posi-

tions the picture is grainy. I have fitted a new PC900
which improved the vision slightly and a new PCF801
was tried but with no effect. I cannot gain access to
the switch contacts to clean them. At random
intervals a crackle occurs and the vision is good but
it only remains so for a short period before reverting
to the original symptoms.-E. Smith (Shropshire).

You will have to extract the tuner for detailed
examination as it seems that a resistor in the r.f.
amplifier circuit is breaking down. Such trouble is
often intermittent as you describe and affects the
higher frequency ITV channels more than the lower
BBC -1 channels. (The u.h.f. channels are derived
from a separate tuner.) When you have extracted
the tuner the switch contacts can then be cleaned
and the resistors associated with the r.f. amplifier
replaced if necessary. However, it often demands a
special alignment jig and test assembly to evaluate
the goodness of the tuner, a job best left to a dealer
or the manufacturer.

BUSH TV166U
There is ghosting on BBC -2 which I cannot

eliminate by any means.-D. Dawson (Sheffield).

No one can tell you exactly how to get rid of your
ghost. It is caused by the aerial picking up indirect,
reflected signals a fraction of a second after the direct
signals. The only possible solution lies in achieving
improved discrimination against the reflected signals
at your aerial. This usually calls for an aerial of

n
1 QUERIES COUPON I
I I
I I
I I
I I
I I
I PRACTICAL TELEVISION, JANUARY 1970 I

This coupon is available until January 23,
1969, and must accompany all Queries sent
in accordance with the notice on page 187.

86 Each month we provide an interesting case of
television servicing to exercise your ingenuity.
These are not trick questions but are based on actual
practical faults.

A PAL -D colour set worked perfectly all right
on monochrome transmissions but on colour
transmissions intermittently displayed Venetian

blind effects, commonly called Hanover bars. These
are " shaded" horizontal lines from the top to the
bottom of the picture. This symptom is not
uncommon in Europe on the PAL -S type of set-
i.e. the type of set which relies on the eyes to
integrate equal and opposite colour errors on
adjacent lines of the picture which can be caused by
differential phase errors of the chroma components
of the composite signal from the transmitter to the
receiver-but should not occur on the PAL -D type
of set which includes a PAL delay line and associa-

better directivity (narrower beam width) very care-
fully orientated until the strength of the reflected
signal is 200 times at least below that of the direct
signal. When this occurs the ghost will disappear!

PHILIPS 1768U
On switching on I get a normal picture for

approximately half a minute. It then breaks into a
series of white lines about lin. apart. These some-
times roll up or down and sometimes just "shimmer".
While the picture is normal the boost h.t. is perhaps
a trifle high but when the picture breaks up the
boost volts drop to 350V (a loss of 130V). I have
changed the PY81 and also checked both field circuit
valves. --G. Crossman (Hampshire).

The fault you describe on this set is very suggestive
of boost capacitor breakdown. This is C57 (39 kpF).
If this fails to cure the fault check the line output
valve, the e.h.t. rectifier and the screen voltage on
the line output valve. Also check the anode feed
resistors to the field oscillator valves and the electro-
lytic capacitor in the cathode of the field output
stage.

MIN MN NM IMO =MI INN MIMI 11=1

ted circuitry for cancelling such errors electronically.
Thinking that possibly the aerial was at fault the

service technician took special pains to reorientate
this for the maximum pickup of signal in the local
Band IV channel. The picture was then totally
free from the symptom, but a few days later he
was called back to the set again for exactly the
same complaint.

What part of the colour set was most likely to be
at fault? See next month's PRACTICAL TELEVISION
for the solution to this problem and for a further
Test Case item.

SOLUTION TO TEST CASE 85
Page 140 (last month)

Low field amplitude accompanied by loss of field
sync and weak line sync can be caused by an
electrolytic capacitor which is common to the field
timebase, line timebase and the synchronising
circuits being open -circuit. The GEC 448DS has
such a component which is essentially a mains
smoother valued at 200p.F. This was replaced and
the symptoms were all cured, It is noteworthy that
the rise in mains hum on" ,the sound channel was
insignificant due to the half -wave rectification which
lets through mostly 50Hz hum components, these
being outside the bass response of the sound
channel!

Published approximately on the 22nd of each month by IPC Magazines Limited, Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4. Printed in England by FleetwayPrinters, 17 Sumner Street, London, S.E.1. Sole Agents for Australia and New Zealand-Gordon and Gotch (Alsia) Ltd.: South Africa-Central News Agency Ltd.:
Rhodesia, Malawi and Zambia-Kingstons Ltd.: East Africa-Stationery and Office Supplies Ltd. Subscription Rate (including postage): for one year to any part of theworld, E2 Is. Od. "Practical Television" is sold subject to the following conditions, namely, that it shall not, without the written consent of the Publishers first being
given, be lent, resold, hired out or otherwise disposed of by way of Trade at more than the recommended selling price shown on the cover,and that it shall not be lent,
resold, hired out or otherwise disposed of in a mutilated condition or in any unauthorised cover by way of Trade, or affixed to or aspart of any publication or advertising,literary or pictorial matter whatsoever.
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BRAND NEW LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS
BUSH TV53 to TUG69 30/-.
DECCA DM1, DM3C, DM4C (703) 78/-.
DYNATRON TV30, TV35 48/6, TV36 70/-.
EKCO T231, T284, TC267, T283, T293, T311, T326, T327, T330 48/6. TM B272 68/6. T344,

T344F, T345, TP347, T348, T348F, TC347, TC349, TC356, T368, T370, TC369, T371,
T372, TP373, TC374, T377A, T393, T394, 433, 434, 435, 436, 437 all at 70/-. 503,
504, 505, 506 95/-

.FERGUSON 306T, 308T 48/6 each. 406T, 408T, 416, 436, 438, 506, 508, 516, 518,
536, 546, 604, 606, 608, 616, 619, 636, 646, 648, 725, 726, 727, 3600, 3601, 3602,
3604, 3611, 3612, 3614, 3617, 3618, 3619, 3620, 3621, 3622, 3623, 3624, 3625,
3626, 3627, 3629 65/-.

FERRANTI T1001, T1002, 11002/1, T1004, T1005 48/6. T1023, T1024, T1027, 11027F,
TP1026, 11071, 11072, 11121, TC1122, 11123, TC1124, 11125, TC1126 70/-. 1154,
1155 95/-.

G.E.C. BT302, BT304 62/6.
H.M.V. 1865, 1869 48/6. 1870, 1872, 1874, 1876, 1890, 1892, 1894, 1896 65/-.
PILOT PT450, 452, 455, 650, PT651, P60A, P61 82/6.
PHILCO 1019, 1020, 2021 82/6. 1029, 1030, 1035, 1036, 1040, 1050, 1060 82/6.
PYE V200, V400, 200LB, 210, 220, 300F, 300S, 310, 210S, 410 70/-. PYE 11U P/No.

AL21003 70/,
Please state part No.

ULTRA 1770, 2170, 1772, 1782, 2172, 1771, 2171, 1775, 2175, 1774, 2174, 1773,
2137, 1980c, 1984c, 100c, 200c, 2380, 2384, 1984, 1985, 1986, 1980, 1980a, 1780,
2180, 2181, 2183, 2182, 1871, 1783 78/-.

LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMER INSERTS
EMERSON E700, E701, E704, E707, E708, E709, E710, E711, Portarama 32/6.
FERGUSON 204T, 205T, 206T, 2141, 235T, 236T, 244T, 245T, 246T 30/-.
FERRANTI 1412, 14TC, 14T3F, 1414, 1414F, 1415, 1416, 17K3, 17K3F, 1713, 1713F,

17K4F, 17K6, 17SK6, 1714, 1714F, 1715, 1716, 21 K6, 21K6V 32/6.
INVICTA T118, 1119, 1120 40/-.
K.B. PV40, MV100, OF100, PV100, NV40, N F70, OV30, 0V10, 0V30 32/6 pair.
PETO SCOTT 1416, 1418, 1419, 1422, 1423, 1716, 1719, 1720, 1922, 1723, 1724,

1725 29/6.
PYE V4, V7, VT7, CTM4, TCM7 40/-.
REGENTONE 10-4, 10-6, 1021, 17-18, 10-12 30/-. T176, TT7, 191, 192 32/6.
R.G.D. Deep 17, The 17, 590, 600, 606, 611, 710, 723 32/6.
Guarantee. Post and Package 416. C.O.D. 6/-.

All new components inserts are guaranteed for three months from the date of invoice
to faulty manufacture or materials.

S.A.E. all enquiries.

D. & B. TELEVISION (Wimbledon) LTD
80 MERTON HIGH STREET, S.W.19

01-540 3513 01-540 3955

THE BEST STORIES
BY THE BEST WRITERS
ARGOSY is the most lively and stimulating
fiction magazine of today. It publishes new
short stories from all over the world. Only the
best writers contribute to its pages: in fact,
there is only one test for an ARGOSY
story -it must be good. Buy it every month.

argosy
Obtainable from all Newsagents and Bookstalls
-Monthly 3/6

TRADER SERVICE SHEETS
5/- each plus postage

We can supply Trader Service Sheets for
most makes and types of Radios, Tape
Recorders and Televisions -Manuals for some.

Cheques and open P.O.s returned if sheets nut
available.

OAKFIELD ENTERPRISES
LIMITED

30 CRAVEN STREET, STRAND
LONDON WC2

Make Model Radio/TV

1969 List now
available at 2/ -
plus postage

From

If list is required
indicate with X

Address

enclose remittance of
(and a stamped addressed envelope)

s.a.e. with enquiries please
MAIL ORDER ONLY (January PT)

Learn at home...
First Class Radio
and TV Coses

,f gets
certif.

11iccwei

After brief, intensely interesting study -
undertaken at home in your spare time -
YOU can secure a recognised qualifi-
cation or extend your knowledge of
Radio and TV. Let us show you how.
FREE GUIDE
The New Free Guide contains 120 pages
of information of the greatest import-
ance to both the. amateur and the
man employed in the radio industry.
Chambers College provides first rate
postal courses for Radio Amateurs'
Exam.. R.T.E.B. Servicing Cert., C. & C.
Telecoms., A.M.I.E.R.E. Guide also
gives details of range of certificate
courses in Radio TV Servicing. Elec-
tronics and other branches of engineer-
ing, together with particulars of our
remarkable terms of
Satisfaction or retund of fee
Write now for your copy of this valuable
publication. It may well prove to be the
turning point in your career.
Founded 1885 Over 150.000 successes

CHAMBERS COLLEGE
(Dept. 844V) College House,
29131 Wrights Lane, Kensington, London. W.8.
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Practical Television Classified Advertisements
The pre -paid rate for classified advertisements is 4/- per line (minimum order 12/-), box number 1/- extra.
Semi -display setting £2 10s. Od. per single column inch. All cheques, postal orders, etc., to be made
payable to PRACTICAL TELEVISION and crossed "Lloyds Bank Ltd." Treasury notes should always be
sent registered post. Advertisements, together with remittance, should be sent to the Classified Advertisement
Manager, PRACTICAL TELEVISION 1PC Magazines Ltd., Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, London,
EC4, for insertion in the next available issue.

SITUATIONS VACANT

ENGINEERS. A TECHNICAL CERTIFI-
CATE or qualification will bring you
security and much better pay. Elem. and
adv. private postal courses for C. Eng.,
A.M.I.E.R.E., A. M.S.E. (Mech. & Elec.).
City & Guilds, A.M.I.M.I., A.I.O.B., and
G.C.E. Exams. Diploma courses in all
branches of Engineering-Mech., Elec.,
Auto., Electronics, Radio, Computers,
Draughts, Buildings, etc. For full details
write for FREE 132 page guide: BRITISH
INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING TECH-
NOLOGY, (Dept. 171K), Aldermaston
Court, Aldermaston, Berks.

RADIO AND TV Exams and Courses by
Britain's finest home study School, Coach-
ing for Brit.I.R.E., City and Guilds Ama-
teur's Licence, R.T.E.B., P.M.G. Certificate
etc. Frec brochure from British National
Radio School, Russel Street, Reading.

EDUCATIONAL

BECOME "Technically Qualified" in your
spare time guaranteed diploma and exam.
Home -study courses in radio TV servicing
and maintenance. T.T.E.B. City and
Guilds, etc., highly informative 120 -page
Guide -FREE. CHAMBERS COLLEGE
(Dept. 858K), 148 Holborn, London, E.C.1.

TV and RADIO, A.M.I.E.R.E., City &
Guilds, R.T.E.B., Certs., etc. on "Satisfac-
tion or Refund of Fee" terms. Thousands
of passes. For full details of exams and
home training courses (including practical
equipment) in all branches of Radio, TV,
Electronics, etc., write for 132 -page Hand
book -FREE. Please state subject.
BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEER-
ING TECHNOLOGY (Dept. 172K),
Aldermaston Court, Aldermaston, Berks.

TRAIN FOR SUCCESS
WITH ICS

Study at home for a progressive
post in Radio, TV and Electro-
nics. Expert tuition for City &
Guilds (Telecoms Techn's Cert.
and Radio Amateurs') R.T.E.B.,
etc. Many non -exam courses
incl. Closed circuit TV, Numerical
control & Computers. Also self -
build kit courses -valve and

transistor.
Write for FREE prospectus and find out

how ICS can help you in your career.
ICS, DEPT. 560, INTERTEXT HOUSE,
STEWARTS ROAD, LONDON, SW8.

MISCELLANEOUS

TELEKINESIS (fantastic Russian Ex-
periments); E -Waves (thought influencing
matter); hyperspace, UFOs etc. Did you
see us on T.V.? Send S.A.E.: Para -
physical Laboratory, Downton, Wilts.

TECHNICAL TRAINING

CITY & GUILDS (electrical, etc.) on
"Satisfaction or Refund of Fee" terms.
thousands of passes. For details of
modern courses in all branches of electrical
engineering, electronics, radio, TV ,auto-
mation, etc., send for 132 -page handbook -
FREE. B.I.E.T. (Dept. 173K), Alder-
maston Court, Aldermaston, Berks.

FOR SALE

VALVE CARTONS at keen prices. Send
1/- for sample and list. J. & A. BOX -
MAKERS, 75a Godwin Street, Bradford I

FAMOUS -NAME
T.V. RECEIVERS!

GIVE-AWAY PRICES!
17". 19", 21' and 23' T.V. sets. H.P.
reclaim, discontinued lines, ex -rental,
demonstration. Fully serviced. All tubes
guaranted FREE for 2 years, all parts
and labour free for 3 months- we even
give you a FREE aerial. Hundreds of sets
to choose from. Amazingly low prices.
Come and choose your set.
Dadu 9.30-5.30, Fri. 9.30-8, closed Wed.
TELEVISION CITY
50 Richmond Road, Kingston. Surrey.
Tel. 01-546 3961 (100yds. from station).

DX -TV PYE 4103V 19" 625 line VHF.
3 months DX use only. 16 countries
received. Only reason for sale -un-
expected acquisition of VHF/UHF set.
£35 o.n.o. Could deliver within reason.
Gardiner, 29 Cranmore Gardens, Alder-
shot, Hants.

SERVICE SHEETS

SERVICE SHEETS. Radio, T.V., 5,000
models. List 1/6 S.A.E. enquiries. TEL -
RAY, 11 Maudland Bank, Preston.

SERVICE SHEETS (1925-1969) for
Televisions. Radios, Transistors, Tape
Recorders, Record Players, etc., by return
post, with Free Fault -Finding Guide
Prices from 1/-. Over 8,000 models
available. Please send S.A.E. with all
orders/enquiries. Hamilton Radio, 54
London Road, Bexhill, Sussex.

SERVICE SHEETS with Free Fault
Finding Chart, 4/6. S.A.E. Lesmar, 15
Conholt Rd., Andover, Hants. (Mail only.)

WANTED

AVO METERS, models 8 & 9, any
quantity, any condition, also Wee Meggers.
Send for packing instructions. Huggett's
Ltd., 2/4 Pawsons Rd., W. Croydon.

WANTED
(continued)

SERVICE SHEETS purchased, HAMIL-
TON RADIO 54 London Road Bexhill.

WANTED new valves, television, radio-
grams, transistors, etc. STAN WILLETTS
37 High Street, West Bromwich, Staffs.
Tel: WES 0186.

NEWNES RADIO & T.V. Servicing
63-64 and 64-5 Editions. WANTED 61-62
Edition. Box No. 81.

AERIALS

BAKER AND BAINES
All aerials available -Engineered to a high
standard. Specials and DX made to order.
BBC dipole 30/, H 42/-. 3 ele 89/-. 4 die 120/-.
ITA 3 ele 26/-, 5 ele 34/-, 8 ele 47/6, 11 etc
57/6, 13 ele 71/-. ITA double 8 112/-. 11 etc
140/-. 13 ele I59/-. Combined BBC/ITA
D+5 451-, D+8 52/-. H+5 69/, X-5 751-.
BBC2-ITV2 8 ele 29/-, 14 ele 37/-. 18 ele
54/-, 22 etc 63/-, double 22 ele 142/-. FM
dipole 21i-. 15 38/-. 3 ele 65/-. All aerials
suitable loft mounting where space permits.
Special high gain loft BBC1/ITA for confined
space with pole, Joist bracket and swivel joint
37/-. Co -ax low loss 1/3 per yard -Ultra low
loss 2/3 per yard. Co -ax plugs 1/4. Band I/III
diplexers 8/3. I/II/111 triplexers 13/6. Feed
BBCI-ITA-BBC2 all down the same co -ax
using pair matched UHF/VHF diplexers. 21/3
pair. Chimney lashings 15/-. 19/-. 5 ft.
cranked arm pole 10/4. 3 ft. arm 6/3. 16 ft. x
2 inch poles 59/-. Clamps, couplers. etc.
Signal boosters BBC2 97/6. Combined BBC1/
ITA 75/6.
All cathode Ray Tubes Brand New not
rejuvenated (full 2 years guarantee) at
sensible prices 14' £6, 17' £6. 19' £7.15.0. 21"
£7.15.0, 23' £9. Twin Panel 19' £12. 23'
£15.7.6. Rimguard 19' £10.9.0, 23' £13.14.0.
SAE for full details please.
Most Television Valves available Brand New
for extra performance. 3 months guarantee,
15% off standard price. SAE will bring full
lists.

Carriage: Aerials paid. Accessories-acco rd-
ing to weight. TV Tubes 12/6. Insurance 5/ -
extra. Valves 9d.

11 Dale Crescent. Tupton.
Chesterfield.

SETS Et COMPONENTS

NEW! All -range (40-860 MHz) pre
Amplifier. High gain T/V all channels,
inc UHF, colour, FM/VHF Radio, Stereo,
etc., built-in power unit. Precision job,
superb value at £7 12s. 6d. p.p. and ins.
paid to any address in U.K. or s.a.e. for
literature. Johnsons (Radio) St. Martins
Gate, Worcester, (Est. 1943).

BOB'S BARGAINS. 10 assorted your
choice 14/6. 100 assorted 0-10-0. PC F80
PCC84 PL81 PL36 PY81 PCL82 PCL83
EF85 U191 U301 30F5 30P12 PY33
PY32 PY82 EB91 ECL80 ECC82 EBF80
EBF89 6BW7. The following valves only
at 12/6 per doz. EF80 EY86. All valves
tested. 3 BY100 type rec. with surge res.
9/- p. & p. 6d. New 25k ohm w.w. controls
2/- p. & p. 6d. EKCO U25 type plastic
l.o.p.t. housings 12/6 p. & p. 2/-.
Mail Order Only. 2 St. James St.,
Rawtenstall, Rossendale, Lancs.
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SETS Et COMPONENTS

TELEVISION TUBE SHOP

ALL THE LATEST NEW TUBES
AT REDUCED PRICES

A28-I4W LI I. 0.0
A47 -11W £9.19.6
A47-I3W ill.15.0
A47 -14W L7.12.6
A59 -I 1W L12.19.6
A59 -13W £14.15.0
A59 -15W L9.10.0
A59 -16W L14.15.0
AW2I-11 L10.10.0
AW36-20, 21 £5.12.6
AW36-80 L5. 7.6
AW43-80 £6. 7.6
AW43-88, 43-89 £6.12.6
AW47-90, 91 £7.10.0
AW53-80 £8.17.6
AW53-88, 53-89 £8. 5.0
AW59-90, 59-91 L8.15.0
CI7BM, FM, HM £6. 7.6
CI7LM, PM, SM £6.12.6
C2IHM, SM, TM £8.17.6
CMEI201 L12.10.0
CMEI101 L11.19.6
CMEI601 £10. 5.0
CMEI702, 1703 £6.12.6
CMEI705 L7. 7.0
CMEI901, 1903 £7.10.0
CME2101, 2104 £8. 5.0
CME2301, 2302 £8.15.0
CME2306 £14.15.0
CRM93 £5.10.0
CRM124 £5.10.0
CRM141, 2, 3, 4 £5. 2.6
CRM171, 2, 3 £6. 7.6
CRM2I I, 212 £8.17.6
MW36-24, 44 L5. 2.6
MW43-64, 69 £6. 7.6
MW43-80 f6. 7.6
MW53-20 £8.17.6
MW53-80 £8.17.6
7405A £6.12.6
TSD217, 282 L11.10.0

All tubes tested before despatch and
guaranteed for 12 months.

Re -processed tubes also available at
reduced prices.

CARRIAGE 10/-, via B.R.S. or 15/- via
passenger train. Add 2/6 for Compre-
hensive insurance.

Midland Stockists:-
Amateur Electronics,
518/520 Alum Rock Road,
Birmingham 8

TELEVISION TUBE SHOP

48 BATTERSEA BRIDGE ROAD
LONDON, S.W.11. BAT 6859

WE GIVE GREEN SHIELD
STAMPS

R & R RADIO
51 Burnley Road, Rawtenstall

Rossendale, Lancs
Tel.: Rossendale 3152

VALVES BOXED, TESTED &
GUARANTEED

EF80
EBF89
ECC82
ECL80
EF80
EF85
EY86
E Z40
EBC4 I

3-
3//6
3/-
31-
1/6
31-

416
416

PCC84
PC F80
PCF82
PCL82
PCL83
PL36
PL8 I
PL83
PY33

3/-
3/-
3/6
4/-
4/-
S/-
4/-
4J-
5/-

PY8 I 3/6
PY82 3/-
U191 4/6
6F23 51-
30F5 2/6
30L 1 5 5/-
30P12 4/6
30C15 51-
50 CD6G 7/6

Transistor Audio Pack, 2G339A, 2G38 I A,

2G37 I B, 10/- each, post 6d.

POST: ONE VALVE 9d. TWO TO SIX 6d.
OVER SIX POST PAID.

WITWORTH
TRANSFORMERS LTD.

Dept. P.T., 26 All Saints Road,
North Kensington, W.I I

Telephone: 01-229 9071. 9 a.m. till 5 p.m.

TELEVISION LINE
OUTPUT

TRANSFORMERS
PRACTICALLY ANY MAKE OR MODEL

SUPPLIED OR REWOUND

EKCO, FERRANTI, DYNATRON
Replacement cases I6/- each, please state
model.
S.A.E. for return of post quotation.
TERMS: Cash with order or C.O.D., please
add 4s. for postage.
C.O.D. orders will be charged 6s.
Transformers fully guaranteed. (98

BARGAIN PARCELS
ANY 1-2/-, 5-9/-, 100-£5 10/-.

FROM THE LIST BELOW

ECC82, ECC83, ECL80, EF80, EF85,
EF183, EBF80, EBF89, EB91, EY86,
PCC84, PCC89, PLF80, PCF82, PCF86,
PCL82, PCL83, PCL84, PL36, PL81,
PL82, PL83, PY32, PY33, PY81, PY82,
PY800, PY801, U26, U191, 6-3OLZ,
30FLI, 30F5, 3OPLI, 30P4.
BY 100 TYPE RECTIFIERS WITH

SURGE RESISTORS 2s. 6d. each

U.H.F. AERIAL BOOSTERS
TRANSISTORISED, CAVITY TUNED,
HIGH -GAIN, ALL U.H.F. CHANNELS
COMPLETE WITH BATTERY AND
LEAD 69/- ALL GOODS ARE RETURN-
ABLE WITHIN 7 DAYS IF NOT SATIS-
FIED. P. Er P. 1/-

VELCO ELECTRONICS
62 Bridge St., Ramsbottom, via Bury,

Lancs.

150 NEW ASSORTED Capacitors, Re-
sistors, Silvered Mica, Ceramic, etc.
Carbon, Hystab, Vitreous .-20 watt, 15/-.
Post Free. WHITSAM ELECTRICAL, 33
Drayton Green Road, West Ealing,
London, W.13.

C. F. COLE,
153 Western Street, Swansea.
TESTED VALVES GUARANTEED

ECH81 5/6 EF184 6/- PCF80 5/-
EF80 3/- EH90 5/6 PCL84 7/-
EF183 6/- PC86 8/- PL50411/6

POST PAID

LOOK ! Nearly every type in stock now ! !

NEW TELEVISION TUBES !
TWO YEAR FULL REPLACEMENT GUARANTEE

SEE THE DIFFERENCE A NEW TUBE CAN MAKE TO YOUR VIEWING-
LATEST SCREENING TECHNIQUES INCLUDING TINTED SCREENS ON

19" Et 23" TYPES
Large stocks by Cathodeon 8r other leading manufacturers so why buy

ordinary rebuilds?
Special offer ! 19" rebuilds, 2 year guarantee £5 10s. !

12" £3 0 0 (not 110°) 14" to 16" (not 110°) £4 15 0
17" £5 15 6 19" 1901 Er 19AH £7 10 0
Other 19" mono tubes-all £6 17 6. Carriage all 12/-. All 21" mono
tubes-£7 15 0, 23" mono tubes £9 10 0. Carriage 15/-
RIMBANDS, 19" £8 10 0; 23" £11 10 0 Carriage
TWIN PANELS, 19" £9 17 6; 23" £12 10 0 20/ -

Bulk enquiries welcomed, special terms.

PHILIP H. BEARMAN
(Suppliers to H.M. Govt. etc.)

6 POTTERS ROAD, NEW BARNET, HERTS.
Closed Thurs Et Sat afternoons TEL. 449/1934 Robophone Et 7873
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SETS Et COMPONENTS (continued)

REBUILT AND NEW TUBES -TWO YEARS GUARANTEE
RE -BUILT BRAND NEW A FEW SAMPLE TYPES, REMEMBER WE STOCK EVERY

17" @ £4 14 6 £5 10
CM E1702, AW43-80, CRMI73, MW43-80, M W43-69",

0 CRMI72., AW43-88, AW43-89, CMEI705, CMEI703, CI7AF,
CI7SM etc.

19" @ £4 17 6 £5 19 0 CMEI903, CME1902, CMEI901, AW47-90, AW47-9I, A47 -14W
C19AH, CI9AF, CI9A.

21" @ £6 5 0 £8 10 0 CME2IOI, AW53-88, AW53-89, CRM211., CRM2I2*, MW53-
20*, MW53-80*.

23" @ £6 5 0 £8 19 0 CME2303, CME230I, AW59-90, AW59-91.

TWIN
PANELS

NEW ONLY. NO REBUILDS

19"
CME1906
A47 -13W f £10 I 0 23" CME2306

A59/I3W £13 I 0

EVERY TUBE IN STOCK INCLUDING II", 12", 16' PORTABLES, PANORAMA & RMGUARDS - Philips Tvetteand KB Featherlight etc. TERMS: CASH WITH ORDER. CARRIAGE ANYWHERE IN GT. BRITAIN 9/- per Tube
COMPARE OUR PRICES

WILLOW VALE ELECTRONICS LTD., The Service Dept. Wholesalers, 4 The Broadway, Hanwell. London, W.7

CC

O

NEW BVA VALVES! Huge range by return postal service well known to the trade.
Brief list of television types herewith, full list s.a.e.
DY86/7 8/-
EB91 5/-
ECC82 8/6
ECL80 8/-
EF80 8/-
EF85 8/3
EF183/4 11/3
EH90 10/3
EY51 7/6
EY86/7 7/9
PC86/8 10/3
PC97 8/3
PC900 10/3
PCC84 9/3
P CC89 12/3
P CF80 10/3

POST FREE OVER

PCF86
PCF801 /2
PCF805
PCF808
PCL82
PCL83
PCL84
PCL85
PCL86

PL36/8
PL81

PL83
P L84

PL500
PL504
PY81

12/3
12/3
13/-
13/6
10/3
12/3
10/3
10/6
10/3
12/9
10/3
10/3

8/3
16/6
17/-
8/3

PY82

PY800/1
R19

U25
U26
U37
U191
U193
U251
U 301

U801
6/30L2
6AT6
6BW7
6CD6G
6F23

£3-LATEST ENCAPSULATED BY

7/-
8/3

13/-
15/-
15/-
15/-
14/6
8/3

17/3
17/-
24/-
15/6
9/9

13/9
28/-
15/6
100 Et 33

20L1

20P4
30C15
30C17
30F5
30FL1

30L15
30L17
30P12
30PL1
30P4MR
30P19
30PL13
30PL14

19/6
20/-
13/9
15/9
16/6
12/9
15/3
14/6
15/6
12/9
20/-
12/9
18/6
18/6

etc., etc.

ohm res, 4/-!

TUBE
EL PI SAT R eAt Tc E PHILIP H. BEARMAN

Tel. 449/1934 & 7873 (Suppliers to HM Govt. etc.)
(Robophone) 6 Potters Road, New Barnet, Herts.

CALLERS
WELCOME

Closed Thursday &
Saturday afternoons

BY 100 TYPE 6 for I0/ -
RECTIFIERS

SUPER SILICON TV etc., 1200 PIV,
800 MA 5/- or complete with instructions,
resistor, condenser 6/6, 400 PIV. HW
6 amp 6/-, CONTACT COOLED,
14RA1282/FC101 5/-, ECI 12/6, EC2, 12 6
30v. 250mA FW 5/-, FC 116 7/6 FIN TYPES.
Equivs. for RM4 7/6, I 4A97 13/6, 14A86 7/6,
14A100 10/6, RM3 3/, CHARGER RECT.
FW 12 volt IA 5/-, 4 amp 10/6. CHARGER
TRANSFORMER 12/6/2 volt 4 amp 21/6,
2A 16/6, IA 13/ -, all plus 3/- p & p.
LINE O.P. TRANS: All 30/- each.
Cossor 948, KB., QV30, Pero Scott 1920,
1726, 1729, 1730, Murphy V350 and V230
Philips 1446U/45 and 1746U/45 with EY5 I.
TRANSISTORS AFI 78 1 AF186 I0/-,
BFI8I 7/-, 0C45 21-.
MULTIMETERS from 32/..
Stamped envelope for full latest selection
and bargain offers in CHEAP METERS,
RADIOS, BABY ALARMS, INTER-
COMS,WALKIE-TALKIES,SINCLAIR.
Under £1 P. & P. 6d., £1 to £3 I/6d. C.O.D.
3/6d. extra.

MAIL ORDER ONLY UK ONLY

DURHAM SUPPLIES
367 KENSINGTON ST., BRADFORD 8, YORKS.

TOWERBY LTD
For Line Outputs and Deflector Coils

We have the Country's largest stock of Manu-
facturer's Original (or Authorised Replacement)
Line Output Transformers for many "difficult"
makes, including Ambassador, Baird, Cossor,
0 ecca, Dynatron, Ekco, Ferguson, G.E.C.,
H .M.V., K.B., Masteradio, Peto-Scott,
Philips, Regentone, RGD, Sobell, Ultra,
etc. Also deflector coils output and oscillator
transformers, inc. Alba, Bush, Murphy.
Examples, L.O.P.T. Murphy 310/350/410/540/
659/759, I17/-; Bush TV80 117/, TV22 & 24,
7816; Cossor 950 77/6; Ferguson 306/308 79/6;
Philips 1768U L.O.P.T. assembly 122/6; Ultra
1984-200c 101/3.
Rewind most L.O.P.T. 90f-.

SPECIAL OFFER
Ekco improved type for Models T221, 231, 310
all at 45-: Ferranti 14T4 series inserts 25.1.:
Philco 101911021 52/6. Terms: C.W.O. or
C.O.D. (316) post/packing 6:-; 2 or more
L.O.P.T.s post/packing free.
All enquiries answered but regret no lists
available. Same day delivery on most types.

TOWERBY LTD
MAIL ORDER DIVISION OF T.C.S. LTD.

70 STREATHAM HILL, LONDON, SW2,
Tel: 01-674 2185.

EX N.E.V. C.C.T.V. Camera and Monitor
Circuits, S.A.E. for list. LOWE, 35 Hensley
Point, Hackney, London. E.9.

TO HELP THE HOME CONSTRUCTOR
Heathkit now make available our surplus
Resistors, Capacitors, etc., at Bargain
Prices. Send ('or lists. E. Moyle, Daystrom
Ltd., Gloucester.

PADGETTS RADIO STORE
OLD TOWN HALL,

LIVERSEDGE, YORKS.
NEW TELEPHONE NUMBER

Telephone: Heckmondwike 4285

Jap, Multi Test Meter. `tine 3 x2in. Specifications,
sensitivity 1000' ohm per volt AO/DC. ISO voltage
0-12v, 0-120v. 0-12ut v AC voltage U -12v. 0 -12th.,
0-1200v. DC current 0-111A 12031A. Resistance O-
NO ohm. 30,- post paid.

New 12in. Speakers with bullt-lu Tweeter, 3 ohm and
15 ohm -6 watts MAX, 281. Post paid.

Speakers removed from TV Sets.
8in. Round, 31-, P/p 3/. 6 for 24/- post paid.
6s4in.. 3,-. P/p 31, 6 for 241- post paid.
bin. Round, 3,-, P/p 3/.. 6 for 24,, post paid.
714in., Pip 3/, 6 for 34!- post paid.

Slot speakers 6/., P/p 3/, 6 for 30/- post
paid.
8x5in., 6;6, Pip 31.

Reclaimed TV Tubes with six months' guarantee
!Tin. types 4W43/Q0, AW43;88 40/, MW43/60 30/,
141,,. types, 17/, All tubes 12/. carriage.

TV Tubes as above with slight scratch on face
carriage 12/-.

Speaker Output Transformers removed from TV
3 ohm, secondary, 6 for 10/- post paid.

Untested. TV 17in. square box type, SW-, carriage
13;-. Passenger train double rate.

Top Grade Mylar Tines. Tin. standard. DA Long
play, 14,-. Tin. Double play, 1910. 51n. Stand:.rd
7/9. SIn. Long play, 10/- plus poet on any tape 1/9.

Jap Earpieces, small or large, 1/11 post paid.
Magnetic, 8 ohm.

Silicon Rectifiers. 500 MA 800 PIV, 2/8 post paid.
241- dozen post paid.

i3, P. Diodes, MI dozen post paid.
VALVE LIST

Ex. Equipment. 3 months' guarantee
Single Valves Post 7d., over 3 Valves p. p. paid.
A RP 12 11 PCL83 5/- 68W 7 2 6
EB91 9d. P1.36 6!- 6K7 19
EP85 3/- PL81 4/- 61'4
EBF80 3/- PY33 5/. 6P28
ECC81 3,- PY81 1/8 10P13 2/8
ECC82 3,- PY82 1/6 186RT 8/8
ECC83 4/- P830 5/- 20D1
EP50 1,- 1:191 6/. 20P1
EF91 9d. U281 20P3 2/8
F.Y86 5/- U282 6/. 30PL1 5I-
KT36 5/- U301 5/. 30P12 51-
PCCR4 2/. U329 5/. 30F5 2/6
PCFS0 2/- 0251 30FL1 6i-
PCL82 4/- 6B8 1/8 610L2 6/-
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Do garage bills
make sense P

Get down to tackling those maintenance and repair
jobs yourself. PRACTICAL MOTORIST shows you
how do-it-yourself car care is the big economy in the
long run. Follow its expert guidance every month
and you can get sweeter running, safer driving,
worry -free performance all round -and save yourself
some garage bills! Start the 'seventies right by
placing a regular order.

Some of the January highlights:
* Renewing brake pipes
* Gearbox fault diagnosis
* Quick warming up in winter
* Road test of the BMC Mini Clubman
* Christmas Quiz
* £2 voucher towards car radio offer

PRACTICAL NI

THE WIDEST READ MOTORING WEEKLY THAT CUTS COSTS. JANUARY ISSUE OUT NOW 2/6

U111, COLOUR AND TELEVISION SPARES
COLOUR. Leading Brit. makers surplus time base units incl. frame p. line oip
and EHT transfs. f5.0.0, (8 valves 12.10.0 extra), p.p. 101..
UHF/ 825 conversion kits and tuners at reduced prices. Lists available.
UHF integrated transistd. 6 position push button tuners, leading Brit. maker
surplus, 54.10.0, UHF/VHF transistd. IF panels £8.10.0 Incl. circuits. p.p. 4/6.
MURPHY 60E700 series VHF conversion kits to cabinet plinth assy, can be
used as separate UHF receiver 18.10.9, 10/-.
SOBELLIGEC dual 40.5'625 IF amp. and o, p chassis incl. circuit 32.6 ULTRA
1980C to 2384 625 IF amp. chassis and switch incl. circuits 251- p.p. 4/6.
UHF TUNERS Transistd. incl. circuit, 50/- p.p. 4/6.
TV SIGNAL BOOSTER UNITS Sens. gain all stations. PYE/LA_BGEAR trans'd.
BBCIIITA or UHF Battery "plug in." 75/. UHF Mains "plug in." 97/6.
FIREBALL TUNERS Used/good cond. 801- PUSH BUTTON TUNERS
For Ultra 1934, ROD 612, 619, REG 17/18. 192. Used/good cond. 30/- Plessey,
Ekco. Ferranti, incl. valves 58/6 p.p. 4/6.
TURRET TUNERS PETO SCOTT 960, COSSOR 1964, DECCA DR 95, 101/606
50/- CYLDON 0 20!- EKCO 283/330 26/- KB Featherlight, Philips 19TG170
Series, Sobel! 1010 35 - p.p. 4/6. Large selection ch. coils.
LINE OUTPUT TRANSFS. Popular types available, brand new replacement,
fully guar. A selection which can be supplied. p.p. 4;6. C.O.D. 3.6.
PHILIPS 17T0100 range, STELLA 1011/1029 70/ -
BUSH TV53 to 69 32/6
EKCO 221 to 331 (U25 or U20 types) .. 42/6
FERRANTI 1001 to 1019 (U25 or U26 types) 42/6
EKCO 342 to 394, FERRANTI 1021 to 1005 75/-
EKCO:FERRANTI 418, 1093. etc. .. 62/6
DECCAD3117,3.4(70°)DR95,101/606 78/6
FERG 305 to 436, 42/6; 505 to 727 55!'
FERO HMV MARCONI ULTRA PHILCO
3600, 2600, 4600, 6000, 1100 ranges, Jellypot 55/ -
KB QVP20, Q20/1, 30/1, RVIO. 20. 30, SV20 45/-
MARCONI VT157 to 172
GEC 302 to 346. 46/a: 448. 2000 series .. 89:8 PVPBO. 20. 30

HMV 1865,9. 1870, 4216; 1890 to 1924 . W.-MI/ROD Featherlight
PYE VT17, CS, CM, CW17, 17/21, 17/8, KB 'RGD VCI 2 3,4
110 to 510, 700, 830, 11U to 40F 62/6 "PETO SCOTT 733/738PAM INVICTA equiv. LPOTS to above Pye 62,6
PETO SCOTT 1419 to 1725, 35/a; 733 to 738 78'6 Philco 1981 series
SOBELL MeMICH TP8173, 180, T23, 24, 178 {Philips 17TG100 range
278. SC24. 270, M£17, 18, 3172, 74.. 451-IPye VT4, VT7
TP8781, T279, SC34, 370, 31.P27, 3173, 76, 93 65/- RGD D17, 590 to 819
195, 282, 1000, 762, 3000 series 89/E
PHILCO 1010 to 1021, 45/a; 1029 to 1060 55/-1REG 10-4, 10-17 to 192
ULTRA 1770 to 2334, PILOT PT450 to 650 72/6 Ultra 1770 1780 range

LOPT Inserts pp. 2/s 35 -
Albs 055, 658
Bush TV32, 46, 43
Cossor 933 to 950
Ekco TP308
Emerson 700 range
Ferguson 203 to 246
Ferranti 14T5 to 21E8
KB NF70, OV30, PV40

45/-
WV -
3816
35/-
35,1-

35/-
501-
35/-
35,-
351-
35i-
42:6
35,-
35/ -

SCAN COILS, Frame 0/P, frame/line osc. trans. mains dropper, conttols, etc.
NEW SCAN COILS 110° types surplus special offer, PYE. EKCO, ULTRA, KB.
PILOT, MURPHY, 30/a FRAME 0/P TRANS. SOBELL 17'6. pp. 4/6.
ENQUIRIES invited, quotations given. C.O.D. despatch available.

MANOR SUPPLIES
64 GOLDERS MANOR DRIVE, LONDON, N.W.11
Callers: 589b HIGH ROAD (nr. Granville Road) N. Finchley N.12.

HIL 9118 (01-445 9118)

A NEW "KING TELEBOOSTER"
THE M4
DUAL BAND
V.H.F. UNIT

KING . . .

the name you
can depend on.

 Boosts all Band III and any specified Band I
Channel simultaneously.
Still higher gain ... nominally 17-18 d.B. both
Bands.

 Very low noise third generation passivated
transistor.
Fitted fly lead ... installed in seconds.
Neat and compact in quality case 3k" x 3" x 11".
Brown or ivory -cork base.
Highest grade components.

 No increase in price.
75/- Battery model OR
£5 17s. 6d. Self contained Mains version.
P/P 2/6d. Specify Band I channel when ordering.

Sole Manufacturers:
TRANSISTOR DEVICES LIMITED
Bridge House, Newton Abbot, South Devon

Literature on request.



VALUABLE NEW HANDBOOKflifif TO AMBITIOUS

1111EIC ENGINEERS
Have you had your copy of "Engineering Opportunities" ?

The new edition of "ENGINEERING OPPOR-
TUNITIES" is now available-without charge-
to all who are anxious for a worthwhile post in
Engineering. Frank, informative and completely
up to date, the new "ENGINEERING OPPOR-
TUNITIES" should be in the hands of every
person engaged in any branch of the Engineering
industry, irrespective of age, experience or train-
ing.

On SATISFACTION or
REFUND of FEE' terms

This remarkable book gives details of examina-
tions and courses in every branch of Engineering,
Building, etc., outlines the openings available and
describes our Special Appointments Department.

WHICH OF THESE IS
YOUR PET SUBJECT ?
TELEVISION ENG.
Advanced Television ,Eng.-
Gen. Television Eng.-Tele-
vision Servicing and Main-
tenance.
ELECTRONIC ENG.
Advanced Electronic Eng.
Gen. Electronic Eng.-
Applied Electronics-
Practical Electronics-
Radar Tech.-Frequency
Modulation-Transistors.
MECHANICAL ENG.
Advanced Mechanical Eng.
Gen. Mechanical Eng.-
Maintenance Eng.-Diesel
Eng.-Press Tool Design-
Sheet Metal Work-
Welding-Eng. Pattern
Making-Inspection-
Draughtsmanship-
Metallurgy-
Production Eng.

RADIO ENG.
Advanced Radio-Gen.
Radio-Radio Servicing-
Telecommunications-
Sound Recording-Auto-
mation-Practical Radio-
Radio Amateurs' Exam.

'ELECTRICAL ENG.
Advanced Electrical Eng.-
Gen. Electrical Eng.-
Installations-Draughts-
manship-Illuminating
Eng.-Refrigeration-
Elem. Electrical Science-
Electrical Supply-Mining
Electrical Eng.
CIVIL ENG.
Advanced Civil Eng.-
Municipal Eng.-Structural
Eng.-Sanitary Eng.-
Road Eng.-Hydraulics-
Mining-Water Supply-
Petrol Tech.

THIS BOOK TELLS YOU
* HOW to get a better paid, more interesting

job.
* HOW to qualify for rapid promotion.
* HOW to put some letters after your name

and become a key man . . . quickly and
easily.

* HOW to benefit from our free Advisory and
Appointment Dept.

* HOW you can take advantage of the
chances you are now missing.

* HOW, irrespective of your age, education
or experience, YOU can succeed in any
branch of Engineering.

164 PAGES OF EXPERT
CAREER -GUIDANCE

PRACTICAL

EQUIPMENT
Basic Practical and Theore-
tic Course for beginners in
TV, Radio. Electronics etc.
A.M.I.E.R.E. City & Guilds
Radio Amateurs' Exam.

R.T.E.B. Certificate
P.M.G. Certificate
Practical Radio

Television & RadioServicing
Practical Electronics

Electronics Engineering
Automation

INCLUDING

TOOLS

The specialist Elec-
tronics Division of
B.I.E.T.
NOW offers you a
real laboratory train-
ing at home with
practical equipment.
Ask for details.

B.I.E.T.

You are bound to benefit from reading
"ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES",
and you should send for your copy
now-FREE and without obligation.

WE HAVE A WIDE RANGE OF COURSES IN OTHER SUBJECTS
INCLUDING CHEMICAL ENG., AERO ENG., MANAGEMENT,
INSTRUMENT TECHNOLOGY, WORKS STUDY, MATHE-
MATICS, ETC.
Which qualification would increase your earning power?
B.Sc. (Eng.), A.M.S.E., C.Eng., A.M.I.E.R.E., R.T.E.B., A.M.I.P.E.,
A.M.I.M.I., A.M.I.E.D., A.R.I.B.A., A.I.O.B., P.M.G., A.R.I.C.S., M.R.S.H.,
A.M.I.Mun.E., CITY Et GUILDS, GEN. CERT. OF EDUCATION, ETC.

British Institute of Engineering Technology
445A ALDERMASTON COURT, ALDERMASTON, BERKSHIRE

MU POST COUPON
TO B.I.E.T., 445A ALDERMASTON COURT,
ALDERMASTON, BERKSHIRE

Please send me a FREE copy of "ENGINEERING
OPPORTUNITIES." I am interested in (state subject,
exam., or career).

NAME
ADDRESS

WRITE IF YOU PREFER NOT'TO CUT THIS PAGE

THE B.I.E.T. IS THE LEADING INSTITUTE OF ITS KIND IN THE WORLD
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